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FOREWORD

Durinn the past ten yeas, multilater development banks have financed $34.6
billion in power pro,ects. According to a World Bank review of lending for electric power,
insaed capacity grew at an average annual rate of about 8 percent in 51 developing countries. But
other measures of progress in the sector showed disturbing sigps of ineffiiency. Network losses
inreased, econoumc rates of reun declned, receivables mncre,swd, and debt semrice ratLos dropped
lMunasinghe, et al.]. Performance was especially poor in Africa, where many power plants
required rehabiitnation after just a few yeas of operation. Poor perfosman'-e was also observed by
many bilatal donor agencies.

Motivated by these disturbing findings, financial and technical assistance agencies
from Germany, Finland. the United Kingdom, the World Bank, UNInP, and the United States
ageed in September 1988 to fund an investigation of power sector performance. For this pupose,
the Electric Power Utility Efficiency Improvement Study (EPUES) was organized, and was in full
swing by January 1989.1 A Steeing Committee coiprising of one member from each supporting
agency set the objectives and work agenda. The Steering Committee meets biannually to discuss
progress and is inormed monthly by newsletter (EPUES Update) on Study activities. The
Energy Development Division (IENED) of the World Bank manages the study, with day-to-day
activities controlled by a Central Project Team (CPT) within ENED.

The objective of the Study is tteefold: (1) to determine the underlying causes of
poor power plant performance in developing countries; (2) to measure the economic and financial
costs of poor performance to utilities. power users, and the economy as a whole; and (3) to prepae
programs to remedy shortcomings, and guidelines for improving performance. The central
hypothesis is that poor performance is caused not only by visible deficiencies, or by external
factors such as lack of spare parts or foreign =xchange but also, and pincipally, by institational
and human constraints, both within and outswe of the organization. The main conclusions,
likewise, are that the problems of electric power utilities involve four pivotal issues: lack of clear
policies and goals set by the govrnments; the utilities' lack of independence, especialy to establish
taris based on economic principks, the utilities' inability to maintain institutional functions such
as training; and inappia donorpolicies andprocedures.

To investigate the hypothesis, EPUES sent mission teams to assess more than 60
diesel power plants. EPUES limited the investigation to diesel plants, rather than evaluating a
variety of plants of differing sizes, tecical characteristics, and zational structues, because
diesel generating sets are similar all over the world. Therefore, extraneous technological factors
played only a minor role in the ine n of performane records.2

1 Denmaies technical assistance agency, DANIDA, joined EPUES in December 1989.
2 Diesel power plants are generally smallr than other thermal plants, which made the

invesigation of a few hundred employees and thek functions more feasible than it would
have been to investigate the husands typical of larger operations. Also, the operational
performance of diesel plants is generally worse than other types of equipmenL Diesel
technology, although basically robust and reliable, is unfaoriving if proper operating
pwocedmsand mamntenaM~ce are neglected. Hence, technical filures quicldy result from

hmnfdilure.
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The recommendations generally relate to the management needs of small integral
uddties in isolated areas. hes ar the utilties that tend to be dminated by diesel plants-whas
larger, mr centalized utilities have a variety of plant types on their systems. Some
recommendaticar may not apply to uaty oganizaons at use large intplants.

As of the date of this report, the missions have completed their assignments in 17
countries and collected information from 20 other Based on these missicn reports, World Bank
reprts, information fom equipment manufactwers and the Institute for Diesel and Gas Turbine
Engineers (IDE), and reports povided by financial and technical assistance agencies that
support EPUES, the CPT has developed a genal technical and nontechnical data base reflectng
the overall opeatio of more than 60 diesel power plants worldwide.3 The analysis of these
diesel power plants provided a clea view of some of the most important functions of the utlities
operating them. In this Report, the reader should understand that the lessons learned apply to
diesel plants and only to utiities when it was ckar that pzoblems identified at diesel plants clearly.
reflected problems at the utility leveL The reader wil also discover from the Report that most
prblems at the utility level have direct and obsvable effects on the operation of its diesel power
plants.

This Report discusses the causes of poor performance and makes recommendations
for imprving performance and for further study of rertain problems. The Executive Summary
outines the study's findings and lessons leaned, ant. resents the recommendations in Chapter
10, Recomdations and Outstanding Questions. Chapters 1 through 10 present the findings,
lgansm leed, and renda for a specific area of inquiry. In aL the Report analyzes 10
essential factrs conributng to a sustanable, effiient diesel power project: autonomy; clear, non-

g objectives; good tp management; adoquate human resources; instituonalid training;
dequate technical resources; access to foreigp exchange; financial transparency; sufficient

revenues; and approprate donor policies and procedures. EPUES analysis suggests that poor
perfrmance can be explained by deficiencies in any of these 10 factors. Most importantly, the
Iden-ification and analysis of these 10 facs suggests stmegies for'impring the perfomance of
specific diesel power plants.

The validity of EPUES analysis rests heavily on the eliability of data collected oy
dte missions In fact, EPUES found some data inconsistent, missing, or simply unacceptable.
Although dat problems do exist, much of the data was acceptable, and considerable effort has
boen made to ensure its accuracy.4

3 The CPr has collected and analyzed more than 200 documents relatng to diesel power
plant efficiency and sustainable opeaion, which are orgnized as a library for the CPT,
EPUES consulants, and odter intrsted individuals.

4 For example, mission teams spot-checked monthly diesel powerplant data collected at the
powerhouse against daily logs. It was unusual for a mission to find uncompleted log
sheets, although maintenanee and outage records were often missing o incomplete,
especiallyindevelopingcountriein Africa Data was collectd by engine number over a
multiyearperid (usually three year), so that inconsistencies became apparent byr lookcing
carfly at the operating histoy of each machine. Cost and quantity data on fuel, lube oil,

fi
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The hapter rfer to various plant and utlity samples. Plant samples consist of
sets of diesel power plant data for specMied years. The data set consist of foureen inputs such as
plant location, year of operation, plat size, plant output, fuel consumption, and so forth. Te
largest sample contains dat for 63 diesel plants in 27 countries over seval years, and has more
than 139 daa sets. Unforunmately, not all data inputs ae known for every plant, so plant samples
vary throughout the Report depending on the issue under discussion. In Chapter 1, for example,
the largest sample of diesel plants was restricted to include plant data only from developing
countries and the yer 19V7 and 1988. Plant samples are defined in each chapter or an associated
annX.

Utility samples also vary throughout the ReporL Chapter 4 discusst towl sysem
power losses for a sample of 30 utilities. When data on nontechnical power losses am cited,
however, the sample is reduced to those six utilities from which such loss data were available.
ilke plant samples, udlity samples ame defined in the chapters or associated anxes.

The missions also coLected nontechnical imation, which is stored in a seprte
database.5 This information is derived from analysis of the human functions in each utility, such
as m ment quality, autonomy of opeation, and training. A gain, EPUES's objrnive was to
isole fictors that could explain the poor operation of the diesel plants. As noted in chapters 1
through 9, qualitative invesugatons of personnel and ther functions in the utility led EPUES to
identify the 10 explanatry factors listed above. Technical data allowed EPUES to assess the
efficiency of the diesel plants, and quaitative informa on allowed EPUES to relate low efficiency
to possible explanatory factors. In Chapter 1, for example, EPUES notes a strong correlaion

and spare pats,were collected at utility headquarters and cross-checked with power plant
dat. Information on spae parts usage and costs was particularly sparse and difficult to
check. Certain manufacturers were able to provide records of spare parts sold by engine
number, but the teams could not asceraain whether the parts had been used. Maintenance

ss were, in general, unrecorded and difficult to confim because of poor or nonexistent
cost accouing.
Cost of capital equipment and assocated suctures was also difficult to collect EPUES
had liftle luck aing out capital costs from utiity imvestment budge, which we often
conusing or miseaing due to poo accounting procedures, off-buduet investments made
with donor grants, and a widespread tendency for utilities to lump mvestments in diesel
equipment with equipment of other types.
With respt to the coledon of informatdon on diesel uti ma ent, training, and the
other human-related functions, EPUES relied heavily on the judgment of mission team
members. Each team used a stndad set of yes/no questions but was aed topursue
problem mas or interesing lines of investiga In some cases, loca cosultants were
used, and udlity coun were always pt of the team. This approach provided a
reasonably ace imprssion of power plant operations and a reasonably uniform data
base. The weakest investigon of human activities concered consumers' antudes toward
the utility, which ofen have an impact on diesel power plant opeation. EPUES was able
to collect only anecdotal evidence on the beneficiay side of the power sector.

iii



FOREWORD.

between Inefficient operation and low autonomy, and concludes that a preequisite to effieient
opeatonIs autonomy.

Chapter 10 synthsizs and expands upon the recommendations in chapts 1
dtrough 9. The most imp tat ousnding quesions ae also idendfied in Chapter 10.

The Report identifies the 28 African counties by the letters A through CC (dtere is
no Country 1). The 8 countries of Asia, dte Pacific, and the Amers are idendfied by the lers
DD dhrough LL (dtewe is no Country II).

iv



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

0.1 The Coae Report summarizes a two-year study of the major problems found in
diesel power plants in 17 developing countries, explaoes in some detail the causes of these
problems, and suggests possible solutions. Of the 10 chaptrs, 1 addresses tectnical issues, 8
explore the human-related funcdons and policies needed for utlity operation, and the final chapter
summaris the Repors recmendions. The Report focuses primarily on humans rather than
technology, because very few problems with technology were encountered durng the study. On
the other hand, the study found substantial problems associateb with the functions and policies
controlled by govaent and udtity personnel.

0.2 Using a measu called "Best Practices Plant Efficiency" (BPPE), EPUES found
that diesel plant efficiency can be quantified, but not uniquely. BPPE quantifies efficiency using a
set of technical inputs, thir associated prices, and the plant's energy output. If a utility has more
than one diesel plant, the utility's efficiency is the average of all its diesel plant efficiencies.
EPUES has used BPPE as a tool to identify causs of inefficiency.

Mcjot Problems

0.3 Compared with diesel power plants in industrialized countries, a typical diesel plant
investigated during the study is cha izd by low production, low revenues, high costs, and
short engine lifetimes. Few o these plants were financially viable. Electricity tariffs were
generally too low;, often even aperating costs ofgeneration were not covered by revenues.1 This
ptoblem was compounded by inefficentrevenue collection systems. Government agencies often
did not pay their bills, or they made payments very late.2

0.4 The quality of electricity output was often low. Manv Unscheduled power outages
occurred, anu unaccptable voltage fluctuatons were cotnron, forcing industrial users to provide
their own eecticiy supply)

0.5 In many instne, waste oil was dumped near the plants, causing local pollution
problems and longer-term serious ground water contanation. I a few cases, chemically treated
or contamina coong watercontibuted to the envinmental degradation.4

0.6 Inputs to the power plant were friquendy too high. The number of labor hours per
unit of production was 'caly 10 to 15 hours per MWh, which compares poorly with 0.5 to 4.0
hours per MWh in the iK and the US. The number of unskilled workers was especially high.5

I See Chapter 3, Ecomic and Fmancial Issues. From a r tative sample of the 22
countries investigated, the avrae taff (total billings divided by totl kWh sold) was
$0.070/kWh (constant 1989 US$), whereas the total operating cost including fixed capital
costs, was $0.147/kWh (constant 1989 US$).

2 See Chaper 4, Fiac .
3 See hap 7, Technical Issues
4 See Chaper 8, Envirnmental Issues.
s See Chapter5, Manpower.
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0.7 Engne @fficiency with respect to both fuel oil and lube oil consumption was often
lower thsn manufacturers' expectations. Fuel consumption was 30 to 40 percent higher than
anticipated. Engine maintenance was uw.ally poor, making erinn efficiency heavily dependent on
age. Nonstandardization also caused maintenance problems.6 In some cases, computed
efficiencies were so poor that theft of fuel and lube oil were the only plausible explanadon. Low
fuel efficiency seriously damaged the plants financial perormance, because the fuel cost is
typically 70 percent of the total variable cost ofaion.

0.8 In many instances, engines lasted only a fraction of their nonmal lifetime, which
geatly increased the plant's capital cost per unit of production. In several countries, average
lifetimes were as low as 5 to 10 years.7

0.9 The typical power plant production cost, including capital costs, was $0.147 (1989
$) per kWh. By percentages, fuel, lube oil, labor, materials, and capital costs were 49.7, 3.7, 6.3,
5.4, and 3S percent, respectively. If only variable costs awe considered, then fuel, lube oil, labor,
and materals costs were 67.1, 5.0,8.5, and 7.3 percent, respectively.

Identfyling Possible Causes of Majot Problems

0.10 Utility operatng problems arise from deep-seated causes. Some are easily
recognized--lack of foregn exchange to buy spare parts, for exanmple-but are difficult to address
nonetheless. Others, such as lack of autonomy, are less obvious. Many of the causes appear
interdependent. The methodology of the study was chosen to help identify causes of major
problems quantitatively by cormelating sets of possible causal factors with power plant efficiency.
A general efficiency measure was devised that allowed comparison of diesel plant operation intra-
and inter-country The initial choice of possible causal factors was based on qualitauve analysis of
the many mission reports and other documents relating to the study. Four broad problem areas
were analyzed: (1) government-utility relationships, (2) internal utility institutional and
management p.vblems, (3) power plant operating problems, and (4) donxr agency policies and

0.11 With respect to government-utility relationships, the conclusion was that autonomy
is a key factor in determining a utility's operatng efficiency.9 Many developing countries have
foreign exchange restrictions that interfere with the timely ordering of spare parts. This problem
can severely impair operaing efficiency. Many governments impose contradictory objectives,
such as low tariffs and a simultaneous requirement to be profitable. They also set noncompetitive
wage scales, interfre in hiring decisions, and intervene in the utility's daily Optons. The study
focused on nine attributes of the govenment-utiity relationship to determine the degree to which a
utility is opating autonomously.

6 See Chapr 7, Technical Issues.
7 See Chapter 3, Economic and Financial Issues.
8 IThoughout the Core Report, the phrase "donor agency" refers to the technical assistance or

financial aid agencies of developed motries.
9 See Chapter 1, Institutional Issues: Government and Utility Interactions.
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0.12 With respect to utlity and plant management, the study found few institutionaized
training p , many unsedSon-thjob ngpro s, an almost total lack of training
for middle managers, and a host of other training problems. There were also other associat
problemL Revenue collecdon was generally poorly organized and monitored. Tunover of sldlled
manpower was too high. Manpower planning was often weak. Planning, with the exception of
new project construcion, was nearly nonexistent.

0.13 Utily managers, especially at the middle-management and diesel plant levels, havt
not set up adequate information systems. This problem is pervasive: (a) many plants have
inadequate records,10 (b) labor input iS not adequately monitored, (c) billing and collection systems
are inadequate, (d) inventory information is nonexistent, and (e) financial information is usually
not available at the plant level and is often not available in a coherent form at the utility level.
Current cost accounting is not generally used, and historical cost accounting is useless in many
countries because of rapid inflation.

0.14 With respect to donor policies and procedures, the study found weaknesses in
project appraisals. It appeared that manpower and training functions, utility autonomy,
management controls, and other basic human-related activides were not thoroughly appraised
before projects were funded. However, the study based its observations on donor-funded projects
and did not investigate agency project appraisal documents directly. It was very clear that donors
often made over optimisdc assumptions about load growth. Tied-aid resulted in a lack of
sandardization in many diesel plants, which in turn resulted in operational and economic
Inefficiencies. Donor appraisal teuns often did not include the costs of nonstandation in their
project appraisals.l1 Finally, the study found little evidence of project monitoring by donor
agencies. Donor agencies focused primarily on the installation of hardware and the construction of
appurtenait structures, on training during the construction and commissioning periods, and on
other short-term programs. In general, assistance programs were not geared to give utility
managers clear signals about maintaining the value of capital equipment.

0.15 The study has identified ten causal human factors of poor diesel plant performance:
(1) lack of autonomy, (2) conflicting utility objectives, (3) lack of management accountability, (4)
insufficient training, (5) unavailability of internal utility resources, (6) poor management quality,
(7) lack of financial transparency, (8) insufficient revenues, (9) lack of timely access to foreign
exchange, and (10) inapprriat donor policies and procedures. In the Report, qualitative and
semi-quantitative arguments are madu for labeling these 10 factors as explanatory variables in
varying degrees of poor diesel plant performance, and of poor power plkat performance in
general. It should be noted that i diesel plants, technology itself is no* a cause of poor
performance.

10 Technical rang ecords were usually good. Maintenance records and cost records
were often incomplee.
See Chapter 7, Technical Issues, paragraph 7.17.
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Recommendcons

0.16 EPIES as concluded that govenentintfence in all udlity operatons mustbe
eliminated before efficient and sustainable pformance is possibl. This concluon is based on
the analysis in Cbajpr 1, which strongly suggests that in _ autonomy increases efficiency.
One could take this suggeston to the extreme and recommend that all utlities be privatized.
However, the national utlities studied by EPUES are monopolies; and, if these utilities are
privatized then governments must become efficient regulators. Thus, although EPUES
recommends that govemments and utilities focus primary atttion on increasing autonomy, it
stesses that it is equally important for goverments to old utilities accountable for their
perfonance. Donrs a sing all diesel powerprojects should evaut auwtonomy and should tie
aid to the pretion of Inasing autonomy where that is necessary.12

0.17 On the basis of this diesel study, EPUES recommends tat nadonal udlities woik
out nonconflicting objectives with their governments. The most fiequent conflict noted in this
study arose from governments demanding that thek udtties use their diesel plants to carry out
siay desirable but highly unprofitable rural electrification programs, while also expecting those
uilities to opate pofitably. EPUES noted that taiffs were frequently too low to cross-subsidize
such progams, and the study found little evidence that government mechanisms designed to
reimburse utilities for losses actually did so. EPUES did not consider possibly maon cost-effective
ruai electrification proams, including those using other types of plants, but recommends that
utilides and donors seriously address this issue.

0.18 EPUES also concluded that a major problem for most uties was the lack of hard
cuirency. Donors have tred to ameliorate this problem drough several innovative programs.13

For most utilities, the problem remains urgent and oft forces diesel plants to operate continually
in a crisis mode. Insufficient access to foreign exchange especially hurts maintenance, which
depends on the timely ement of spare parts. EPUES ends that donors initiate
progams filiing the timely procrement of spare pats.14

0.19 Lack of foreign exchange often induces governments and utiities to ceat complex
procedures for equitably disbursing foreign exchange. These procedures themselves create
uncertainty, decrease planning capabilities, and resut in utlity Iefficiency. Utlities should
simplify these procedures internally as much as possible, or at least make existng p s
transparent. Donors should appraise the complexity of the prement process and support
improvements when necessary. If the system is essentially opaque, then donrs and utlites should
set up altive o produres.

12 A rough methodology for apprasing autnomy is given in Chapter 1. EPUES is now
developing this methodology in more detaiL

13 See Chapter 4, Fancial nt.

14 See Chapter 4, FInancia nagement, for a discussban of this pmblem.
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0.20 Because EPUES found that many udlity manag do not appreciate the capital
value of diesel equl t, It recends that donor s requre gn tsn to on-lend aid
for power projects also recommeads req suiat infoatin f rom all
tys of powe pl to dstmine t techical d f status. is recommendation
imples hat at the pwer plant level, cost-based accounting systems should be used. It is also vey
Important for utility managemont to maintain an active feedback system, which gives plant
m _nars tho techcal and Innfrmation they need topely assess theipermance.

0.21 EPUES found tsaining progrms to be inadequate for diesel macine operator
through the middle management level. EPUES has concluded that udtlies must have an
institutio zed aining program. Because local institutionalized training may be economically
inasible in smaller counties, EPUES recomends an investdgatdon of altenative structures suc
as regional tining programs.16 EPUES also recmmends dtat donors fully appraise exsting

ing Prams and alcate funding in aid projecw specifically for institutionaed training.17

0.22 EPUES recommends the itutaln of manpower plannin. Donors should
appraise manpower plamning progams and incate fiuding into aid projec that is icay
for instituti ng manpower planning.

0.23 Fially, EPUES recommends that donors include the costs of nons zain
and envimentcontrols in the appraisals of all diesel power projects, and that they realically
estimate equipment lifetimes, Operating coss, capital cost, and odter financid variabVes.

15 See Ch 3, Ecnomic and Financial Issues, and Chapter 9, Donor Policies and
Procedures, for discussions of on-lending issues.

16 See Chaptr 6, Annex 1 for a discussion of rginal rining.
17 EPUES is workng on for appisng taning prams. See Chapter 6,

Trining for furherdiscussin
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CHAPTER 1. INSTffUTIONAL ISSUES: GOVERNMEN AND UTIUTY
INTERACTIONS.

1.1 In its missions to 60 diesel electric power plants in 17 developing countries,
EPUES found 10 variables affecting sustainable and efficient plant operations. One of the most
critical had to do with institutional issues between gove,rnment agencies and national utilides. This
chapter discusses the impact of institutional issues on the efficient long-term operation of diesel
power plants.

Findings

1.2. Most power utilites in developing countries are state-owned entrprises (SOEs); of
the more than 20 uilities EPUES studied in deil, all but one are state-owned in whole or in part.
These utiities are not autonomous or have limited autonomy, and few are accountable for the
quality of their opeations. Most have defined objectives, but frequently these objectives conflict
with eaach other.

1.3 The World Bank has already explored SOE management and reform in some detail
[Shirley, 1983, 1989], and has identified five conditions that can help improve the efficiency of
SOE operations. Government must: (a) set clear and attainable objectives linked to performance,
(b) maintain control without undue interference, (c) hold managers accountable for results, (d)
appoint capable manage or assure that managers with appropriate skills are available, and (e)
reward managers for good perfonnance and sanction them for poor performance. Conditions (a)
through (c) enable the SOEs to be more autonomous while remaining under government control;
conditions (d) and (e) are criteria fo imposing efficiency in an autonomous environment

1.4 The EPUES team also found two other conditions necessary for autonomy. First, a
utiity must have timely acoess to foreign exchange in order to buy crtical parts and materials for its
diesel plants. The operations of many utilides in this study suffer because of their inability to
acquire and spend foreign exchange.

1.5 Second, all but one of the utilities operate under tariffs set by government. EPUES
found that when a tariff is too low, a utility can neither cary on its business in local curency,
since it lacks cash flow, nor buy foreign currency with the local currency it has earned. Thus,
government tariff policy imposes a very strong restricion on a utility's autonomy.1

This prblem has been extensively discussed in World Bank appraisal and evaluation
reports on all types of power sector loans.
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Table 1: QuestIons that Can Determine a Utitys Lvel of Autonomy.

1. OB: Does ui ha cear biec? !
2. B0D: Does te uty hae a Boafd of Dirco with _onaVeffment members?
&_ SAL: Do ft u tt coitroi iNs emoes' surs?
4. HMR- Can thuMlMiledendy Mres adlreemployes?
5. iNC: Cain Xi uGt lit itr iate Incentivs for its emP os?
6. CTRL: Are daly otdlons the Xtillty InsuAed fom extal poliical pus?
7. ACCT: Is i nt heldacoo anu nle ir bperpnance?
a FX: Doest utlty hav sdficebntn excha to buy Msparep when thy are needed?
9. $: Are tadffs suffiit to podue revenues greater thn or eq o opeaing costs?

Note: Se wararaphs 1.9 to 1.15 for elanaton of queions.

1.6 These two additional conditions can be stated as: (f) access to adequate foreign
exchange,2 and (g) a tariff policy tha provides sufficient cash flow to cover operating costs on a
continuous basis.3 '4

1.7 The EPUES missions repored that many udlities are autonomous in some ways
and not in others. EPUES has developed a way to measure overaU autonomy with the set of nine
ys/no questions shown in Table 1. Nine "yes" answers indicate that the autonomy of the utility is
very high. If all answers are "no," the utility's autonomy is very low. Private utilities ranked as
most autonomous. These questions were derived fom the seven conditons (a-g) above. Table 1
e.xpands on condition (b), which specificaly addresses whether a manager can make operating

cisions without government intervention. These decisions concern issues in which government
has varying levels of interest. Some managers have autonomy to hire and fire staff as well as to
make daily operating decisions; others do -at have autonomy even in daily opeang decisions.
ITe levels of autonomy ratings for 16 utilities are listed in Table 2.

1.8 All udlities are lgally SOEs except utilities A and B in Country GO and Utility A in
Country LL. Utility A in Country D is legally aparasta but is unique in that it is half owned by
the private sector and is not controlled by thenational utility. Of the 15 udlities ranked for level of
autonomy, the 3 private utilities and the mixed-ownership utility are the most autonomous, with

2 Condition (f) does not imply that electric utilities require a special mechanism for foreign
exchange. Most utilities in the sample used the same procedur for foreign exchange as
other SOEs.

3 Condition (g) does not imply that governments should not subsidize electrical rates.
EPUES has stm indications, however, that efficiency is very poor in utilities where
revenues are insicent to cover opating costs. Condition (g) assumes that the technical
and commercial opeations of the utiLty ae reasonably efficient, but this is not always the
case. For example, the tariff in Country A was sufficient to provide a reasonable rate of
return, but the commercial opatdon of the national utility was so poor that it suffered
heavy losses.

4 TMe qestion of capital recovery is coverd in Chapter 3, Economic and Financial Issues.
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ranks of 9,9, 8, and 8, respectvely. Countries E, F, and G rank the lowest (1, 1, and 0). The
utiliies in countries H and CC also rankvery low (2 and 2).

*1.9 The reladonship of autonomy to efficiency for the 15 utilitis is shown in Table 2.5
The measure of efficiency, "Best Paices Plant Efficiency," (BPPE), quantifies efficiency using a
set of technical inputs, their associated prices, and the plant's energy output. a utlity has more
than one diesel power plant, the utility s efficiency is taken to be the aveage of its power plant
efficiencies. (BPPE is explained in detil in Annex 2.)

TABLE 2: A Compadson of Level of Autonomy wih et Pracices Plant
Efficiency (BPPE).

llSlilXQM Level of Autonomzr DM

A H 2 0.13
A M 3 0.292
A E 1 0.43
A F 1 0.46
B D 4 0.46
A CC 2 0.47
A LL 8 0.50
A J 5 0.52
B LL 3 0.54
A DD 3 0.611
A D 8 0.62
A L 5 0.632
B a; 9 0.67
A A 6 0.79
A G3 9 1.00

1 One power plant. Effciences at tee others are similar.
2 Average of two power plant efficiencs.

Ma;y of the "yes/no" answers that make up the autonomy ratings in Table 2 require further
research to reconcile conflicting information. These answers apply to the time of the
mission or the years just before it. In some cases, a utility was in the proess of
ehabilitating equipment and personnel at its diesel plant(s). In countries A and E,

completely new management systems had just been or were about to be instituted. Table 2
is therefore cleady time-dependent. A comparison of mission reports and Bank Staff
Appraisal Reports suggests that most governments have moved toward giving their
parastatals more atnomy. Given the politcal shifts in Eastern Europe and the obvious

t of such changes on African govments, it seems lkely dth paal utilites will
have greater autonomy in the future.
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1.10 The rankings in Table 2 are based on act utility operatins. For the question
concerning objectives (OBJ), EPUES missions aske utility a diesel power plant managers
whether they had clearly defined and nonconfictig objectives. Most managers said their
objectives were clear but conflicting. A common example was a mandate to set a rate of return on
investment, and at the same time to promote unprofitable rural electrification programs (i.e.,
Country DD).

1.11 ITe question on salaries (SAL) classifies the utlities according to whether
emploree salaries are set by a national civil sevice salary scale. f the utility must adhere to such a
se, then the answer is "no," the utility does not control its employees' salaries (i.e., the national
utility in Country D). Even when employees are not considered civil servants, management must
sometimes ask the national government to approve salary adjustments (i.e., Country A). In these
cases, the answer is also "no."

1.12 A similar situation exists for hiring and firing (H&F). Many EPUES missions
found that utilities are heavily overstaffed (especially with unsklled workers), which indicates that
the utility does not control stS own hiring and firing. This function is often in principle (even
legally) under the purview of utility management, but in reality is politically controlled (ie.,
countries E H, M, CC, and LL).

1.13 Government intervention in the dafly affairs of the utility (CIRL) is the most cosdy
form of interference. Several EPUES missions saw diesel engines that had been destroyed
because of politcal pressure on managers to continue operatng engines that were damaged, (i.e.,
countries A, D, and G).

1.14 Accountability is shown in the "ACCt' column. EPUES found that managers of
private utiLides were accountable to utility shateholders. Manages of Utility A in Country A were
accountable under a Permance contract to the govenment. The managers of the parastatl utility
in Country D were accountable only to the private owners.

1.15 The PX column concerns a diesel plant managei's access to foreign exchange; a
"n" answer means access is insufficient. Complaints about the lack of foreign exchange for spane
pars is not sufficient for a "no" answer.

1.16 Finally, the "$" column, which asks whether revenues are sufficient to cover
operating costs, evaluates goverunent tariff policy. If revenues are low because of poor
cammial ti , and e utilitys tariff is sufficient to cover costs, the answer will be "yes."
A complte list of kvel of autonomy indicators is in Annex 1.

1.17 EPUES assumes, based on existing evidence, that the efficiency of a utility
coielates strongly with its autonomy.6 Like autonomy, efficiency is not uniquely defined but
depends on a spectrum of technical, economic, and financial performance measures. Pardal
indicats, such as cost per kowatt-hour of production or day's receivables, can be quandfed, but
they can be quite misleading. EPUES has used BPPE as an indication of utility efficiency.

6 EPUES is in the process of corelag efficeny with such specific variables as autonomy,
good manament, and incentive systems.
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1.18 Table 2 compares LeAel of Autonomy win' BPPE for the 15-utility sample. All
Level of Auonomy and BPPE ratings are for 1987 or 1988.

1.19 Utility A in Country GG, a small, privately owned and operated diesel utility that
has the highest relative efficiency, is the first comparator. t has no maior problems with
autonomy, managemet ng, spare parts, fuel avalbilty, or availabilty o hat cumncy.

1.20 Utility B in County GO, the snd comparator, is an isolated rural diesel plant. It
has some problems with availabity oquafied maint ance el and fuel, but its efficiency
is low primarily becase of high fuel costs and older, less efficient equipment

1.21 TIe very low efficiency in Country M is caused by the under use of new machines,
lack of autonomy, and lack of trained personnel. On-site expaae technicians do much to eep
the diesel plants functionng.7 One plant manager has been ailed several times for attempting to
force payments from govment agencies by dicoeng their electcity.

1.22 Tne utility in Country A has relatively high efficiency. It was managed for five
years by expatiates who took over line management positions in 1983. Efficiency then increased
dramatically but fell somewhat in 1989 after their departure. The two EPUES missions to this
utlity clearly saw the difficulties the expatriates faced in isolating the utility from government
interference and saw a clear increase in government controls after their departure. Despite a
eforance contract, this utility suffered severely from lack of good management

1.23 Levels of autonomy and associated efficiencies shown in Table 2 have a reasonably
high degree of correlain, even though other critical explanatory variables, such as management
quality, have not yet been included.8 The efficiency ratings suggest that utilities with very low
autonomy .Lre much less efficient than utilities with very high autonomy. More importandy, no
utility with low autonomy has a high efficiency.

Lesons Leamed

1.24 EPUES has concluded that (a) state owned utilities in the sample have low levels of
autonomy, and (b) utilities with low autonomy have low efficiency. Both are the rule in
developing countries. EPUES is now in the process of demonstrating quantitively that autonomy
is an important explanatoiy variable of efficiency.

7 The expatriates have left the plants ecently due to political amest and associated safety
problems.

8 The R value from a standard regression analysis is 0.81.
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1.25 Uilities can have high autonomy and low efficiency because of poor management,
lack of poper training, poor employee incentives, and so forth. It is probably also true that
udlities withigh efficiency will be highly autonomous, but it is not yet possible quanttatvely to
draw this conclusion from the findings. Nevertheless, based on semi-quanttative analysis,
EPUES believes that private power utilities are significantly more efficient than public power
utlities in developing countries.7

1.26 An I or lesson Is that problems that appea caused by lack of spare parts
and poor maintenance most often origine from a fundamental k of autonomy. Compare, for
example, the cost factors that compose the total cost of operation per MWh for the very efficient
private Utility A in County GO and the central diesel plant in Country F, as shown in Table 3.
Cleaiiy, the fuel and capital factors are far more costly in Country F.10 Although both utilides pay
comparable prices for fuel and equipment, the EPUES mission repoed that the fuel efficiency of
the diesels in Country F is very low and that the generating equipment is being destroyed by bad
maintenance. The pnncipal problem is not the unavailability of trained maintenance staff or lack of
spare parts but rather govnment salary restrctions and hing policies dtat prevent the utility from
hiring qualified staff.ll

Tabl 3: A Compadson of Cost Factors tor Country GG and Country F.

Ceut F eioz Cad ELMtage
Country GG Country F Country GG Comtry F

Fbel $40.60 $91.49 62.4% 52.0%
Lube $ 0.55 $ 3.88 0.8% 22%
lIbor $ 6.24 $ 9.69 9.6% 5.5%
Maab_ $ 5.50 $11.49 8.4% 6.5%
Ctal $11.90 $ 59.32 18.3% 33.7%

Total $65. $175.87 100% 100%

Util A (pvae).

9 EPUES has compared efficiency ratings for 32 udlitdes in developing and industrializd
countries. On average, the private and highly autonomous udilties are more efficient dtan
state-owned utlities, but some pnvate utilites have efficiency ratngs below those of some
state-owned utilities.

10 Each cost factor except capital cost is cdculated by multplying a quantity by an associated
prnce. The fuel factor, fbr example, is computed by multplying annual per liter cost of fuel
by the annual fuel consumption per MWh of the plant's diesel engines. The capital cost
factor accounts for the annual interest cost and dqercition of diesel equipment

11 mThese comparsons can be very informative. For example, in other comparisons of this
type, the labor component was excessively high, strongly suggesting the existence of a
patronage system, In several cases, the lube oil component was very high, indicating the
existence of a black market in lube oiL
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Recommendcotns

1.27 The most critical outstading question is: How can utlity autonomy be increased?
It is a quesdon for financing and technical assistance agencies, for goverments, and for the
utilities themselves. Increasing the level of autonomy often involves structral adjustments
dtroughout the government and such associated macroeconomic issues as restructuring salary
levels throughout the government. Why, for example, should the goveroment of Country D allow
its national utility to set its own salaries, when more than 100 other parastals in the country
cannot? Some ways to increase autonomy may be management contracting, leasing, perfonnance
contrs, and full plivadzation.

1.28 EPUES makes two recommedations. First, donors should assess during project
apprasal the level of autonomy of the recipient utility, and second, if the udlity has a low level of
autonomy, donors should attempt to increase the udliys autonomy before providing assistance.
Annex 3 contains more discussion of saegies for increasing autonomy.
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CHAPTER 2. INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES: INTERNAL RELATIONS.

2.1 EPUES mission studies of diesel plants have clearly shown that the relationship
between an individual power plant and its parent utility is dettnnined by the role the wer plant
plays in the supply of power. Whe diese genration is important to overall supply, diesel plants
are closely integrted to the utility; where they make only a marginal contribution, however, or
are mainly stand-alone systems serving small towns or rumral areas, they tend to operate in an
institutional vacuum. The plant's importance within the utility system determines whether it will
get an equitable share of the utility's inancial, human, and material resources.

2.2 Relations between udlities and all typos of power plants cover a range of issues,
such as manpower and spare parts management. TLese issues, as they relate to diesel plants, are
discussed in more detail in other chapters. This section will identify ways in which distinct
institutional anangement can affoct any plant's operational efficiency and sustainability.

Findis

2.3 A consistent trend in many EPUES mission studies is that even where diesel plants
are critical to national power supply, they had a lower pciority than other sources of power. In
Country M prior to the ongomng rehabilitation program, for example, even though diesel was the
prmary souroe of power, the oil-fired szAun plant in the capital received mme attention and scarce
resources than two more rapidly deteriorating units. In Country D, although rural towns and
viles were totally dependent on diesel, few resources were allocated to the diesel stations, and
utdlity managers saw the diesel plants as a necessary evil.

2.4 Despite the fact that in many countries diesel power is the most cost-effective way
to meet short- and medium-term increases in demand and to develop rural electricity supplies,
utilides gave diesel plants low priority when planning power supplies. Corporate and project
planning departments tended to focus on larger scale investments such as new hydro and steam
plants, perceved as more likely to get financial aid from multilateral agencies. Furthermore,
because job satstion, woingconditons, and livngarrangements were more favorabIe in the
larger thermal and hydropower stations, experienced power engineers tended to view diesel plants
as lower in status in terms of career delopment, and they pred to be stioned at major hydro
or thermal plants. This was not true, however, for small private diesel plants, where job
saisfacton and wong condiions were better than at govemnment-run plants.

Organizotlonal Relationships

2.5 Diesel plants tend to be organized differenMy from plants that have higher status
wiin the utlity.

2.6 Activities in most utlities were divided into two main categories: technicaL which
in ated g on, tansmiion, and distribution; and nontechnical, which covered finance,
adminisration, and personnel. Iher were variations in the detailed organizatonal structure
depending on the size of the utility, but in the technical function, most utlites had generon or
production departments responsible for the supply of power, with separate transmission and
distibution departments. A diesel plant that made a significant contribution to overall supply was
likely to be liked with the utlity dugh the utlits generaton department. This was the case in
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County L for example, where the power station managerreported to the generation manager, and
tie genataon department had overall responsibility for the power stations.

2.7 Where a diesel plant was marginal, however-a standby or peak load facility
connected to a grid or a plant in a nra area unconnected to a grid-it was likely to be linked to the
utility either through distribution or a separate rural electrfication department. In Country D, for
example, while the hydro stadon managers reported to the head office production manager, diesel
plants fell under a cental diretorat, and the managers of those plants were responsible to regional
and zonal distribution managers. In Country M, the diesel plants outside the capital were part of a
rural elactrification division and had litte contact with the production deparnent at head office.
Moreover, because of inadequate staffing at the diiision, the diesel plants operated almost as
independe,nt utilities.

2.8 In many developing countries, EPUES found that the distances between the diesel
power plants and thc utility's head office were vast and communications poor, resulting in only
minimal technical supervision from the head office. In Country M, for example, one plant was
mom than 5OO kilometers from the capital, and if not for the expatiate technician's radio link, there
would have been no communication.

Technical Relaifonships

2.9 EPUES found that power stations linked to utility generation departments have
greater access to technical superison, a higher piority for manpower, and more spare parts and
other resources. Major construction or rehabilitation of lare hydro or thermal stations was
commonly overseen by the utility's projects departnent, which had engineers experienced in
project design and management Projects departnents rarely became involved in diesel projects,
however. In Country M, for example, the utility's project department was only marginally
involved in two diesel projects, since they were projects of the runal electrification department.
This department provided most of the required work force for civil and electromechanical
consuction. Country D, despite the fact that a multimillion dollar rehabilitation project covered
eleven diesel sions, the ects deatment was only magnally involved.

2.10 Any organization that carries out a range of activities in different locatiors has
problems with local management, supervision, and controL A utility cannot station senior
management Personnel tt every location; and when a plant is part of a regional structure, or is too
sml to jusy a full complement of managerial and technical personnel, it wil inevitably have
local ma s who may not have the necessary technical background.

2.11 EPUES found that many diesel plants were inadequately staffed at all levels. The
udlities cold partially compensate for this by providing regular technical supervision. In most
ulities this did not happen, however, and the diesel plants suffered not only frm an absence of
adequate staff to operate andmaintain them but also from neglect by the utilities' head offices. In
Country D, although there were more than 20 diesel power plants, the diesel generation section of
the production department was staffed with only three engineers, who rarely visited the plants.

e same situation exited in Country M, where the diesel plants were rarly inspected.
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2.12 The diesel power stadons were hurt over the long term by the absence of regular
technical inspecdons, checks to ensure proper maintenance, and taining of staff. Managers were
le* ry much on their own to opoeate and maintin plants, restidng in evn newly-commissioned
plants deterioraing rapidly and requiring rehabilitaion within five to six years. That is what
happened in Country D, for example.

2.13 Ths neglect also affected the morle and intest of diesl plnt management and
staff, who responded to the perceived lack of concern on the part of the utlity management by
making ittle effort to write cciscientious teahnical report. These repms are intended to cover the
mam power plant operations: fuel and oil consumption, power suppied, beans, maintenance
activit, and so on. In some cases, the manner ofr tg aM the forms to fill out had not
changed for more than 20 years.

2.14 Even where these technical reports were completed conscientiously by plant
managers, the reprts were rarely analyzed (or even filed properly) at the udlity's head office, and
the managers received litte or no feedbackc This furtherdemoralized the managers, who in some
cases no longer even bothered to complete their s.

2.15 EPUES missions often found that technical information either was not available at
the diesel plant or was written in a language not understd by the personnel. In Country CC, for
example, the manufacs' operational manuals were written in English and German, which the
staf did not understand They therefore used drawings in spare parts catalogues to identify
problems and cary out maintenance. This was a typical problem. Although responsibility for
providing appropriate manuals, ang instructions, and maintenance schedules rested with plant
manufacurs and suppliers, the utiities should have ensured that the power plants wer supplied
with appiat guides for operaton and maintenance.

2.16 It is ciar from the EPUES sudies that routine and preventative maintenance is the
key to long-term opeaional efficiency of diesel power plants. If maintenance were part of the
opertional philosophy, and if it were preplanned and prescheduled, the need for pars could be
antcipated. At the parastatal in Country D, for example, some of the diesel units have operated for
more tL 20 years without serious problems because of the mine's maintenance schedules.
EPUES found very few cases, however, where a udlity had annual maintenance schedules for
diesel plants. Diesel plants were also given a very low priority in the allocation of spare parts.
Requests for spares had to be funneled trough the regional and distribution structe, across to the
generaion department, and then to the stores section within the finance dietort. In some cases,
it took 6 to 12 months before a plant could obtain even the most basic spares, such as a filter.

2.17 It is unlikely, however, that adequate spare p ts will make a significant impact on
diesel plant efficiency until the utilities come to acknowledge she critical role of maintenance in the
long-tem sust of these plants.

Financial Relallonships

2.18 Most of the diesel plants were located in predominantly nru areas, where the cost
of genertion was subsidized because power was thought to improve the quality of life. In most
countries, the utility provided the subsidy, even though it operated under statutes providing for
cost recovry. None of the utilities was free to establish its own tarifFs, and no power plant had
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the authority to impose a differential tariff based on the cost of generaion. Moreover, few if any
diesel plant managers were aware of the costof generation, srcared whether or not the plant was
fhancially viable. In practice, therefore, financial considerations were by and large irrelevant,
beyond the need for enogh funds to keep the plant nmning.

2.19 Excluding Country L, the utilitids were in dire financial straits and consequently
subjected tek diesel plants to tight budgeuay control In addition to difficulties caused by national
tariff and foreign exchange polices, some of the utility's own financial management practices,
such as lack of comprehensive financial management, budgeting, and accounttng procedures, at
both the udlity and diesel plat level, contributed to its decline. This, in turn. ffected the operation
of the diesel plants.

2.20 Few of the diesel plants had budgetary control systems that provided for either
recurring costs or capital expenditures. EPUES found it nearly impossible to obtain fmancial
information on aSn and maintenance because most utilities did not have a cost center system
of budgeting and expenditure control. Consequently, diesel plant managers had no idea what it
cost to operate their plants and were working on the basis of month-to-month expenditure.

2.21 Few diesel plant managers had access to their own bank accounts, and had to
request funds from regionl or head offices. This often caused essential maintenance work to be
abandoned. Even where local mana did have authority to spend funds, the limits were so low
as to make this authority meaningtess. The same limitations applied to purchase orders and
requisitions, which had to be checked and counter-authorized by more senior management.

2.22 One reason for centralized financial control is to limit the potential for
misappropriation and other illegalities. In a few of the countries, however, the diesel plant was
also the administri center for a local distribution system, responsible for bbth generation and
distribution, and therefore had control of its own finances. This was the case in Country M, for
example, where two diesel plants were totally self-sufficient and financially independent of the
utilty. They were required to meet all their own recurrent costs, including fuel supplies.

2.23 This arrngement, however, was the exception, and derived from a fully funded,
integrated diesel generation/distribution project. Moreover, three years after the project was
commissioned, it continued to benefit fro.i expatriate technical assistance. Even here, however,
the plants did not use prp budgets and expenditure esdmates, and also had cash flow problems.
Nearly every month, the managers had to mount a collection drive among consumers to raise
money for fuel.

2.24 Despite the critical financial state of most utilities, many had huge amounts
outstding in accounts receivable. Debts exceeding 100 and even 200 days were :he norm rather
than the exception, which caused serious cash flow problems in local currency on top of the
shorage of foreign exchage. Consequently, the diesel plants were continually cash starved, and
in some cases had difficuies meedng such basic expendtures as wages and salaries. Thus, when
minor repairs or preventive maintenance were needed, local managers could not buy cicaning
mateials or replace tools.
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Manpower Relationships

2.25 Manning and staffing issues are addressed in detail in the Manpower chapter, which
identifies lack of appriate sffing as a critical factor in the opeational inefficiency and physical
decline of diesel power plants. However, staffing and personnel issues are usualy beyond the
control of all types of power plants; like financial matters, manpower and personnel issues are
highly centralized i most udlities. EPUES found that not only were local diesel plant managers
unable to detrmine remuneration, but their ability to hire, fire, promote, discipline, and train staff
was severely limited. Their lack of authority to either reward or punish affected their ability to
control their staff. Moreover, few utilities operated with manpowe; budgets, or had a systematic
way to determine optimal staffing levels accoiding to the requirements of particular diesel plants.

2.26 The high unemployment in most developing countries made it difficult for diesel
plant managers not to catry more employees than they need as a social service. Moreover, where
the managers own pay was linked to the number of people he supervised, he had no incentive to
reduce staff. In fact, local managers often tried to boost their salary grade by building up their
workforce.

2.27 When a udlity lacked a comprehensive manpower management system, such
technically qualified personnel as mechanical and electrical engineers were reluctant to move to
diesel plants, which tended to be outside the mainsteam of the utdlity's activities. They feared that
once posted o a diesel plant, they would lose promotion opportunities available at head office or in
other types of plants.

2.28 EPUES missions have found a general lack of appreciation of the complexity of
diesel technology, reflected not only in staffing, but also in the absence of training for diesel
operators and maintenance personnel. In Country D, Utility B's technical training institution
povided training courses for hydro opers and transmission and distribution personnel, but not
or diesel operators. On the other hand, its private Utility A did provide special courses for diesel

operators and maintenance staff. Here, an operator was not allowed to supervise a shift until he
had passed a two-year comprehensive theortictal and practical truining course.

Power Plant/Community Relationships

2.29 EPUES collected little information on relations between diesel power plants in
general and the communities they serve. As noted in Chapter 1, the national utilities are dominated
by government interests.

2.30 EPUES recommends in this Report that utility management policies should be
broadened to include a wider range of interests, and should allow greater community participation
in the energy sector. There is now minimal community involvement even at the power plant level;
there are few efforts to involve local communities in an advisory role or even provide them with
information.

2.31 This situation does not seem to be delibeate, but probably derives from the fact that
no udlity or plant aer undersunds the benefits of community involvement. In Country M,
community advisory commites were established at two diesel plants at the initiative of the Finnish
consultants. At one of these plants, the committee has helped established a disconnection policy,
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has educated consumers about the need to pay their accounts promptly, and has provided guidance
fc- load shedding in establishing priority consumers. At the other, the committee has had minimal
involvement with the diesel power station and exists in name only.

2.32 In general, initiatives for involving plant and utility representatives come from
regional political or administrative development committees rather than from the udlity. These
committees enable managers to disseminate information and get feedback fron the community, but
can expose managers to community pressure. In Country D, where regional managers sit on
development committees, for example, they are under great pressure to expand distribution and
ensure continuity of supply even when doing so could result in damage to overburdened plants.

Power Plant/Donor Relaftonships

2.33 Close donor involvement in various types of power plant projects has had mixed
results. Involvement during the project phase has normaly contributed to successful
implementation, and to the establishment or rehabilitation of the plant. Such projects were usually
carried out on a turnkey basis, and depended heavily on expatriate technical and supervisory
experdse. The donor agency was usually involved in monitoring progress and was able to bring
pressure to bear on the utility or the national government, where such pressure was necessary to
resolve problems and overcome delays. Donor involvement thus resulted in projects being
completed on time and within budget.

2.34 The drawback to donor supervision and management of projects has generally been
that it inhibited the involvement of the utlity, where managers were often happy to allow the donor
and external contractors to do everything, including provide manpower and resources. Since
donor agencies and expatriate consultants were able tO pUt greater pressure on government
agpncies, the managers simply waited for project to be completed.

2.35 The donors' immediate objective of completing projects as soon as possible
therefore contributed to serious long-term problems with sustainability and operational efficiency
of many plants. Diesel power plants often were not fully integrated into utility generation systems
(the cause of other problems) precisely because the utilities had minimal involvement when the
plants were being built

Lessons Leamed

2.36 EPUEE has learned several lessons about the institutional relationship between
power plants and the udlity

2.37 The level of productivity and efficiency depds heavily on the amount of support a
plant receives from utility headquarts for institutional integration, technial superision, and other
financial and nonfinancial resources. When national economic poLicies constrain he resources
available to a utility, the utility tends to reallocate its resources to a prefered group of plants,
usually those wvhich represent large investments or which provide power to major urban centers.
The alocadon of resources is inmost instances not equitable. Diesel plants that represent small
scale investments and are located in remote nrwal areas r. often shortchanged.
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2.38 EPUES found that the preferred plants, which are usualy grouped and tightly
supervised by a utility's generation department, are likely to opera more efficiendy than plants
indirecdy linked to the utility tough its distribution or rural et artment.

2.39 National econonic policies that constain a udlity's ability to hire and fire, and to
control salaries and other personnel issues, also affect individual plants.

2.40 Without comprehensive manpower development policies, qualified utlity staff will
continue to concentrate on the preferred group of plants, since other plants are perceived as care
dead-ends.

2.41 As long as electrcity is regarded as a free good for improving the quality of life
rather than as a catalyst for economic development, electric power generation will continue to be
subsidized, and the objective of cost recovery will be difficult to accomplish. Cost center
accounting, which was not used by any of the plants in this study, can help make subsidies and
expenditures more transparent. This is a prerequisite to the effective implementation of cost
recovery progranms.

2.42 EPUES has collected little information about how community involvement in power
plant operations and administration can help operational efficiency, but believes that such
involvement has positive benefits.

2.43 Udlities have often restricted their participation durng Project planning and
construction, to facilitate completion of the project on time and within budget using expatriates.
Such arrangements have proved d&,trimental in the long term, since this lack of involvement often
tesults in the project or plant not being an integral part of a utility's generation system.

Recommendations

2.44 Donors should assess the low priority given to diesel power plants at the utility
management level. Specifically, the management status of the prson rsponsible for diesel power
at headquarters should be reconsidered.

2.45 Donors should also assess the availability of technical staff at headquarters, and the
procedures used by headquarters to evaluate power plant operation and feed back advice to the
plant manager. It is especially important to determine whether the accounting and technical
infomation systems used by the plant manager are sufficient to give headquwr a complete
under ing of the power plants' financial and technical performance.

2.46 Utilities should assess the effect of local and informal institutions on the overall
perfonnance of the power plant.

2.47 Governments requirng rural electrificatioL projec should ensure that the utlity
provides sufficient human, technical, and financial resources for the sustainable operadon of these
systems.
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CHAPTER 3. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ISSUES.

3.1 This chapter reviews EPUES findings concerning the economic and financial
performance of diesel generating stations. The main areas of inquiry were: (a) the quality of
financial and economic perfance; (b) the vaiables affecting that performance; and, (c) g?ven a
cerin set of oututs, who pays for power station operation?

3.2 The annexes to this chapter look in tum at diesel capital costs and lifetimes, plant
utilization, operating costs, and measures of financial and economic benefits. These are the
variables that affect financial and economic performance, the distnbution of benefits, and the
distrbution of costs.

Flnding

3.3 The financial performance of utilides has generally been very poor. If tariff
revenues exacdy equal long run margnal cost (LRMC) at a given load factor, then investments will
realize a financial rate of return (FI-R) equal to the discount rate; the net present value (NPV) will
be zero; and no subsidy will be required. ff tt tariff falls below that level, the FIRR will also falL
The NPV will become negative and subsidies will be requiled, inifially to cover depreciation. If
tariff revevues fall below operating costs, both FIRR and NPV will be substantially negadve, and
operations will need to be subsidized. The subsidy can take the form of a direct government
transfer of funds, or be indirect, such as allowing the utility not to pay its fuel bills.

3.4 EPUES found a few instances where tariff levels were sufficient. In some cases,
however, they were below LRMC, and often below total operating costs. Tariffs sometimes
covered less than 75 percent of the fuel bill. Although EPUES has not attempted to recalculate
FRMs for the diesel plants in this study, it is safe to conclude that in many cases they are negative.
Subsidies are. generamy requred for depreciation and capital costs, and often for daily operations.

3.5 The failure to cover costs means that plants and utilities operated in a crisis
mnagement situation. A great urgency was autached to cash income to cover costs, and since cash
was often acquired at a premium rate, this created continuing shortages for other needs such as
mainteansc.

3.6 EPUES found this situadon pardcularly acute for isolated diesel generators, since
costs were higher than for grids incorporating larger thermal or hydro units. Most isolated diesel
stations chaged the national tariff, which meant such tariffs were particularly inadequate for
Isolated diesels. The only exceptions were essentialy captive private plants, and a small private
utlity in Guatmala

3.7 In several Aficn countries, rapid depreciation of the currency put pressure on the
tariff, since 80 to 90 percent of plant costs involved imported products. The real cost of power
relates closely to cwrency depreciation, and failure to adjust the tariff to reflect depreciation meant
its real value was falling despte substandal increases in domestic prces.

3.8 Tariff revenue is a function of tariff level, system losses, and performance on
billing and collection. The tariff level alone cannot offset these other deficiencies. EPUES found
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that sym losses and biing and collection were so poor that the tariff would have had to be well
above the cost of alternative energy sources (small captive generation or kerosene lighting) to
realize a positive FIR

3.9 Losses in many countres were over 20 percent, and in some cases over 40 percent.
This severely affected financial performance. Data on billing and collection were not always
available, but the accumulation of unpaid bills (accounts receivable) showed that these also reached
high levels.

3.10 In almost all countries, the public sector owed more to the udlity than the private
ser, with local administration substantially worse than the national government. This reflected
political influence over the utility and difficulty disconnecting government consumers.

3.11 Country L demonstrates that performance can improve if the political will exists.
Nonpaying customers there pay. a 5 percent surcharge after 20 days and are subsequently
disconnected. In 1989, the utility disconnected 12 percent of its consumers, including a number of
government departments.

3.12 Ihe economic internal rate of return (EIRR) will generally be higher than the FRR.
Benefit measures include the savings that result fiom switching to electaicity from more expensive
energy sources. As demand for electricity increases, customers may be willing to pay more than
the tariff. Costs may also need adjustment to reflect economic prices. In general this would
improve the EIRR, except when fuel costs are subsidized, as costs are adjusted downwards once
tiey are net of taxes and duties.

3.13 Measures of economic benefit vary accorded to consumer groups. Residential
consumers were the largest group served by diesel plants in the EPUES sample, followed by the
public sector (government offices, urban administration, street lighting, etc). Industrial
consumption was variable (many production facilities have their own generators), and agricultural
consumption was minor.

3.14 The main economic benefit to residential consumers was the substitution of electric
for kerosene lighting. Because electic lighting is cheaper and more efficient, it also benefitted
commercial consumers.

3.15 Electric power creates new demands. A DANIDA evaluation in Country K found
that, after lightng, men most value a television set. Women value refrigerators and washig
machines, which substitute for female labor. Some consumers sold their possessions to buy these
new appliances.

3.16 Small- and medium-size industry will also benefit from the increases in productivity
associated with better lighting and new appliances. In Country M, EPUES found a noticeable
move to electric equipment by small- and medium-scale industry (e.g. brick makers and
engineering repair shops). In Country K, tailors reported a 150 percent increase in productivity
when they switched from pedal to electric sewing machines. The efficiency of electric welding
machines led to a rapid increase in the number of iron workshops.
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3.17 Although larger industry often has captive generating capacity, it will use grid
supply as it becomes available because grid supply is typically sold for less than its cost of
production. EPUES found several cases of major mdustry moving away from captive power and
expanding operations as grid supply became available.

3.18 The financial benefits of subsidized power to industry are evident. Benefits to the
national economy will depend on the relative costs of captive private generadon and generation
within the grid. The economies of scale in both caital and operating costs imply that substantial
economic benefits will result from rplacing smaU capd,- capacity with grid supply.

3.19 In practice, however, EPUES missions found that low reliability of public supply
means these benefits on capacity costs often go unmraized, since industry is obliged to retain
standby capacity. Economies of scale also go unrealized because of the inefficiency of grid
supply. In general there will still be economic benefits from switching to grid supply, although
EPUES identified some instances where the operating costs of grid supply exceeded operating
costs of captive supply. In these cases, the customers who switch would be doing so because of
the financial subsidy in the tariff, and economic benefits would be negative.

3.20 Grid supply also has a social impact. EPUES identified instances of schools
holding evening classes and street lighting improving safety at night. The DANIDA evaluation in
Country R, however, found that problems in hospitals continued to be pressing in spite of
eectricity providing lighting, and in some cases, air conditicning.

3.21 A number of missions reported heightened economic activity in response to the new
or more reliable power supply. These findings, however, are anecdotal, and do not allow
electrification to be compared with other infrastructure investments such as transport or
communications, which also facilitate economic expansion. EPUES missions did not collect
sufficient data to compute ElRRs or to make other quantitative economic comparisons.

3.22 Given the usual failure to cover costs, there is a subsidy to power consumers. The
application of a national tariff to isolated diesels means this subsidy is particularly marked for
consumers in backward or rural areas, where isolated diesels are located. Tariff structures usually
favored residential consumers, and often incorporated a particular subsidy to those using 100-200
kWh a month.

3.23 The welfare arguments for this practice appear to be weakl Those connected to the
grid generally do not need a subsidy to realize the benefits from subsdtuting electric for kerosene
lighting, although they may require assistance (for example through credit) for connection costs.
Consumers of power are generally affluent rather than poor; energy consumption by those
connected to the grid is directly related to income. Subsidies to consumers below 100-200 kWh a
month will favor poorer over richer consumers, but these groups are still far from the poorest.

3.24 The second major consumer group is government, including central, regional, and
local administrations. EPUES found that these groups do not usually receive as favorable a tariff
as residential consumers, but tealize greater financial benefits because of their poor performance
paying their bills. There may be welare arguments for subsidizng cain government activities,
but direct subsidies to specific activites are preferable to indirect subsidies through the power
sector.
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3.25 Increased productivity in small- and medium-scale industry is not dependent on
subsidized power. Subsidized power might lead large industry to abandon its own more efficient
source of supply.

3.26 Another group benefitting from grid power is consumers of free, stolen power. In
some cases this is the largest single consumer group. EPUES missions did not produce data on
the losses resulting from power theft

3.27 Where the diesel plants fail to cover costs, such costs must be met by a direct or
indirect subsidy from government. The burden then will fall either on taxpayers or on the
marginal beneficiares of public expenditure, from whom those expenditures will be cut

3.28 Donors sometimes direcdy subsidized the power sector by financing capital costs
with no requirements that these be on-lent EPUES found that in these cases, the burden of the
subsidy was borne by beneficiaries of marginal aid projects which then were not financed.

3.29 On-lending terms for the utilities EPUES studied typically incorporated a grace
period of several years. The missions found cases where the burden of debt repayment became
such that another subsidy was required.

3.30 EPUES also looked at how financial performance is affected by some of the major
inefficiencies identified during the missions. This was done by building a simple model of diesel
plant costs and operations, then examining the impact of variations in key parameters.

3.31 EPUES missions identified a number of cases of investment in overcapacity. In
one extreme example, both ODA and KfW had separately financed a 10 MW expansion of installed
caacity at a single location that has since reahd 3 MW peak demand.

3.32 The mission to Country DD concluded that with projected load growth, the FIRR
mnight be positive at one of four sites. Given higher valuations of economic benefits, the EIRR
could be positive (and above 20 percent) in two of the four sites. In general, overcapacity is
reflected in initial low capacity factors, and will sharply reduce financial and economic rates of
retun. To some extent this can be offset by subsequent load growth. However, if a plant starts
with a very low capacity factor, then the effect of discounting is to create gwth. Thus, adequate
capacity factors several years in the future cannot produce an adequate FIR

3.33 The EPUES missions also identified major problems with maintenance and
overhaul In some cases this led to diesel engines ceasing opeations after litde more than 20,000
hours.

3.34 The impact of shortened lifetimes depends on how the machine would have been
used with a longer lifetime. Some analysts assume a taget lifetime of 80,000 hours over 15 years.
EPUES' own analysis suggested that low load factors in systems dominated by evening lighting
peaks prevented such high utilization, and that 80,000 hours might be stretched over 25 years if the
diesel plant could be kept operatng for that length of time.

3.35 Given these assumptons, a drastically shortned life (20,000 to 40,000 hours) has
a major impact on the Given the effectofdiscounting, however, extending lifetime beyond,
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say, 50,000 to 60,000 hours has much less effect. Of course, once a machine approaches that
many hours, the effect of discounting will be removed, so this conclusion does not affect the
financil and economic case for undetaking maintenance in any given period.

3.36 EPUES found that poor maintenance often affects fuel consumption. At an
extreme, fuel consunmnt; in in Country F was more than 50 percent above the average, although
this most likly incluuz pilferage as well as machine consumption. Given the great importance of
fuel to total operating costs, variation in fuel efficiencies has a major impact on the FIRR. In the
EPUES financial model, roughly a 30 percent increase in unit consumpdon (or fuel price) was
sufficient to reduce the FIRR from 12 percent to zero. Smaler increases also had a significant
impact.

3.37 EPUES found the FIRR also to be reasonably sensitive to variations in capital
costs. The other components of cost, lube oil, materials, and labor, have less impact on the FIRR.

Lessons Learned

3.38 EPUES has leamned a number of lessons that are of importance to maximizing the
financial and economic returns from diesel generation investment

3.39 Donors should not undertake projects without first reviewing demand forecasts and
veifying any unusual features of the forecast through site visits. The greatest weakness in demand
forecasts appears to be where a few discrete industial investments form the basis of the prediction.
Such forecasts should be closely reviewed, and donors should consider phasing in new capacity so
the project will not be vulnerable to a few industrial investment decisions. Donors should consult
with the utility and other donors to ensure that their efforts are not being duplicated.

3.40 Residential lighting is an important benefit of isolated diesel stations. Residential
consumers prefer low cost to high reliability. Where industrial consumption is also important,
these consumers value reliability of supply much more than cost, since their economic benefits are
reduced when reliability is low.

3.41 Both udlities and donors should consider the optimum supply and reserve margins
appropriate to isolated diesels, and relate reserve margins to willingness to pay. The willingness to
pay is likely to vary according to the consumer mix. Donors generally accept the utility's policy on
reserve margins, or use the standards of Western countries. In some cases, investments in high
reserve margins are encouraged by the donor's failure to apply on-lending terms for aid. If such
aid is passed on by government as an increase in equity, the utility may treat it as free, and not take
it into account when calculating costs. EPUES found evidence that failure to enforce on-lending
terms encourages overexpansion of capacity and use of high reserve margins as an (expensive)
way of avoiding maintenance expenditures. The costs of faiing to enforce on-lending are a lower
level of revenue and a consequent reduction in govemment expenditure at the margin. Donors and
governments should routinely implement and monitor on-lending terms for aid to the power sector.

3.42 Mission reviews of operating costs in a number of diesel plants confirmed that
spending for maintenance was suboptimal. The costs of delayed maintenance in terms of higher
outages and shorter lifetimes are not given sufficient weight at diesel plants not covering operating
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costs, since those plants attach great importance to present cash income, including increases in
income from avoiding maintenane expendits.

3.43 The enforcement of on-lending terms for capital aid would help ensure a better
balmce between new capacity and mainten expenditures. However, for utilities dtat maintain a
short-term planing horiwn as a result of continued financial crisis, non-concessional loans may
be more attactive than immediate cash payments for maintenance. On-lending terms usually
include a grace period, and even if interest is fuly capitalized at commercial rates during this grace
period, the fact that repayment is delayed for several years may be sufficient to make such terms
attractive to a har-pressed utility.

3.44 Inadequate maintenance has a very damaging effect on financial and economic
performance. Financial signals must therefore be found that will influence the utility to alter the

sc of expenditure in favor of increased maintenance. The diesel plant spare parts fund,
described in Chapter 4, Fiancial Management, is one way to achieve this.

3.45 The financial rate of return is often inadequate because tariffs fail to reflect LRMC
Utilities must continue to demand real increases in tariffs from their governments. This is
particularly important in many African countries, where utilities depend on rapidly depreciating
currency to purchase many of their production inputs. Governments need to develop internal
capacity to review and adjust taiffs.

Recommendations

3.46 Donors should require, and governments should agree, that all power sector loans
Wil be on-lent to the utiLities. Donors should monitor on-lending tems for aid to the power sector,
including technical assisance.

3.47 Tariffs should cover long-run marginal cost. All donors, the utility, and the
government in a specific country should determine and agree to the long-run marginal cost. The
World Bank computes this cost in most developing countries, and could provide the basis for a
common agreement among donors on country-specific tariff targets.

3.48 One variable that affects financial and economic perfornance is the cost of
expatriat consultants. EPUES missions did not collect sufficient information to adequately
estimate these costs and recommends further study of this issue.
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CHAPTER 4. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT.

4.1 Financial management of a utility consist Of generatng revenues through meteing,
billing, collection, and the procuremet of spare parts, all owhich enable the utility to sustain its
operations. The main impediments to adequate revenue generation are: (a) electricity consumed
without the kcnowledge of the utility (nontechnical loss); (b) delays in payment or outright
nonpayment (high accounts receivable); and (c) power plant breakdown due to difficulty procung
spare parts. Proper management of a utility s metering, billing, and collection functions is
fundamental to controlling nontechnical loss. Losses due to breakdowns of all types of plants can
be prevented by simplifying the procurement process, including lessening government controls on
foreign exchange expenditures.

4.2 The findings in this chapter regarding nontechnical loss and accounts receivable ae
based on EPUES reports, and on World Bank and ESMAP reports from 1980 through 1989
covering 30 electric power utilities in 23 Afiican countries and 4 countries in Asia, the Pacific, and
the Americas. The findings regaring spare parts procurement are based on EPUES investigations
of 15 utilities which have had problems buying spare parts for their diesel plants in an environment
with limited forign exchange--a problem as critical for donors as it is for utilities.

Fiindings: Nontechnical Loss

4.3. For 26 of the 30 power utilities in the sample, total system loss averaged 18.9
percent a year between 1980 and 1989, ranging from a maximum of 47 percent for the utility in
Country G in 1988 to a minimum of 4.1 percent for the utility in Country AA in 1981 (see Annex
1). Nontechnical loss averaged 11.3 percent for the same period, for a 6-country sample, with a

aximnum of 20 percent for Country N in 1983 and a minimum of 1 percent for Country M in
1982. Nontechnical loss, that is, averaged 46 percent of total system loss. It reached a maximum
o.f 70.9 percent of total system loss for Country A in 1989, and a minimum of 5.6 percent for
Country M in 1982 (see Annex 2).

4.4. EPUES investigated the causes of these nontechnical losses and the utilities' effort
to rectif them.

Metering

4.5. Metering involves five sets of issues: (a) physical status of meters, (b) performance
of meter readers, (c) cosumer pilferage, (d) utilty control, and (e) meter landlords.

Status of Meters

4.6. Of the 30 utilides in the sample, 5 reported a shortage of meters and 7 reported a
substantal number of faulty meters. Faulty meters result from lack of spare parts, inadequate
mantenance, and poor technical design. The World Bank has financed several prgrans for meter
cnnection and replacement, and facilites for meter calihbation and repair.
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Performance of Meter Readers

4.7. Apart from Country A, where meter readers are not trained to accurately record
meter readings (e.g. they displace decimal points). EPUES found that meter readers at seven
utilities were negligent in reading and recording data. In Counties K, M, R, and X, for example,
meters often go unread over long periods, and consumption figures are based not on readings but
on rough estimates. Such negligence may be attributed to low wages, as in Country M. In
Country X, negligence is fostered by the utility's not paying for the full cost of meter readers'
visits.

4.8. Besides negligence, EPUES found four utilities--in countries M, N, R, and CC--at
which staff collude with customers to record low readings. In Country CC, sources outside the
utility informed the EPUES mission that some customers are not billed at all, due to bargaining
between meter readers and consumers. In Country R, managers are attempting to remedy the
problem by experimenting with employee incentives. Countries M and N have undertaken
remedial action, including dismissing employees who have participated in defrauding the utilities.

ConsumerPilferage

4.9. In additon to this collusion, EPUES found seven utilities that suffered other forms
of consumer pilferage. As reported by one utility's task force on system loss reduction, electricity
may be pilfered in one or a combination of the following ways: (a) direct connection, (b) use of
jumper, (c) meter substitution, (d) destroying the meter, (e) removable tampering device, (f)
substitution of recording demand chart; and (g) use of reversing transformer. Consumers are
assisted in the use of these techniques by local electricians who are often current or former utility
employees. The pilfering is usually not counteracted by disconnection.

4.10. In Country N, EPUES found evidence that consumers deliberately destroy their
metes, since the utility allows them to pay the minimum monthly charge when meters are faulty.
Illegal connections are another problem. They occur not only in low-income households, but also
in middle- and high-income groups and among large commercial consumers.

4.11. Some utlites have tied to detect and prevent consumer pilferage by increasing
srveillance by independent fraud squads within the uility. The energ monitoring unit in Country
N, and the inspection division of Utility A in Country EE, are such fraud squads. Country N has
special crews which review electricity connections block by block to detect illegal connections,
verify that each legal connection has an accurate meter, and ensure that the connection is in the
utility's records. Country J also has such crews. Other utilites are increasing the number meter
readers and inspection crews. Country H is experimenting with rotating meter reader districts
every month.

Utility Control

4.12. Control over illegal consumpton is constrained by the udlities' own policies ane by
lack of government support. Some utilities, such as Utility A in Country R, do not have a policy

cutng illegal consumers; others, such as in Country G, do have that policy, but seldom
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4.13. In many countres, such as Country N. lack of government support for prosecuting
pilferers leaves utilities vulnerable to frad In Countiy EE, there are laws aptinst electricity
pilferage, but cumbersome legal procedures hamper prscuton, and in any cast, ince pilferage is
only a misdemeanor, the penaties are light and do not serve as detements. In some instances,
government actually works against efforts to decrease nontechnical losses. In Country J, for
example, public buildings and public lighting are not meterd. In Country H, the utility is
pressured to give preferred treatment to privileged private sector consumers, and to maintain
connectons even ibills are not paid. For some consumers invoices are not issued.

4.14. Utility A in Country EE and the utility in Country N are trying to get support to
prosecute consumers suspected of illegal connecdons. In the absence of such support many
utdlities are implementing disconnetions and other penalties. In Country N, customers with faulty
meters are now billed for their estimated consumption rather than the minimum charge. In Country
A, if a meter is faulty, the consumer is billed on the basis of the highest reading of the previous
three months.

Meter Landlords

4.15. A particular feature of the market for electricity in the main urban centers of
counties T and DD, is the existence of "meter landlords" who unofficially supply power from the
public system through their own metered ar unmetered connections. These landlords can abuse the
system by charging higher rates than the utility. But they perform a useful service by reducing
distribution and billing costs and by making electriity affordable to many consumers who cannot
afford the utility's connection charges.

Billing

4.16. Nontechnical loss can also be reduced by better billing procedures. These
procedures can be improved through (a) computerization and management information systems
(hIS); and (b) management.

Computerization and MIS

4.17. EPUES found nine utdlies with inaccurate and unreliable billing data, due mosdy
to computer programming errors, nonstandard systems, and hardware and software shortages. In
countries H and K, for example, many consumers are not billed because the utlity does not have
an up-to-date consumer list. The utility in Country CC has no uniform way of billing its
customers; some districts are sil biling manually.

4.18. Six udlities had billing delays caused by computer and office automation problems.
Hadware malfunctions frequently occurred at in counties A, M, and T, and at Utility B in
Country D. In Country A, bills were prepared by outated bookkmeeping machines. In Country M,
the utlity used old, ineffc data processing equipment for biling and accounting.

4.19. Many power projects include provision for improved computerizaton. Fourteen
utilites, or 46 perent of the sample, used some form of computerizaton assistance between 1980
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and 1989. This assistance usually included hardware and software addidons or upgrades,
technial assistance, and training Other office technologies were also included. In Country J, the
utility got accounting machines to keep track of customers' accounts. In Country N, the Bank
recommended providing the utility with cash registers which had direct access to consumer
records.

4.20 GTZ has provided funds and technical assistance to Country A for an automated
billing system. In Country W. the utility is in the process of computerizing and cleaning up its
private customer pordolio.

Management

4.21 In addition to the technical barriers to efficient billing, EPUES found 1 1 utilities
with management problems that affected billing pactices. The main problems were general lack of
staff authority, absence of effective controls, and inappropriate administrative anrangements. In
Country F, the utility does not have a statistical deparument, there is no financial planning, no
organizion of work, and no qualified accounting personnel. In Country R, Udlity A's revenue
management function is generally weak, and responsibilities are not coordinated among the utlity's
commercial offices. In Country N, the utility's commercial departnent handles all metering and
billing as well as disconnecton and reconnection, thereby exposing itself to collusion and
corrupton. Data inconsistencies frequendy arise in billing records and metreadings countries A,
', and N.

4.22 The lack of management control has in some cases resulted in billing fraud. In
countries A and M, EPUES missions discovered significant underbillings. In Country H, invoices
wer often sent to disconnected consumers, since the number of administrative staff is based on the
number of invoices; in 1987, its utility adopted administrative and control procedures to detect
billing faud. Utility A in Country EE continually investigates its erring employees. In countries
A, M, and N, the utilides prevent faud by imposing severe penalties on staff, including dismissal.

4.23 Udlities try to improve revenue management by increasing the number of senior
management posts, or by reorganizing their commercial operadons. In Country N, the utility
incrased the number of its area directors and assigned each director the responsibility for the
accounts in his area. The utility in Country R recently appointed a senior revenue manager. In
Country H, the utility adopted a plan in 1987 for complete reorganizadon. In Country J, a World
Bank project in 1981 included a commercial specialist to help the utility reorganize its commercial
deparment

Logistics and Manpower

4.24 Billing delays are also caused by logistics and manpower problems. The national
utility in Country D, for example, must process all biUs from the regions at its central computer in
the capital, and it can take two months before bills are distributed. In Country CC, one diesel plant
is isolated for security reasons and can be reached only by air, since the plane does not fly
regularly, the utility has difficulty sending billing information to the power plant. In Country X,
the shortage of qualified staff is aggravated by rapid staff turnover at two critical revenue-
producing areas.
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4.25 To alleviate staff shoages, some utilites have implemented training and incentive
programs, as discussed in Chapter S, Manpower. To help solve its logistics problems, the national
utlity in Country D plans to install a computer at the prastatal to stre meter data and receipts; the
utility will then send disks to the main accounts office in the capital for processing. In Country
BE, Uti A has been rehabiliing its communicaton system.

Findings: Accounts Receivable

4.26 Of the 30 utilites in the EPUJES sample, 28 had accounts receivable averaging 6
months of sales for the combined public and private sector. The maximum was 18.2 months for
Country K in 1986; the minimum was 1.4 months for Country DD in 1988 (see Annex 3).
EPUES investigated the reasons for such inefficient billing and collection, and the ways the utilities
have tried to corwrct these pocedrs.

Billing

4.27 Delays in billing are a major cause of high accounts receivable. In Country T, for
example, billing takes two to three months. Country CC had a six month bacldog of billings in
1985, and billing is delayed up to nine months after consumption. Billing problems have been
reviewed in pragraphs 4.16 through 4.23.

Collection

4.28 Collection problems fall into five categories: (a) accounting and computerization,
(b) collector-consumer collusion, (c) private sector performance, (d) public sector performance,
and (e) utility wrte-offs.

Accounting and Computerization

4.29 The same computer and office automaton problems that affect billing also affect the
monitoring of accounts and collection of paynments. In Country G, the utlity is unable to monitor
customer debts. In Country R, Utility A's efforts to recover receivables have been uncoordinated.

4.30 Accounts weceivable are usually computerized along with billing. GIZ has been
providing technical assistance for an integrted billing and collection system in Country A. In
Country D, the national utility is also planning to computeriz its accounts.

Collector-Consumer Collusion

4.31 Collusion between collectors and consumers is aggravated when :he meter readers
are also the collectors. To prevent collusion, countries A and M have discontinued their policy of
allowing mete readers to collect cash. In Country L., collections can be made by contractors and
remitted to the utility's regional commercial offices, or customers can make payments at
pardcipating commercial banks.
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Pdvate Sector Perfonnanoe

4.32 Private sector accounts receivable for 5 utlities averaged 4.2 months of sales
between 1981 and 1989, with a maximum of 5.3 months of sales for Country G in 1989 and a
minimum of 1 month of sale for Country Y in 1981 (see Annex 4). Private sector accounts
receivable for 12 utilities averaged 53 percent of toal accounts receivable for the same period.

4.33 Many utilities cannot effecdvely collect from private consumers because of
inadequate or nonexistent policies regarding arrears. These utilities seldom disconnect their
customers. In Country N, for example, many consumers pay only a fracdon of their total bill; any
payment is sufficient to keep the electricity connected. Furthernore, those who are disconnected
often hire a local electrician to restore their connection illegally, since the utility does not have the
authority to prosecute energy pilferers.

4.34 Ten utilites have implemented disconnection policies in order to decrease
receivables and curtail delinquency. A World Bank mission to Country N has recommended that
surcharges be levied for late payments and substantial security deposits be required for customers
who are fiequendy delinquent.

Public Sector Performance

4.35 Public sector accounts receivable for 7 utilities averaged 12.3 months of sales
between 1981 and 1989, with a maximum of 38.7 months for Country G in 1989 and a minimum
of 1.8 months of sales for Country DD from 1985 to 1988. While sales to the public sector
generally accounted for only 20 to 30 percent of total sales, public sector accounts receivable for 12
utilities avera ed 47 percent of totl receivables, with a maximum of 86 percent for Country Z for
the period 1983-1989 (see Annex 5). Despite the lack of statistics on public sector receivables for
other counties in the sample, EPUES found 20 utilities with problems collecting their public sector
accounts.

4.36 In Country J in 1988, the government did not pay its electricity bills since the utility
also had high debts to the goveament. The main reason for such public sector delinquency is that
this setor is virtually immune to disconnection policies, as six uilities reported. In Country EE,
for example Utility A's efforts to disconnect delinquent public sector establishments resulted in
"adverse consequences." Such immunity may also extend to the private sector. In Country CC,
middle- and high- (mainly industrial) tension consumers cannot be disconnected for political
reasons, and the utility has been forced to give them preferentid treatrment.

4.37 Countries L and CC have tried, with some success, to reduce public sector
receivables by disconnecting government customers to force them to pay their bills. In Country D,
the national utlity has recendy been authrized by the government to disconnect most government
agencies (excluding the water udlity) that do not pay their bills within two months after they are
issued.

4.38 Disconnection of public sector consumers is much less common than the debt-
equity swap, an arrangement whereby a utility offsets its receivables against its debts to the
government. While the clearing of cross-entity debts is usually done on an ad hoc basis, four
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utilities, one each in countries J and R and two in Country EE, use this approach regularly. In
Country R in 1989, the govemnment established a clearing system for monthly settlement of its
mutual obligadons with the electric utility, the water parastatal, and the electric parastatal. In
Country J, state enterprises pay their electricity bills by means of entries in their compensation
accounts with the government accounting agency. Credits to the utility's account are drawn from
lump sums in the national and regional budgets. The credits are given periodically, based on
annual estimates of consumption.

Utility Write-oifs

4.39 Four of the utilities in the sample wrote off a portion of their receivables on an ad
hoc basis. Write-offs averaged 12.7 percent of total utility accounts receivable between 1985 and
1988, with a maximum of 22.2 percent for SNE (Guinea) in 1986 and a minimum of 1.6 nercent
for ECG (Ghana) in 1988 (see Annex 6). EDM (Mozambique) has a policy of writing orf debts
after three years. In EDM (Mali), outstanding receivables are booked as losses after four years.

Findings: Spare Parts Procurement

4.40 EPUES found extreme scarcity of foreign exchange to be the root cause of most
procurement problems. This scarcity tends to lead to complex procurement systems, resulting in
ong delays and uncertain procurement. EPUES has shown (Annex 7) that a strong correlation
exiSts between complexity of procurement systems and the lack of foreign exchange in the least
developed countries of Africa.1 Locl currency is used to buy fuel and lube oil, whose availability
depends to large extent on utility cash flow.

4.41 EPUES missions found two common scenarios for the procurement of spare parts.
Most often, the utility developed an annual budget which projected foreign exchange needs related
to specific power plant projects. Since most utilities did not use foreign exchange to buy fuel or
lube oil, the requests were primarily for capital improvements and spare parts. The budget was
normally approved by the government. Once this approval was granted, the purchase of spare
parts became, for some utilities, a straightforward procedure, and for others a complex jungle,
depending on the scarcity of foreign exchange and the nature of the foreign exchange allocation
process.

4.42 Where foreign exchange was very scare, allocation systems tended to be
cumbersome, and resulted in long delays and great uncertainty as to whether foreign exchange
would ever be allocated for specific transactions.

4.43 The second procurement scenario involved the donor agency furishing spare parts
to the utlity. A number of World Bank Staff Appraisal Reports and EPUES mission reports noted
that donors often financed spare parts as a component of a new power project. Spare parts were
also included for some plants in operation or under rehabilitation. Normally, the parts were
procured by the donor agency, which then ensured their delivery to the utility. While this prcess
avoided foreign exchange bottlenecks, delivery of parts was nevertheless sometimes slow due to

l One cannot conclude that reducing procurement complexities will make foreign exchange
more available, but it will decrease uncertainty and make rational planning possible.
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the donor's own procurement regulations. Distance, communications problems, and weak
institutional hnks between utdlities and aid agencies also complicated the process.

4.44 The financial magnitude of the procurement problew has been estimated in two
ways. First, the cost of spares and consumables was estimated, for 11 utilities (16 plant-years) in
industrialized countries (USA, UK, Australia) to be $16.00 per kilowatt of installed capacity
annually. Second, the same estimate was made for 50 diesel power plants in Africa, Asia, the
Pacific, and the Americas, and found to be about $22.00 per kIlowatt of installed capacity
annually. Significant variations occurred from year to year, especially in Africa, where many
diesel plants are undergoing rehabilitation.

4.45 Evidence suggests that a solution to the problem of buying spare parts in a limited
foreign exchange environment is to remove complexity from the procurement system. World Bank
operating staff have tred to simplify procurement by designing financing mechanisms which make
limited amounts of foreign exchange available through simple, transparent systems. In Country M,
for example, where foreign exchange is extremely limited, the Bank has set up a monthly hard
currency "Dutch" auction. Bidders are allowed one bid only. The auction begins at an exchange
rate much higher than the official rate. If no parastatal bids for currency at that rate, the rate is
lowered. If the parastatal has sufficient local currency and is desperate for hard currency, it will
bid high. Any parastatal can buy foreign ezc.hange at this auction. Bidda.s pay to enter the auction
and must specify in advance the amount on which they intend to bid. Not all bidders are
successful, since the foreign exchange is limited and the sale price may be too high. On the other
hand, the lack of complexity in this system makes it clear to parastatal managers what they must do
to get the hard currency they need. It facilitates strategic planning and gives managers an incentive
to maximize their revenues.

4.46 A second example of such simplification is a licensing agreement between Country
D and the Bank, which includes a list of critical spare parts for such government and parastal
operatons as public transport, agriculture, electricity, and water. Each parastatal has a budget for
buying spare parts from this list, and can procure the parts with a two-step process. At the time of
the EPUES mission to Country D, Udlity B had used the licensing agreement just once and the
number of parts on the criical list was quite limited. Nevertheless, the process worked very well
and the utlity was petitioning to have additional spare parts included on the list.

Lessons Learned

4.47 EPUES has learned the following lessons about metering, billing, collection, and
spare parts procurement:

Metering

4.48 All electricity sales must be metered. Meters must be designed to withstand
potential damage caused by weather and other natural causes, and to prevent tampering. Meters
should be adequately maintained and inspected. All utilities must have a sufficiendy equipped
meter calibration and repair facility, including hardware, spare parts, and qualified staff. Where
individual metering is unfeasible, bulk meteing can be used.
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4.49 Meter reades should be adequately compensated and equipped, to ensure good
moale and enable them to perform their jobs effectively. Sanctions must be in place to instill
discipline and prevent collusion with consumers.

4.50 Financing of meter connection and replacement programs, and of meter calibration
and repair facilities, has produced doubtful results due to lack of institutionalized measures to
guantee their sustainabihty.

4.51 EPUES found no comprehensive programs that guarantee a motivated and
collusion-fiee workfrce of meter readers. While some utilities are experimenting with incentives
to increase meter reader productivity, and others are disciplining readets who collude with
customers, there is no indication whether such actions have been effective.

4.52 Pilferage occurs among low-income, middle-income and high-income consumers.
It also occurs in some commercial sectors, and is suspected in some industrial sectors.

4.53 The major obstacle utilities face in prosecuting pilferers is lack of government
support. Utilities have been unsuccessful in lobbying for legislative protection, particularly in
countries where they are expected to give preferred treatment to government agencies and
privileged private sector consumers.

4.54 Meter landlords compensate for a utility's metering, billing, and collection
deficiencies. The concrete costs and benefits of allowing meter landlords to operate within a
consumer group have not yet been determined.

Billing and Collection

4.55 While the collection function has generally been decentralized, the trend is now
toward centralization of billing, to overcome billing delays and discrepancies: n accounts.
S-.andanlied country-wide computer billing is dependent on competent middle managers and staff,
geographical and communication constaints, and checks and balances between utility headquarters
and itS satellites.

4.56 The general lack of staff authority, absence of effective controls, inconsistent
administrative processes, inapp organizational set-up, and lack of qualified staff allow for
firaud in the billing and collection process. Past courses of action, such as improving staff
recruiment, traiing, incentives, and discipline and reconfiguring the organization, are theoretically
acceptable. However, these may be ineffective or even detrmental if they are not adapted to the
utility's culture, as mentioned in Chapter 5, Manpower.

4.57 While more utilities are beginning to disconnect consumers and implement
surcharges and other penalties in response to nonpaymer private sector receivables will not be
sgnificantly reduced without the utlity having legislative a hority to prosecute pilferers.

4.58 lTe collecton of payments from the public sector is more difficult than from the
private sector, due to pubbc sector immunity frnm utlity disconnection policies; in some countnes,
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attempts to disconnect public agencies have resulted in "adverse consequences." While a few
governments have authoized utlities to disconnect public sector agencies, the more popular and
less politdcally sensitive course of action is to setde debts between the utilities and public sector
agencies through debt-equity swap programs. These ad hoc clearing house arrangements do not
yield sustainabl results.

Spare Parts Procurement

4.59 EPUES concluded that the availability of foreign exchange is closely related to a
utility's spare parts ordering, financing, and delivery system. Complexity in procurement
increases as a govermnent attempts to control allocation of limited foreign exchange. These
procurement problems create further inefficiency, which results in severe problems for plant
managers.

4.60 Direct donor financing of specific spare parts bypasses the national banking system
and other government controls (and sometunes utility controls) to remove inefficiencies in
procurement. Donor's own procurement procedures, however, often complicate and delay such
dect fmancing systems.

Recommendations

4.61 Utilities should establish adequate cost and revenue records on newly installed
power plants. Cost center accounting should be introduced if new power plants are installed or if
new generation units are added to existing plants. Technical assistance should be provided to
install cost center accounting and to tain staff in the conect accounting procedures.

4.62 Utilites should develop and implement standards for meters and meter installation.
These standards must ensure a high degree of protection against pilferage and destruction.

4.63 Consultants should prepare a report at the end of the liability period for all newly
installed power plants identifying requirements for further training, technical assistance, and
support to meet recurrent cost of power generation. The report should also include a critical
assessment of the project and provide recommendations for future investment projects. These
recommendations should be collected in the form of lessons lqarned and provided to planners of
future lending operations as a manual with continuous updates.
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CHAPTER 5. MANPOWER.

5.1 Manpower is one of the most fundamental components of perfonnance in every
organization, profit or not-for-profit, whether in an industrialized or developing country. It is
certainly fundamental in the electric power sector, where manpower can help a utility operate
within a system of complex constraints, and adjust to the constandy changing needs of its
customers.

5.2 There are a variety of problems and constraints that affect manpower planning.
This chapter summarizes the manpower issues confronting 23 udtties in 22 African countries.
Findings are based on EPVES and World Bank missions, and on research presented in the Bank's
StafAppraisl and ESMAP Energy Sector Reports from 1980 through 1989.

5.3 EPUES fonsd that the number of staff at a diesel plant %.s determined by a utility's
biring and firing practices. These practices were influenced by labor market constraints outside the
utility's control, constaints within the utility, and direct or indect govenmnent intervention.

5.4 The lack of control and organization in hiring and firing caused skills mix
problems, which were compounded by the lack of taining and incentives, particularly salaries.
Training helped improve sklIl levels and balance the mix of skills, while incentives affected the
utilitys and the diesel plant's capability to retain staff once slills were required.

5.5 The lack of training and incentives created problems with staff morale, which
affected the ability of utilities to operate efficiendy. Manpower planning and development is the
key to maintn good morale. The table below, Profile of Manpower, summarzes these manpower
issues.

5.6 The udlities were classified as either undertaffed (Shortage), appropriately staffed
(Appropriate), or overstaf (Overstaffed). They were then analyzed under six problems areas:
skills mix, hiring and firing, training, incentives, morale, and planning and development. The
number of utilities reporting a paricular problem is noted under '," and the number planning or
implementing a solution is noted under "A." These problems are discussed in Findings, below.

5.7 As Table 1 illustrates, over half the udlities were classified as overstaed, four as
understaffed, and only six as appropriately staffed. The overstaffed utities' main concern was
sills mix, followed by hiring and firing and low staff morale. Most remedial actions addressed
planning and development and hiring and fiing. While these are positive signs, problems of low
staff morale also need attention, especially if they are not included in the planning and development
strtgies.
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Table 1. Profile of Manpower.

Reported
Skils Manpower

Staff Total No. Mix Hirng & Incen- Staff Planning
b of pems. Eidng Training &M Mgm't

Shortage 4 4 2 3 2 4 0 2 0 0 2 3
Appwpriate 6 4 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 0 0 0
Overstaffed 11 La I L i A A 7 1 S l

Total 23 21 11 15 7 15 5 9 9 1 7 13
Pere 100% 91% 48% 65% 30% 65% 22% 39% 39% 4% 30% 57%

5.8 The understaffed utilities were also concemed mainly with skills mix. They also
had problems with hiring and fiuing, training, and planning and development. Most of their
remedial actions seemed to be focused on training.

5.9 For the four appropriately staffed utilities, the main problem was also skdlls mix,
with training and low staff morale problems also reported. Their efforts were concentrated on
improving training and hiring and firing procedures, to alleviate the skills mix problem.

5.10 The main concern for all utilities, regardL.-s of staffing condition, was problems
associated with an imbalanced mix of skills. Ninety-one percent reported problems. The next
biggest concern was hiring and firing, followed by problems in staff morale. All utilities are
ivng increased attention to training, hiring and fiing procedures, and manpower planning and

development, but not all have made these issues a high priority. A detailed manpower profile for
each utility, on which the above table is based, appears in Annex 1.

Flndings

.5.11 EPUES identified five major problems that negatively affect manpower resources:
(a) poor salary structures and lack of incentives, (b) overstaffing and understaffing, (c) the lack of
skilled personnel, (d) hiring and firing problems; and (e) inadequate manpower planning and
development prograns.

Poor Salary Structure and Lack of Incentives

5.12 EPUES traced most of the problems related to manpower resources to a poor salary
srcer and the lack of incentives to motivate and retain qualified staff.

5.13 Because most utilities were civil service entities, their salaries were set by the
government to conform to civil service pay scales, which were 50 percent or more below those
offered by the private sector. This resulted in the utilities' inability to attract qualified staff
especially for its low-prestige diesel plants, and to its losing skilled staff to the private sector,
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where wages were not stricdy controlled. Tumover rates were highest among the younger,
professional, and skilled staff.

5.14 Ln most cases, wages were too low to keep up with the cost of living. This forced
many employees to supplement their income by working overtime or taldng second jobs. These
outside activities resulted in low morale; staff absenteeism; walking out during regular woddng
hours; low productivity; insubordination; and the reluctance to adhere to operational procedures,
maintenance practices, and safety regulations. The utilities also expernenced theft of tools,
pilferage of highly marketable fuel and lubricating oil, and other instances of corruption.

5.15 These disciplinay problems clearly indicated the lack of motvation and low level of
employee morale. The lack of tangible rewards compounded the problem. In Country B, for
example, utility staff were not motivated by promotion since it had io financial consequence.
EPUES also noted that productivity and motivation at diesel plants vere negatively affeced by
poor working conditions, including cramped, poorly lit, poorly ventilated, dirty, and noisy areas.

5.16 Some utilites provided incentives in order to compete with the private sector and
supplement their employees' low wages. Such benefits as free milk, free or subsidized education,
free or subsidized housing, free transportation, free electricity, and travel overseas helped these

u tilites decrease turnover and retain their senior professional staff. EPUES observed that these
benefits appealed most to the older staff, while the younger staff, preferring more take-home pay,
tended to leave to take jobs in the private sector

5.17 At the parastatal Utility A i , Country D, for example, although salaries were
actualy lower than for employees of the nv konal utility, the parastatal had lower turnover among
its experienced professional staff. Turnover, again, was more common among the younger staff,
who valued pay over benefits.l Even at the national utility, turnover was not as high as at other
utilities, and the professional staff stayed an average of 14 years. This, too, was attributed more to
benefits than to salaries. In Country R, where the staff of the parastatal also received modest
salaries, the utility has managed to motivate, attract, and retain staff without high monetary rewards
because the staff sees the utility as a good source of career development and as a provider of their
basic needs.

5.18 Although wages in all udlities were low, some were able to compete modestly with
the private sector by providing incentives to supplement low wages. In these utilities, employees
were more motivated and their morale was higher.

Overstaffing and Understaffing

5.19 While EPUES foumd a wide range of staffing conditions, the most prevalent one
was overstaffing. Thirteen of the utilities were overstaffed, four had staff shortages, and only six
had appropriate staffing levels. The manpower structure of mcst of the utilities, whether over- or
understaffed, can be represented by a pyramid with a very broad base. There were shortages at

1 See Chaper 5, Annex 2 for a more detailed discussion of the parastal in Country D.
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the management and professional levels, and a massive oversupply of semiskilled and unsldlled
workers.

5.20 Undestafflng was caused mainly by the lack of skilled personnel to fill jobs, and
by salaries insufficient to attrat qualified applicants. In some cases, two semiskilled woikers had
to be hired to perform work that could have been done by one qualified worker. The parastatal in
Country R, the utility in Country S, and both the nal and parastatal utilities in Country D were
generally able to fll top positions and hold on to senior, professional employees because of
incentives and the availability of technically qualifed support personneL But country AA reported
a 40 percent vacancy in senior management, and Utilty A in Country R reed that 50 percent of
its professional positions were vacant.

The Lack of Skilled Personnel

5.21 EPUES found a lack of skilled staff and an unbalanced mix of skills in all utilities,
regardless of staffing levels. These problems affected the utility at all levels, from management to
technical, skilled, and semiskilled personnel.

5.22 Some utilities, with the help of donors, initiated training programs to improve skill
levels of their staff, so they could operate and maintain the utilities efficiently. As discussed in
Chapter 6, Training, however, many raining programs were ineffective, due to several factors. In
some countries, training was considered an adjunct activity and not a piority, and funds to support
a fully-functioning, structured program were seldom adequate and often nonexistent. As a
consequence, many taining programs were either limited in scope or gave the wrong training to
the wrong workers. In countries BB and Z, for example, supernsory employees were trained as
technicians, not as managers, a critical er in udlities which need to improve the balance between
skilled and unskilled employees.

5.23 EPUES found some training programs too theoretical and taught by staff with no
practical experience. Other programs were unstructured and largely hands-on. But even where
trining progrms were well strctured, efforts were unproductive due to the trainees' low level of
education. In Country A, for example, training was not as effective as expected because 50
percent of the utility's supervisory staff and 90 percent of its lower level staff were functionally
illiterate. This condition, common to many of the utilities, posed a constraint to further technical
trairing and upgrading that could not be rectified by even the most effectve training programs.

5.24 To solve the literacy problem among workers who need technical training, some of
the govenments have initiated literacy programs. Although this will be a long-term process, it wiL
help eliminate illiteracy as an obstacle to technical progress.

5.25 Chapter 6 offers a more detailed discussion of training and how it affects manpower
resources.
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Hiring and Firing Problems

5.26 EPUES identified several factors negatively affecting hiring and fiing procedures.
One major constraint was the lack of qualified candidates in the local labor ma*kets, particularly in
countries without educational institutions to provide the utilities with qualified graduates. In
Country F, for example, there was only one high school and no accredited technical school. In
Country T, the utility had difficulty hiring professionals due to the shortage of engineering and
computer science graduates from the university. Technical schools and training centers also were
unable to meet demand, either because graduates were inadequately trained or because qualified
graduates were drawn to the private sector.

5.27 In many countries, national policy appeared to dominate hiring and firing
procedures. As shown in Table 2, EPUES found many diesel plants overstaffed. The effects of
this for 1988 are clearly reflected in the performance measure ofhours worked per megawatt-hour
of production. One rurl diesel plant from APA is included as a comparator, the comparison
clearly illustaes the extent to which overstaffing occurs in the other diesel plants listed in the table.
EPUES and World Bank Staff Appraisal Reports have often attributed overstaffing to either
patronage or to a national policy of providing jobs in the national utility as a kind of social service
program.

5.28 The high correlation of h/MWh with BPPE (i.e. R is greater than .74) suggests that
increases in staffing can significantly decrease overall plant efficiency.

Table 2. Manpower Peformance Measures.

er Panm Countrv DUgmmk x=2
A H 452 0.14
A M 78.4 0.32
B M 23A 0.52
A J 3.2 0.60
A CC 34.5 0.60
D D 9.3 0.61
A F 6.2 0.62
E D 13.6 0.63
B L 10.4 0.69
A LL 13.0 0.70
A 0 23.9 0.73
A D 4.0 0.84
A A 8.8 0.91
A L 3.0 1.00
B GG 0.8 1.00

1ITe number of anployee hours per megwatt-hour of elecriy piduced.
2 Best Paces Plant Efficiency.
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5.29 In Country T, stg problems were compounded by goveuiment pressure to hire
more lower level staff than the utility needed. Meanwhile, the uility had difficulty hiring the
professionals it needed because the government assigned local university graduates to various
industries and agencies according to priorities established by a national paiining committee. In
Country J, the govemment's emphas,s on expanding higher education, its policy of guaranteed
employment, and its practice of assigning graduates to the utility without regard to its needs,
resulted in the utility having a high proportion of young, inexperienced professional staff. In
Country D, because of a no-firing rule enforced by tie government, the national utility became so
overstaffed that even after the government finally allowed it to discharge 1,300 employees in 1985,
it was still overstaffed.

5.30 In some countries, labor unions directly affected hiring and firing through the
negodation of annual contrs. Arbirtion procedures were sometimes long and complicated and
direcdy affected ue efficient opaion of the utility.

5.31 National policies affecting utility headquarters also direcdy affected local plants.
EPUES found that dieselplant managers had litde authority to hire local people as meter readers or
bill collectors, but could only make requests and recommendations. Local managers also had litde
authority to honor requests tom local officials who favored certain candidates for positions in the
diesel plant. Often managers had to accept unneeded and unwanted additional staff assigned by
headquarters.

5.32 Several missions raised interesting cultural questions. For example, while
Westerners might frown on responding to pressure from local afficials, conditions in many
eveloping countries are quite different. The success of any effort in these countries depends on
cooperation with local poltical authorities. Many political officials are respected not only because
.f their office, but because of their age or position in society, and managers need to have good

woking relationships with them to funcdon in the local environment. As a result of their lack of
authority, and the utility's lack of understanding of local political conditions, local diesel plant
managers often found themselves unable to coopeate effectively with local officials.

5.33 All of these negative factors have contributed to the utilities' need for continued.
technical assistance to compensate for their inability to recruit and retain a productive workforce.
To fill this need, many utilities have, with donor assistance, resorted to hiing expatriates to train
locd plant staff or to fll line management and operational positions.

Inadequate Manpower Planning and Development Programs

5.34 Every one of these manpower problems could have been alleviated by a sound
manpower development program that addressed all aspects of recruitment, dismissal, promotions,
salaries, benefits, and taining. Such a program needs the support of local diesel plant managers,
and of the local and national goverments.

5.35 EPUES found that manpower development programs were either weak or
nonexistent in all surveyed countries. This was due to centralized authority and to the lack of
manager capable of carrying out such programs. Where managers were capable of developing
and implementing such programs, they did not have the financing or autonomy to do so. A
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oentralized but weak manpower planning and development structure often resulted in vague areas
of responsibility, conusing or weak chains of command, and frustradon among local diesel plant
magers and supervison.

5.36 Manpower planning was generally ad hoc. There were no objectives linked to
short-, medium-, or long-term goals, and issues of organization, jurisdiction, unit function, job
descriptions, career paths, job qualifications, work reguladons, and labor arbitration procedures
were often undefined. Even when they were defined, they were often disregarded because of
internal or external pressure Regulations were either nonexistent or weakly enforced, enabling
management, or committees within the utility or the govenument, to decide on temporary solutions
to case-specific problems. In many cases, these solutions were not compatible with existing
personnel policies.

5.37 The overall result of the lack of manpower planning and development has been a
chaotic recruitment process, a salary structre not in tune with reality, and a group of unmotivated
and frustrated plant managers who supervise employees without skills, motivation, morale,
discipline, or direction.

5.38 Efforts by the World Bank, local govemments, utilities, and consulting agencies to
improve manpower development programs have not produced noticeable results. Where EPUES
did find improvements, they were minimal, and the possibility of continued improvement remains
questionable.

5.39 The impornce of manpower planning and development has been underestimated in
most instances. In a typical project appraisal, manpower issues are not addressed with the same
rigor as a financial or economic analysis. Problems are often "solved," rather, with ready-made
pseudo solutions, such as hiring consultants, training, fellowships, etc. Even the World Bank's
attempts at comprehensive manpower planning and development lack clea procedures, strategies,7 ets, and monitoring indicators. Where such specifics exist, they have low priority or are not
e oced, and are not linked to strategies that lead to long-tenn obJectives.

5.40 A comprehensive manpower planning and development progran can illuminate an
inventory of needs. It can also serve as a basis to persuade government to implement more
favorable policies or to grant the utility more autonomy, with all the consponding benefits.

Lessons Learmed

Utility Level

5.41 The examnatin of manpower issues yielded the following lessons:

5.42 A central lesson in this chapter is that most ulides do not have, and critically need,
institutionalized manpower planning and development programs. The absence of such programs
negatively affects a utlit's prductivity and efficiency. Where it is not the extant practice of the
uility, a conditon of aid shoud be that Maagement Information Systems be established to enable
performance objectives to be set and progress toward those objectives monitored.
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5.43 A second important lesson is that utilites must establish salary and benefit packages
compedtive with the private sector. Job performance, modvation, and morale are direcdy linked to
salaries, incentives, working conditions, and the recogniton of merit through promotions. Job
performance and utlity reliability, for example, were notably better in utilities where low wages
were ameliratd by fringe benefits.

5.44 Where utlities cannot compete with private sector salaries, they can supplement
employees' income with fringe benefits, which help the utilities retain older professional staff.2
Where high staff turover is a problem for the utility, every effort should be made to provide staff,
recruited and trained for the power stadon project, with a reward package adequate to ensure their
retention.

5.45 EPUES found that the lack of autonomy among diesel plant managers to develop
policies suited to their local circumstances creates an environment in which they cannot resolve
local manpower problems.

Plant Level

5.46 When new plants of any type are constructed and staffed, and where the existing
operational and maintenance practices are considered inadequate, a working group of the design
consultant, the plant manufacturer, an experienced operations and maintenance manager, and a
representative of the udlity's management should develop a manual for the new plant's operation.3

Recommendcotlons

5.47 Utilites should develop institutionalized manpower planning and development
progmms.

5.48 Utilities should establish salary and benefit packages competitive with the private
sector. If salaries are government controlled, then benefit packages should be strengthened to
make the combined salary and benefits competitive with the private sector.

5.49 EPUES recommends investigation of what non-monetary measures can be
established to increase productivity, raise morale, promote a sense of belonging, instill pride in the
word, and develop a sense of career direction.

5.50 EPUES also recommends further study of cultural factors which may affect a
uility's ability to operate efficiently. In this regard, consideration should be given to analysis of
the effects of local and informal institutons on the efficiency of the utlity and its power plants.

2 The parasta in Country D is a case in point See Chapter S, Annex 2.
3 See Chapter 3, Annex 3, for a diled discussion of this manual.
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CHAPTER 6. TRAINING.

6.1 Training issues are inextricably linled with a number of management, institutional,
financial, and technological factors. It is often difficult to tell which manpower problems can be
resolved through trining, and which are symptomatic of more deepseated problems. Some of the
diesel plants EPUES studied were totally dysfunctional in asl major areas: management,
instituuonal structure, govemnment interference, finances, equipment, parts, and personnel. The
training programs in such udlities merely reflected this condition. As suggested in Chapter 1,
Institutional Issues, time and money spent on training is largely wasted if such overriding
institutional issues as operational autonomy and approiate tariffs are not first resolved. This
chapter presents infonnation on training from EPUES mission reports, from documents on training
in related fields, and from discussions with training experts.

Findings

6.2 With a few exceptions, the EPUES missions found ineffective or nonexistent
taining programs and significant unmet training needs in the 12 countries in which training was
stdied. Most utilities had severe mismatches between manpower needs and employee skills. The
most serious skill shortages Cvere in middle management and technical specialties, such as power
plant operators and mechanics. Many of these problemsi hwve been repeatedly discussed in the
World Bank's Staff Appraisal Reports, but Bank and donor agency attempts to address these
problems have met with litte success. Two APA countries, DD and E3, were the main exceptions;
both had ongoing training programs that, while not without prob!ems, did a fairly good job of
raining staff. The bigest problem in Country DD was that there were more staff than training
slots, which prevented most operators and mechanics from participating in the program.

6.3 EPIJES found the lack of adequately trained operators and mechanics to be a majer
factor in the poor performance and short life of diesel plants in developing countries, plants,
contributing to the need for early plant rehabilitaion or replacement. These plants, in fact, operated
much less reliably, for shorter periods of time, and at higher costs than projected. While some
brakdowns were caused by the politically-forced operation of malfunctoning equipment or by
lack of spare parts, EPUES found clear evidence that relatively modest training progmns would
enable utilities to operate diesel power plants at higher levels of reliability, availability, and
longevity.

6.4 Table 1 indicates that in 11 of the 12 countries, training was not supported with
sufficient resources by nearly all relevant parties, including donor countries, development banks,
and utilities. Power project grants and loans often included insufficient funds for training, and
donor or lender teams sent to conduct feasibility or cost-benefit analyses often did not include
training or manpower specialists, despite past experience with failed training efforts. Utilities
themselves also accorded training too little impance, often because budget constrints and a
geeral atmosphere of crsis made it difficult for them to give consideration to long-term human
resource development. Some utilites expecteddonors to support taining, and so made no training
efforts of their own.
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6.5 Most training-related problems, such as a shortage of skills, are not unique to
electrc utilities. The World Bank has found the same problems in other sectors. Several broad
reviews of the Bank's experience with vocational and technical training in other sectors are
discussed in Annex 5.

6.6 The economic stagnation, hard crrency shortages, educational shortcomings, and
general bureaucratic morass in many of the countries also contributed to training and manpower
difficulties.

6.7 EPUES missions found 12 common problems regarding utility training: (a)
insufficient fiscal and human resources devoted to trining, (b) lack of executive attention to long-
term training plans or comprehensive needs assessment; (c) short-term, intensive training courses;
(d) unstructured, ad hoc on-the-job training; (e) insufficient educational background of trainees; (f)
lack of qualified local trainers, and the perception that training is a low esteem career, (g) inability
to retain staff with valuable skills due to higher salaries in the private sector, (h) lack of
standardized equipment, which increases training needs and complicates specific training; (i) lack
of appropriate training materials and operating manuals in the languages of the operators and
mechanics; (j) the utility's inability to perceive the advantages of taining, (k) the low priority given
diesel training compared to taining in other technologies; and (1) insufficient training for diesel
power plant managers and supervisors.

6.8 Table 1 lists 14 utilities in 12 developing countries where EPUES identified ten of
these problems. A rural diesel utility in Country GO is included as a comparator. An "X"
indicates that the utility has the problem identified by the column heading. No "X" means the
problem either does not exist or has not been discovered. These findings are discussed below.
Training programs common to developed and developing countries are discussed in Annex 4.
Table 1 in Annex 4 shows the types of training offered in the subject countries.

Common Training Problems

Insufficent Resources

6.9 As Table 1 indicates, the missions found that nearly all the utilities devoted
insufficient resources to training. The only clear exception was the parastatal in Country D, which
supported extensive long-term training and education, including a high-quality apprenticeship
program.
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Table 1. Training Problems at Twelve Diesel Power Plants.

Cou-nt Resource Short Unstruct Education Trainers Retain iP Materials Udcen DiesPrior

E x x x x x
A x
LLx x x - x I - - -

LU2
J . x x x x x x

x x x x I

m ~ x x x x x x '_
H x x x x x x x
L
cc _ x x
o x I X
M x x x x x x
D x x - x
D2 __
DONORS x x x x x x
(overseas) .
DONORS x x x x - x x x
(mn couty) ______

3 Time constranits/other duties, sometimes tanig experise problems; diesel knowledge usually
good.

e Donor Inrcent Problems, not utility incentive problems.
"Resoure refers to lack of resources devoted to training.
"Shortw refers to training being too short-term m nature.

stuk" refers to tramning being too unstruciured.
"Educadon" refers to insufficient educational background of tainees.
'rrainers" refers to poor quality or umnotivaed trainers, or trainers with other prhnary duties and

sufficient time to train.
"Retain" refers to problems retaining trained staff.
"Equip" refers to problems stemming from equipment factors, such the number of different
makes and models, or iappropiately complex equipment.
"Materials" refers to insufficient tramig matedals and equipment manuals, and tue lack of
materials in local language.
"Utdncen" refers to utlity not perceiving incentve to support training.
"DiesPrior" refers to diesel technology being given lower priority m training than other
generation technologies.
LU refers to a small private utility.
D2 refers to parastataL
Donors (Oveseas) refers to donor training programs in donor countries.
Donors (In Country)* F-- to donor prognams in host country.
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Lack of a Long-Term, Integrated Approach to Training

6.10 The most frequendy identified problem was that donors usually did not require
utilides to institutionalize diesel training programs or address training issues in a comprehensive,
strategic fashion. This was true, to some extent, in every utlity except the parastal in Country D.
Most other problems derived from this ad hoc approach to training.

6.11 Trainees were often expected to master subjects in much less time than trainees in
Europe or North America, even though many students were much less well-prepared academically.
This situation was due to funding constraints, inability or unwillingness to spare staff (trainees or
trainers) from normal duties, overestimation of what trainees could learn in a short time, and
underestimation of training needs. It is clear fron the investigation of diesel training progrms for
power plants in developed countries and for ship engines that operators and fitters need the-year
structured apprenticeships to become qualified. EPUES found that the intensive pace of the
taning prograns and the lack of a haads-on component prevented trainees from assimilating what
they had studied.

6.12 Training was often handled as an adjunct to construction, commissioning, and
operation of the diesel plants. Such training can be useful if the staff are already well-trained and
only need instuction about specific equipment. If staff do not have knowledge or skills, however,
such an informal approach cannot produce positive results. In the diesel plants EPUES studied,
expatriate supervisors were often expected to perform on-the-job training in addition to their
primary operational duties. Out of necessity, they gave little emphasis to training.

6.13 The use of expatriate advisors in line positions can result in conflicts between
immediate and long-term needs. While the expatriate prsonnel are essential in some cases,
continued dependence on such assistance reduces the uility management's incentive to train its
own diesel operators and mechanics.

Low Education Levels of Trainees

6.14 The low education level of trainees was a problem particularly in Sub-Saharan
Africa. The poor education of trainees was due in some countries to inadequate education systems,
and in other countries to salary levels too low to attract qualified staff. Countries A and M were
examples of the former situation; Country D was an example of the latter.

Staff Tumover

6.15 The high turnover of employees was caused by salary differentals between utilities
and the private sector, especally for scarce technical skills; and by the fact that the extremely low
salaries of the civil servants and parastal employees were in some cases only a fdcon of the cost
of living. Inproved benefits packages designed to compensate for low salaries, as at the p
in Country D, (housing, electricity, health care, education, etc.) appealed to older staff who had
families, although the younger staff placed greater emphasis on cash earnings. There are
drawbacks to improved benefits packages in lieu of increased salaries. Where employees are
entided to housing, for example, there might not be enough housing to go around, and employees
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who do not receive housing often are not compensated in any other fashion.' Employees of the
national utility in Country D suffered from this problem.

Technology Factors: Lack of Standardization and Appropriateness

6.16 In some countries, the variety of makes and models of diesel equipment caused
more training problems than equipment inappropriateness or complexity. The problems resulting
from this lack of standardization are discussed in Chapter 7, Technical Issues. The selection of
diesel equipment is often driven by grant or loan availability, which in the case of bilateral
assistance dictates the equipment's country of origin. Many utlities operate equipment from a
number of manufacturers, often at the same site. In Country H, for example, there were 40 diesel
generator sets from 17 different manufacturers; and in Country DD, EPUES found a powerhouse
with diesel engines from five different manufacturers, which complicated the leaning and retention
of engine-specific information and procedures. The complexity of the technology can also increase
training needs. Larger, more complex diesel generators are often chosen for their ability to use
heavy oil, which can lower operating costs. But these machines require more highly trained
operators and mechanics.

Lack of Approptiate Training Materials and Manuals

6.17 EPUES visited many diesel plants which lacked training materials and operating
manuals, or had materials in a language the operators could not understand. This made
troubleshooting almost impossible, and frustrated the staff in Country DD, where employees were
well-motivated and interested in self education.

Utilities' Interest in Training Staff

6.18 In many utilites, the position of diesel trainer was considered a dead-end career to
be avoided by high-quality personnel. Few senior utility executives had responsibility for diesel
taining, and their unwillingness to invest in training programs to support preventive maintenance
was often due to their expectations of donor support for specific plants. Certain utilities did not
invest in maintenance training because they expected donors to replace or rehabilitate damaged
diesel equipment. In some cases, a diesel plant was so identified with a specific donor that the
utility was unwilling to take any responsibility for its operation (i.e. Country H).

Lack of Emphasis on Diesel Training Programs

6.19 EPUES missions found instances (countries D, CC, and DD) where high quality
training programs neglected diesel in favor of other technologies. Some gave lower priority to the
diesel component of their generation system because of the scarcity of resources and the
assumption that diesel would be phased out. This assumption has led to the undermining of diesel
performance and reliability. In Country C(C, for example, the utility has devoted many tesources

David L Lindauer, Oey Astra Meesook, and Parita Suebsaeng, "Government Wage Policy
in Africa: Some Findings and Policy Issues," pp. 7, 18, 19, 23.; and The World Bank
Research Observer, Vol. 3, No. 1, Jan. 1988, pp. 1-24.
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to its training center, which provides good job training staff in generation, transmission, and
distribution. Generation training, however, focuses on hydro and large thermal plants, and there
has been no training for diesel operators and mechanics. Such training is currently being planned.

Lack of Training for Power Plant Managers and Middle Managers

6.20 Diesel power plant managers were rarely trained in the wide range of technical,
organizational, accounting, and human relation functions for which they were responsible. The
burden on managers was greatest in isolated diesel plants, which received little support from
headquarters. EPUES also found middle management staff to be poorly trained and lacking
necessary skills and experence.

Lessons Learned

6.21 In r-gard to training issues and programs, EPUES has identified two basic lessons:
(a) an institutionalized training program is an essential component of an efficient and sustainable
power operation; and (b) for donors, a comprehensive training needs analysis should be a
prequisite for, or integral part of, any power sector project.

6.22 An institutionalized training program requires high quality management and staff,
long-term funding, and strategic planning. It must include training for all aspects of power plant
operations, including commercial operations and middle management, and the training of trainers.

6.23 Institutionalized training is expensive, and many utilities, especially in smaller
African nations, cannot afford a comprehensive long-term program. As a result, EPUES has
concluded that serious consideration should be given to establishing regional training centers.
cooperatively supported by participating utilities and financial and technical assistance agencies.
Another approach worthy of serious consideration is the twinning of utilities in developing
countries with utlities in industrialized countries. Twining arrangements provide a mechanism
for transfering technical and managerial knowledge from one utility to another one.

6.24 A comprehensive training needs analysis will identify instances where proposed
plants cannot be supported by cufrent utility staff, are not feasible, or are sustainable only with the
long-term assistance of expatriate managers and consultants and with significant training
interventions. Identifying in advance the need for expatriate assistance or training interventions
will help project planners more realistically assess total project costs. Finally, assessment of
training needs can be the utility's first step toward developing an official training policy and
comprehensive taining plan.

6.25 Where training needs have been chronically underestimated, such an assessment
will illuminate the need for significant training interventions. Increasing the training component
will increase the initial and projected costs of various power systems, but the hidden costs
resulting from insufficient training will be much lower. Higher cost estimates may result in some
marginal projects being rejected, but adequate training at the beginning of future projects will help
prevent futre unplanned costs for early rehabilitation and technical assistance.
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Recommendations

6.26 EPUES rmmends that guidelines be written to assist utilities and donors with the
appraisal of existing training needs.

6.27 The organization, finance, and operation of regional training facilities should be
stuied. As an alternative, utiity twinning anagements should be investigated.

6.28 EPUES recommends further investigation of the content and design of trining
programs, including certification requirements, advanced teaching techniques, and so forth. See
Annexes 1 through 3 for a more detailed discussion.
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CHAPTER 7. TECHNICAL ISSUES.

Findings

Diesel Power Plant Design

Basic Design Criteria

7.1 In many of the diesel plants studied,1 EPUES found that reliability of supply was
inadequate and that total collapses of the electrical system (blackouts) occurred with unacceptable
regularity. The two main plant-based causes were: inadequate capacity available to meet peak
loads, and the failure to operate a "spinning reserve" policy (see Annex 1).

7.2 In Country D, EPUES noted that diesel engines on the interconnected electrical
system could not be operated in parallel, thus restricting the available capacity to meet peak
demand. There were also instances, such as in Country DD, where industrial loads with rapid
fluctuations resulted in unacceptable voltage and frequency variations in the public supply systems.
These "dirty" loads arose, for example, from supplies to arc furnaces or re&tio transmitters, both
industrial applications involving frequent starts of large electric loads. In other instances, such as
at diesel plant B in Country L, low reliability was due to the fact that the plant had diesel engines of
unproven prototype design.

Prime Mover Selection and Auxiliary Systems

7.3 In all cases where EPUES reviewed diesel engine selection after the engine had
been operating for several years, the team concluded that the selection was correct in the terms of
the technology available at the time the decision was made. This aspect of design therefore appears
to be adequately covered by conventional appraisals.

7.4 Some missions reported inappropriate sizing of diesel engines because of (a) over-
optimistic projections of both demand and peak load growth, (b) failure to identify the full extent of
the intereonnected network, or (c) inadequate consideration of supply reliability objectives.

7.5 In the majority of cases, the choice of which diesel engine to use was not made on a
lowest cost basis. Where capacity was insufficient to meet the load, cost was irrelevant. Where
capacity was adequate, however, EPUES found that the diesel plant manager often did not have the
necessary information to dispatch engines on a least cost basis. In many cases, the engines were
too large to operate on spinning reserve without high cost on long periods of underloading.

7.6 The utility in Country DD made a practice of degrading the nominal output of its
diesel engines by 2.5 percent per annum. This practice was based on experience that available
output falls over time when other operational parameter limits (i.e. exhaust temperature and
maximum firing pressure) are observed.

7.7 In general, essential engine auxiliaries were not considered significant causes of
diesel plant outage. Loss of capacity in countries F and K, and in one plant in Country DD, was
attributed, however, to fouling or inadequate design of the cooling systems. In some cases, the
cooling tower pacldng had collapsed. Several instances were also noted of loss of cooling capacity

1 i.e. in countries F, G, J, M, CC, and DD.
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of radiators due to fouling of the finning by dead insects (countries A and DD). In one instance
(Country H), this was aggravated by the designer failing to take into account the direction of the
prevaiing winds, which caused hot discharge air from the cooling radiators to be recirculated into
the air intakces. I addition, EPUES noted several instances of severe leakage of lubricating oil
fimm radiatrs, which caused extensive areas of oil-soaked ground. In plants m countries A, DD,
and KK, the radiators were all of a common design and manufactre.

7.8 Many of the diesel systems EPUES reviewed were subject to frequent blackouts.2
Although there were many causes, the missions found that between 66 and 75 percent resulted
from distribution system faults and electrcal storms of short duaton. The typical sequence of
events leading to a blackQout was that a short-duration fault on the distribution system created a
voltage redcion outside normal limits, which caused the protection on the electrical auxiliay
equipment to trip. The resultant loss of cooling water, fuel, and in some cases lubricating oil then
activated the engines' protecton system, which initiated a cascade trip and a system blackout
Staff informed the missons that the main protcton c.ntinued to opeate after the causative fault on
the distribution system had cleared.

7.9 In several cases, EPUES noted that restarting took an excessivel" long time
following a blackout, due to inadequate design consideration of the need for black start capability.
Some new diesel plants had no such capability,3 and operators had to restart them by switching on
the distribution system to isolated load centers. Then they had to start a small (black start capable)
e at a remoe plant to supply electricity to a plant capable of carrying the system load to restart
the diesel plant, which would then re-energize the distribution equipment. In countnies G and K,
,his practice led to excessively long blackouts, and to running diesel engines below capacity for
long periods in order to conserve starting air.

Plant Layout

7.10 EPUES found most of the diesel plants to be well laid out, a judgement in which
the operations and maintenance staff concurred. In some instances, both in Africa and APA,
additional engines had been installed in plants not designed to accommodate them. The problems
which resulted from this were: (a) obstruction of the area where components were taken for
maintenance; (b) obstruction of the areas for use of tools, which increased maintenance time and

made the task more difficult; and (c) because of these obstructions, the need to dismantle
components (e.g. heat exchanger tube stacks, auxiliary drive electic motors) that had to be taken
outside the plant for repair.

7.11 EPUES observed two problems in connection with overhead electric travelling
cranes in diesel lants. (a) While equipment requiring cranage for maintenance was sited within
the crane rails, the crane hoist could not locate vertically above the equipment because it was too
close to the rails and outside the travel of the hoist carriage. And (b) on V-form diesel engines,
where pistons pull out at an angle, the barrel of the crane hoist in some plants was at right angles to
the axisf athe cylinder line, causing the hoist ropes to ride over the hoist barrel, which damaged
both rope and barrel.

2 Eight in Afica, one in APA.

3 Five plants in Country DD.
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7.12 In several diesel plants in Country DD, EPUES observed that the area between
engines was used to accommodate an engine control panel. This restricted access for maintenance
and obstructed the area in which equipment was disnantled and rebuilt

7.13 The missions saw many instances of valve and other gauges positioned in such a
way as to make the operation of diesel engines unnecessarily difficult. In other cases, personnel
had no means to access tank manholes, vents, or drains for operation or maintenance.

Standardizaion

7.14 Most public diesel plants had engines of at least two different makes. This resulted
in such problems as: (a) the need for increased variety of spare parts, with consequent cost
implications; (b) the need for more special tools; (c) decreased interchangeability of auxiliary
equipment; and (d) different procedures for operating and maintaining each machine, with the
consequent need for more training and supervision of staff.

7.15 Many privately-operated diesel power plants in Africa, APA, and the UK, by
contrast, have engines from one manufacturer with interchangeable spare parts and auxiliary
equipment. Where more than one type of engine is used in private diesel plants, it is usually due to
the fact that the plant needs a larger unit than orignally planned, or that the original equipment is
obsolete.

7.16 If the drawbacks indicated in para. 7.14 are valid, then operating costs are likely to
increase as a result of different engines in the same diesel plant. This increase can be calculated as
follows. Using data from Diewert's draft report, the measure VCi4 data points are plotted against
the number of different engine types installed in the diesel plant [Diewert, E.]. Similar engine
types are defined as those with identical bore and stroke. Diesel engines which run fewer than 500
hours a year are excluded if they did not contribute significantly to plant output and are believed to
be black start units.5 The linear regression line through these points indicates that the cost of
operation does increase in direct relation to the number of diesel engine types. 6 See Figure 1
below.

4 VCi is variable unit cost (in US$/MWh) excluding capital contribution. A similar result is
obtained plotdng Ei points against the number of set types installed in the plant

s Only data points for which plant configurations are known (those published in 1DGTE
Working Cost Reports) have been used, as complete plant configuration data were not
avaiable at the time of writing.

6 It should be borne in mind that the data sample was very small, and since all the diesel
lanlts concerned were able to report operating statistics to IDGTE, they may well not have
en representatve of the operational and maintenance standards often found in diesel

plants in developing countries.
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Cost of Operatlon vs. Number of Set Types

Figure 1
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Electrical Distribution/Transmission System

7.17 The reliability of supply at the diesel plants was reduced or not protected in many
cases by inadequate design consideration of the transient and dynamic stability of the electrical
system. In many instances,7 excessive technical losses were caused by inadequate design and
poor construction of distribution systems, incorrecdy sized transformers, and the operation of
undeloaded engines for lon periods. EPUES found few diesel systems with adequate meter test,
calibration, and repair facilities; and also found many station batteries in a poor state of
maintenance.

Building and Civil Works

7.18 EPUES found several instances8 of faulty engine foundations, which caused
misalignment and ultimately failure of the bearings or crankshaft. This required addidonal
maintenance and increased operatng costs. The faulty foundations were due to poor construction
and design, aggravated in some cases by the staff failng to recognize symptoms or to contain the
problem before it got worse. No international standards or code of practice covers the design and
construction of diesel engine foundations.

Noise and Vibraton

7.19 Noise levels in most diesel plants were excessive. This created a risk of hearing
impairment to personnel with long exposure, and reduced their effectiveness due to noise fatigue
and communication difficulty. Residents in the vicinity of these plants also complained of noise
and vibration.

Vendlation

7.20 Several missions, notably the mission to a diesel plant in Country DD, found that
natural draft ventilaion systems were inadequate to maintain an acceptable wv,ridng environment in
generator houses. Dust ingress was also a problem in some diesel planta, e.g. in countries H and
K.

Fire Protection9

7.21 In many diesel plants, the only means of fire fighdng were portable fire
extinguishers, often inadequate in both size and quantity. In plants with installed fire fighting
systems, the fire pumps, particularly engine driven pumps, were in poor condition or inoperable.
Enclosures protected by C02 had their access doors fixed open, which in any case rendered the
system ineffective.

7 In four African and two APA counties.

8 In countries D, K, and DD.
9 All types of dtermal power plants pose a significt fire risk, since fuel is stored in large

quantties and is ofn pumped under high pressure, in close proximity to high temperte
surfaces, and at temperates i excess of its flash poin Fre damage to the plant,
equipment, and cabling can be considerable and cause prolonged outages.
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Offices, Control Rooms, and Electrical Equipment Areas

7.22 EPUES found poor environmental conditions in diesel plant control rooms and
equipment areas (high noise, temperate, humidity), which signifantly ced the efficiency of
the operators who spent long periods in these areas. Office accommodatons were often inadeiuate
in size, environment (high noise, temperature, humidity), and equipment (not enough desks, file
cabinets, or bookshelves for technical literature). Workshops often had inadequate storage
facilities for tools, lifting and access equipment, floor area for laying down components during
maintenance, machine tool facilities, lifting and handling equipment, and lighting. Buildings used
to store spare parts had inadequate storage racks and bins for spare parts; and, inadequate access,
lifting and handling facilities for heavier components, and ventilation. Poor ventilation led to
condensation on spare parts, and consequent rustng.

General Safety Hazards

7.23 Mlany of the diesel plants the teams visited had safety hazards which could result in
injuries to the staff. The most frequent hazards were open pipe and cable trenches.10 Many
missions reported poor standards of housekeeping (slippery, oily floors; electric leads and
compressed air pipes trailing across floors; piles of waste and scrap materials obstructing personnel
access). Some reported that personnel protection equipment (e.g. ear defenders, safety glasses)
was available but was not used by the staff.

Waste Disposal

7.24 Many teams reported that oil saturation of the ground adjacent to the diesel plants
was the result of inadequate consideration having been given to disposal of waste oil at the design
stage. Other teams reported lealdng radiators as a cause of ground pollution. Other diesel plant
wastes which commonly present disposal problems are the solid scrapings from centrifuge bowls,
used oil filters, and worn or damaged engine components.

Site Security

7.25 The teams found that security standards varied from fully fenced plant sites with
alert full-time security guards monitoring access and egress, to unfenced sites with strangers
wandering through the plant. No consistent pattern could be established between site security and
other operational parameters, except where significant theft of fuel or lubricating oil increased
operating costs. In the diesel power stations in countries F, G, and H, the teams found that
consumption of oil and fuel appeared excessive because of theft. At other sites, maintenance work
was difficult because hand tools supplied by the contactor had "disappeared."

10 Counties F, J, 0, CC, and Y.
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Operatior and Maintenance

Power Station Staff

7.26 Problems of overstaffing, inappropriate skills, unsuitable education and training,
and manpower planning are discussed in other chapters. In the area of maintenance, diesel plant
managers were often frustrated by: (a) lack of spare parts, tools, and miscellaneous maintenance
materials; (b) lack of authority to initiate maintenance and corrective a-dons; (c) lack of general
technical information, plant drawings, or the manufacturer?s operation and maintenance manuals;
(d) lack of operational cost data in cases where the plant manager is responsible for engine
dispatch; (e) high staff tunor, (t) inadequate training or experience, and (g) poor communicaton
with supenisors.

7.27 Reliabilty, availability, and housekeeping standards were noticeably better in
private diesel plants,ii where the above conditions did not apply.

7.28 The teams in countries P and U reported that high housekeeping levels were linked
with the long-term presence of one or mote expatriates. The standard of housekeeping of different
diesel plants under the same utiliy and of the same age and design varied significantly.12 The
most significant factor in maintaining housekeeping standards appeared to be the motivation of the
plant manager.

Operationd Monitoring

7.29 The teams found that the quality and quantity of performance data varied fmm good
to nonexistent. The udlities with the least amount of management information were generally those
with the greatest shortage of qualified or experienced personnel, e.g. countries M, Y, and CC.
Credible, regular, and timely management iformation was available to diesel power stations from
the piCostatal in Country L and frm Country FF.

7.30 In most plants, the teams found that operadonal log sheets were kept on a regular
basis, usually hourly while the engine was operating. Plant managers in countries L and DD, and
at the parastatal in Country D, reviewed and analyzed the log sheets daily, and investigated or
initiated corrective action if discrepancies were identified. These diesel plants also had a defect
reporting system, and two of the three had well-tained, expenenced operators who could handle
abnormal situations. In plants wher defect reporting was routine, recurrent defects were identified
and minor modifications made to the diesel equipment to eliminate them.

7.31 A number of the teams noted dtat the data being logged were not plausible. Meters
were misread or defective; the same readings were recorded month after month; log sheets were not
reviewed by a supevisor, and operational staff did not report or were unable to recognize abnormal
readings, sights, sounds, or smells. There were also many missing, broken, or miscalibrated
engine monitoring instruments, and many protective devices were missing. The mission team at
the national utility in Country D reported that when regular logging of opeational parameters was

l1 e.g. in countries D, L, and DD.
1 2 Five plants in Country DD.
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replaced with supervisory monitoring equipment, the recorded performance of the plant
deterioated

7.32 Vory few of the diesel plants, either public or private, had any staff trained in the
basic chemistry of water tratment In some cases, proptietary water treatment chemicals had been
provided by the construction contractor, but wlthout the necessary test kits,13 equipment,
nsctos, or training.

Plant Maintenance

7.33 The most common factor to adversely affect maintenance work in public diesel
plants14 was the nonavailability of spare parts, which in most cases resulted from a scarcity of
fo¢eign exchange for prcurement, as discussed In Chapter 4, Financial Management. This
constraint did not apply to the privately-operated diesel plarits.

7.34 In many cases, diesel plant managers also had no budget or authority to procure
needed materials locally. Most were required to requisition spare parts tbrough a headquarters
procurement office. Procurement office personnel often had no knowledge of diesel power plants,
gave low priority to spare parts requisitions, or simply failed to process the requisition requests.

7.35 The mission teams identified five main problems in connection with diesel plant
mnaintenace manuals and parts lists: (a) they were not available at the plant; (b) they were written
in a language which the maintenance staff could not read; (c) they were not comprehensive in that
many auxliary items were not covered, or the manuals did not indicate which particular part was
installed in the plant; (d) "as installed" schematic system diagrams necessary for fault finding were
not provided by the contor, and (e) dtere was litle technical data to enable the user to establish
whether or not a part was functioning corectly.

7.36 Maintenance planning was found to be poor or nonexistent at many diesel plants,
due to: (a) lack of spare parts; (b) failure of management to appreciate the need for such planning;
and (c) failure to release the plant from service for maintenance, particularly where demand
exceeded available capacity. Where diesel power plants are adequately maintained, overhauled,
anad opated within their design parameters (e.g. in APA and the UK), they achieve engine lives
well m excess of 100,000 running hours, whether operated by public utilities or private
companies. In several instances, public plants equired rehabilitaton fter only tens of thousands
of hours, some without ever having been overhauled. It is rewasonable to conclude that this was a
consequence of the failure to carry out maintenance and oveitaul. Where there were reasonable
plant maintenance histories and component wear records, preventive maintenance was always
carried out.
7.37 Safe working systems to ensure the safety of persornel were in use at only a
minority of the plants.'5 Such systems are required by statute in most developed countries.

13 These were simple "go/o go" tests to indicate the concentraion of treatment chemicals in
the system, or the presence of scaling or corosive conditions.

14 In one APA and 10 African countries.
15 e.g. in countries O andP, one plant in Country K; and one plant in Country L
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Spare Parts and Storage

7.38 Where significant quantities of spare parts were supplied with the diesel plant,16 a
proportion of those parts had deteriorated in storage, and could no longer be used because of
corrosion hardening of 'O' ring seals. At the plant in Country G, the spare parts were adequately
protected for long-term storage, but deteriorated rapidly after plant personnel opened packages to
identify the contents.

7.39 EPUES frequently found, in relation to storage conditions, that- (a) spare parts
were not stored in racks or bins; (b) either there was no inventory of spare parts or the inventory
was not replaced as parts were used; (c) stures often contained worn out and damaged parts in the
same locadon as the new parts; and (d) storage was not secure, although none of team reports
mentioned theft of large diesel engine components.

7.40 Where there were constraints on the supply of spare parts, it was common practice
to 'canmbalize' plants to maintain similar units in service. This reduced the available capacity of
the plant for long periods pending rehabilitation, and sometimes led to corrosion damage of the
cannibalized units.

7.41 Most diesel engine manufactrers issue technical bulletins to advise plant operators
of changes in design or recommended operating practices, and of possible abnormal operating
conditions. These bulletins are based on the manufacturers' research and development programs
and experience with problemsV7 with similar engines at other locations. But the teams found no
instance that technical bulletins recommending modification of spare parts stock had been received
by the stores, procurement, or maintenance personnel who needed to know. In some cases, staff
complained that they received outated parts after the manufacturer had initiated a design change.
7.42 Diesel plant supervisors in developing countries often have no direct way to
communicate with the original equipment manufacturer. As plants age and many items become
obsolete or unavailable, these supervisors must find suitable alternative components or sources of
supply.

7.43 The mission teams found few instances of stores staff or procurement personnel
being technically qualified. In the main, they were unskilled and with poor basic levels of
education.

7.44 The missions had little time to meaningfully assess the adequacy of stores inventory
under the operational circumstances of each diesel plant. The missions noted, however, that in the
public plants, only one in Africa and one in APA had their inventory data routinely reviewed by
management at any leveL And only in Country P did the storekeeper report directly to the financial

16 e.g. in one APA and thee African countries.
17 e.g. a batch of components found to have been manufactued from faulty material.
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Lessons Learned

7.45 Few technical problems wene observed in power plants designed, constructed, and
maintaned acwding to industry standards.

7.46 Operadonal problems, unreliability of supply, and increased cost can result from
nonstadardization of equipment.

Power Plant Deign

Basic Design Criteria

7.45 It is important to define a stadad for electricity supply reliability which avoids the
growth of autogeneration aad the burdens of excess capacity installation. Detailed, short time
increment (e.g. half hourly) data on daily load profiles should be established early in the design
phase, and should include seasonal variations and the factors which influence them, such as
weather and holidays.

7.46 A detailed analysis of existing engines should be a regular part of the planning
process, to ensure that a new plant will be capable of satisfactory parallel operation. These
engineerng checks must be cTied out early in the design process, before the construction contract
is finalized. For diesei power plants, restricting purchases of engines and parts to those which
have been in reliable service for five years will help avoid problems from newly-designed
equipment.

7.47 For planning purposes, the manufacurers recommendations should be viewed in
the light of experience with similar engines under similar operating conditions with the same
owner. Similarly, assessments nf the outage times 'ecessary to complete maintenance routines are
best estimated by personnel who have experience with similar work under similar labor practices
and site conditions.

Generator Plant Dispatch

7.48 The dispatch of available plant capacity to minimize operating cost and maximize
system reliability was idendfied as a weakness in several smaller systems which do not have the
expertise to oper a load dispatch center. In these cirumstances, a simple PC-based model could
assist the opet i optimizing dispatch.

7.49 EPUES observed many instances where diesel power plant managers and operators
had to run and maintain their plants without access to cuffent technical informton. This sion
prevents operational recommendations and the maintenance guidelines of manufacturers and
technical institutions from being applied.
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Recommendations

7.50 Inadequat reliability of supply often results in the gmwth of autogneration, which
has adverse economc effects; but the installation of excess capacity, which would forestall
autogeneration, has adverse economic effects as well. The factors necessary to minimize
autogeneraion should be identified.

7.51 Utilties should develop general technical standards consistent with international
standards and avoid mixing different equipment. The additional costs resulting from
nonstandai'dizalon should be added to any tenders which would result in mixes of equipment.

7.52 Utilities should prepare a report at the end of the liability period for all types of
newly-installed power plants, identifying the need for further training, technical assistance, and
support to meet recurent cost of power generation. The report should also include a critical
assessment of the project and provide recommendations for future investment projects. These
recommendations should be collected in the form of lessons learned and provided to planners of
future lending operations as a manual with continuous updates.
7;53 Udlities should provide technical literate and training mateials adequate to its
needs in quality and quantity. Manufurs should regularly provide technical liteure to power
plant supeviss and to headquaters staff in a language they can read.

7.54 Utilites should insist that a consultant or a representative of the manufacturer (or
the tun-key contractor) participates in the management of all new power plants for at least six
months afte commissionin. The terms of reference for the consultant should require that he and
the utility manager set up al necessary site-specific procedures for maintenance and operation,
define job descriptions for plant personnel, and prepare manuals in the local larguage. Utilities
should also cooperate with manufacte and donors in preparing the manuals, and in providing
techical informaton to power plant personneL in the local language.

7.55 Utlities and donors should ensure that a spare part preservation system is applied
by all manufacrs to reduce the amount of cworded spare parts. Utilities should also ensure that
suitable storae and inventory systems are available.

7.56 Small utility systems do not usually have the necessary expertise to operate a load
dispatch center. The feasiblity of producing a generic small system plant dispatch optimization
program, along with manuals and a taining package, should be investigated.

7.57 Consideration should be given to developing of a technical and operational
mnitoring and advisory service which would provide power plant managers with current technical
informaton, advise them on resolving tecinical and operational problems, and monitor plant
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CHAPTER 8. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES.

8.1 All EPUES missions reported environmental pollution by waste lube oil at diesel
plant sites. Experience indicates that most likely all diesel power plants in developing countries
have a negative impact on the immediate environment, mainly because of disposal of oil and oily
wastes.

8.2 A serious assessment of a diesel plant's environmental impact must consider the site
specific effects of dumping oily wastes direcdy into the environment. The disposal of sludge and
oly filters may have less effect in hot dry regions than in tropical countries, where the pollution of
agricultural land, ground water, rivers, and lakes can be devastming. Annex 1 presents excerpts
fiom EPUES mission reports regarding pollution from diesel plants in different regions.

8.3 Some missions had litle time to collect information on site; their reports contained
no detailed environmental informion, as environment assessment was not a priority.

8.4 The amount of waste lube oil a diesel plant produces varies according to such site
specific circumstances as the size of the machines and the plant, the plant's policy regarding oil
changes, and the frequency of rpairs that require oil changes.

8.5 EPUES surveyed diesel power plants ranging fron 500 kW to more than 25 MW
of installed capacity. The smaller plants with high speed engines required frequent oil changes (at
one 500 kW African plant (every 200 hours). The bigger machines often required only a regular
topping up of the lube oil and careful maintenance of the oil treatment equipment These engines
burn most of the oil, and require oil changes only when major machine parts are damaged or when
the oil is contmin or not of the quality specified by the manufer.

8.6 Owners and operators of bigger diesel engines (> 1 MW) usually have several
manufactuer-recommended options for replacing oil. The recommendation to change the oil after
a certain number of operating hours ensures that oil quality is higher than actualy required. This
creates a safety margin for both the manufacturer and the plant owner, but also leads to higher
Operating costs and waste of resources. Intervals shorter than the manufacturer recommends are
required when the oil does not fulfill manufacturer's specifications.

8.7 The alternative to changing the oil in diesel engines after a ceruin number of hours
of operation is to regularly test the oil in the machines at prescribed intervals. Manufacturers
provide kits for simple on-site tests which measure the most essential properties of the lubricant.

8.8 Diesel manufacturers also offer more thorough testing on oil samples sent in by the
utilites. They can interpret test results to determine the quality of the oil and identify significant
wear and tear of machine components. They can also recommend replacing or checking specific
engine parts.

8.9 The diesel power plants that EPUES teams visited all changed their oil at the
intervals recommended by the manufacturer, rather dtan following one of the accepted alternative
procedures. In two APA countries, the oil in the larger engines was changed after 2000 operating
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hours. In Africa, it was changed at shorter intervals. This policy increased avoidable oil
consumption and cread unnecessary environmental burdens.

8.10 Many diesel plants opted for regula lube oil changes instead of tetng because: (a)
oil could be resold by power plant employees; (b) due to unreliable communication between the
power plant, the utility, and the manufacturer, oil samples and test results could not be easly
exchanged; (c) the lube ol specified by the manufacturer was not available and the manufacer
did not support use of other oil; (d) the utility could not meet the cost of testng; (e) plant manags
were not aware of the manufaeturer's testing service; and (f) managers were incapable of
conducting regular tests, or coula not interpret the results transmitted by the manufacturer, thus
increasing the risk of damaging the machines.

8.11 Since reducing the environmental impact of waste oil disposal depends on reducing
the amount of lube oil the diesel plants use, EPUES recommends that a Technical Operational
Monitoring and Advisory Service be established to monitor this and other environmental issues.
(See Chapter 7, Technical Issues). This service could also encourage preventive maintenance and
reduce long-term operating costs of plants.

8.12 The disposal of unavoidable waste oil is the second step in reducing pollution
caused by diesel plants, and requires more attention from both donor agencies and utilities.
EPUES missions found that waste oil is either disposed of directy near the plant or sold to private
customers who use it for a variety of purposes, most of them envimonmentally unsafe. Waste ail is
used, for instance, in vchicle engines; as medicine" for the exnal teatment of wounded animals;
for impregnating fences, boats, and wooden structures; as fuel for household stoves; and as fuel
for industrial production (steam boilers, bricks, etc.).

8.13 Missions reports contained no information about the extent to which waste oil is
used for each upose. This is of concern because the buning of waste lube oil contmin with
heavy metals and chemical additive creates health hazmls. The hazards are especially severe if the
lube oil was mixed with transformer oil contning PCB.

8.14 Country DD has prohibited the sale of waste lube oil because it was being filtered
and resold as new oil to car owners. The mission learned, however, that the oil is sdll given to
private customers, and is also sometimes transported back to the refineries or to sneam power
plants, where it is used as additional fueL

8.15 Small diesel plants normally do not have any facilities for environmentally safe
disposal of waste lube oil; this oil is usually dumped near the plant along with such oily wastes as
filters, rags, and machine parts. The amount of this waste is relatively small and does not justify
the installation of incinerators or other cosdy equipment.

8.16 Indneamos at diesel power plants in Country DD were not used to burn waste oil
because the diesel fuel needed to run the incinerators would have added to the cost of powe
production. No other mission reports mentioned the use of incinerators. One mission
recommended always instllig incns in new diesel power plants, but EPUES recommends
that this not be done without thoroughly analyzing site specific conditions.
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Fuel

8.17 None of the missions reported major environmental problems with regard to fuel
handling. All the diesel plants surveyed had some pollution in the fuel discharge area. The
missions attributed leaky fuel lines in one country, and the widespread pollution of the powerhouse
in Country G mainly to poor management. The storage tanks in most facilities were equipped with
sufficient containments to prevent significant pollution if a tank leaked. EPUES did not analyze
many heavy fuel power plants, which may cause more problems than diesel fuel plants.

8.18 The missions did not assess fuel transport chains or the environmental impact of
transporting fuel to diesel power plants.

Emissions

8.19 None of the missions reported on gaseous emissions. Diesel plants in remote areas
with little air pollution do not seniously affect the environment, but in population centers, special
precautionary measures may be required to reduce air pollution caused by these power plants. The
British Institution of Diesel and Gas Turbine Engineers is currendy developing emission standards
for diesel power plants which could be used for future diesel power projects. We atever emissions
there are would be reduced by improving engine efficiency, which EPUES recommends as a
general environmental practicefor all types of power plants. This could be accomplished in all
cases with improved maintenance practices, better engine loading and dispatching, and loss
reduction measures. (See Chapter 7, Technical Issues).

Cooling Water

8.20 Ihe cooling water in diesel engines must be chemically treated to prevent conrosion
in closed cooling systems. The cooling water was in most cases not treated, due to either lack of
foreign exchange to buy the chemicals or to lack of management capabilities. The plant managers
were in most cases aware of the need to treat the water. None of the mission reports ciwd pollution
from chemically treated water as a problem, although the water in diesel engines must be replaced
after major repairs.

Noise

8.21 The health consequences of unacceptable noise levels in the diesel powerhouse, and
the consequences for opetors in the plant, are discussed in Chapter 7, Technical Issues.

8.22 Only one diesel plant in Country DD had complaints from the inhabitants of nearby
settlements; these inhabitants had setded there after the plant was installed.
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Lessons Learned

8.23 Waste lube oil disposal is the most serious environmental problem associated with
diesel plant operation. Uniform solutions are not effective, and remedies depend on site specific
analyses.

8.24 Incinerators do not solve the waste lube oil problem. Project appraisals should
assess methods of waste oil disposal, and proper disposal should be monitored.

8.25 The problem of disposing of PCB-laden diesel transformer oil has never been
considered. At the least, repair shops should be equipped with facilities to collect the oil, which
should be burned at a high temperature.

8.26 Noise abatement is mainly a design problem and should be part of the design
specifications for new power plants.

8.27 lle mission did not identify high emission levels as a problem associated with the
operation of diesel plants.

Recommendatlons

8.28 Doners should conduct a study of two major aspects of waste lube oil disposal: (a)
the range of technical options, and (b) the specific conditions for each site.

8.29 The first part of the study should compile information for distribution to diesel
project planners and the utilities. The information should cover the following issues: (a) the use of
waste lube oil in industril high temperature processes in, for example, the cement and asphalt
industriesl; (b) incineration at low and high temperaures using makeshift equipment; (c) mixing
fltered waste lube oil with diesel to burn in diesel engines; (d) cental collection of ransport sector
waste oil at the plant to make disposal more economical; (e) recycling; and (f) altemative uses, such
as dust binding on roads, impregnating distribution line poles, and so on. The study should result
in a report detailing the advantages and disadvantages of the various options, their costs and
benefits, and their managerial requirements.2

8.30 The study should be followed by a pilot project to apply these findings. The project
could underake environmental assessments as an integral part of new power plant investments, or,
financed oct of bilateral funds, could plan, design, and implement environmental protection
measures in diesel.plants that have already boen financed by donor agencies. A suggested outline
for such a study is included in Annex 2 to this chapter.

1 See World Bank Technical Paper 93, Vol. IIL
2 The Environmenul ManuWalfor Power Sector Projects, currendy under preparation as

part of a joint reseach project of several financing and technical assistance institutions, will
address these issues in greater detail.
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CHAPTER 9. DONOR POLICIES AND PROCEDURES.

9.1 This chapter addresses the effects of donorl policies and procedures on power
sector projects and utility operations. Donor policies encompass such decisions as which
components of the power sector to suppor and how to support them; whether proof of a project's
economic viability should be a condition of assistance; and whether such assistance should be
short-tem or long-term. Donor support includes overseeing project planning and implementation;
and establishing procedures forprocurement, monitoring, and evaluation.

9.2 This chapter is not based on a formal evaluation of donor programs and policies.
Donor agencies were not consulted or interviewed, and no donor policy or procedure documents
were examined. On-site EPUES mission teams examined how donor actions affected diesel power
plants, and how government and udlity executives responded to donor actions and policies (real,
perceived, or antcipated). The findings, and lessons learned, in this chapter were inferred from
direct observation of power plants, utilities, and government agencies in EPUES mission
contries.

9.3 EPUES realizes that donor agencies have different mandates, objectives, and
policies which rect explicit national policies and government directives. No one set of
recommendations can respond to the needs of different donors. Even if there are commercial
interests at stake, however, all donor agencies are or should be concerned with the long-term
viability of the projects they support

9.4 The findings and lessons learned about donor practices often involve broad issues,
and are based on recurring patterns of problems, as discussed in the first eight chapters of this
Report and in other reviews of power sector assistance.2 Some of the issues in this chapter
involve basic philosophical uestions of donors' motivadon for offering development assistance,
of what types of assistance they should offer, and of their responsibilities for the impact of their
proets on the populations they are trying to assist. More than the other chapters, this one raises
broad questions and suggests changes in policies that can improve project and sector performance,
but might go against the perceived self-interest of some donor organizations, such as preset
disbursement targets or political objectives.

9.5 Certain inapproprate policies, actions, and omissions of donor agencies seem to
contribute to the poor performance of diesel power plants specifically and utilities in general.
Many problems seem related to donors' preference for financing capital projects and their lack of
long-term involvement in the power sector of recipient countries. The focus of donors should be
the lifecycle of the power plant and cover aU aspects of operaton and maintenance on a long-term
basis.

I The term "donofs" in the context of the Core Report refers to all multi- and bilateral
financing and technical assistance agencies.

2 In particular, A Review of World Bank Lending for Electric Power, by Mohan
Munasinghe, Joseph GilLing, and Melody Mason, Industry and Energy Department
Working Paper, Energy Series Paper No. 2, March 1988.
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9.6 Another proWblem is the poor quality and excessive optimism of project economic
assessments. The World Bank has, in fact, been engaged ir a thorough review of its project
assessment practices and methodologies, including the specific problem areas of risk assessment,
cost of capital, sustainability, and inadequacy of resources devoted to the economic analysis of
projects.3 These are some areas in which EPUES found donors to be deficient.

Findings

Donor Over-Optimism

9.7 Donors are often overly optimistic in apprising power projects, because they rely
on unrealistically optimistic demand rojections.4 This leads to investnent in unneeded capacity.
Donors also assume optimistic projections of improved loss reduction and billing; and they
overestimate the economic benefits of projects by overestimating plant and system reliability, or by
estimating benefits based on the subsidized cost of power. These issues are discussed in detail in
Chapter 3, Economic and Financial Issues, Annex 2, paragraph 5, and Annex 5, paragraphs 22-
23, 3.39, and 3.47. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a series of optimistic projections of system loss
reductions in one African and one APA country, and show comparisons with actual experience.

9.8 Donors and recipient utilities often underestimate truning requirements, leading on
the one hand to underestimation of project costs, and on the other hand to an overly optimistic
estimate of project reLiability and sustainability, based on an assumption of capable management,
maintenance, and operations staff.5

9.9 For all types of power projects, the World Bank Review [Munasinghe, et. al.]
found that both the Bank and its borrowers were often too optimistic in predicting of a wide range
of factors, including growth in demand, loss reductions, project implementation schedules,
financial viability, and others.

See World Bank memoranda, "Economic Analysis of Projects," Randolph L.P. Harris,
CODOP, November 2, 1990; "Economic Analysis Project Appraisal," G. Beier, February
1990; "Some Bank Concerns Regarding the Economic Analysis of Projects" and
"Economic Analysis of Projects: Follow-up Steps," P.K Mitra; "Economic Appraisal of
Projects: Review of World Bank Guidelines," D. New'ery, April 1990; "Projects vs.
Policy Reform," R. Kanbur, April 1990; and "Project Appraisal and Planning Twenty
Years On," I.MD. Little and J.A. Mirrlees, April 1990.
Chapter 3, Annex 2, paragraph 5.

See Chapter 6, Training.
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Figure 1. System Losses - Actual and Forecasts.
Sudan - Blue Nile Grid.
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Weak Project Risk Analysis

9.10 It appears that donors may be insufficiendy rigorous in assessing risks for all types
of power projects, although they are often aware of the risks posed by institutional, financial, and
manpower problems. EPUES found that many diesel projects did incorporate components
expLcity intended to address these problems, but what often seemed to be lacking was any explicit
assessment of the chances these measures had for success, or consideration of how the
amelioration of a specific problem might affect overall project risk. Staff appraisal reports should
refer to problems with similar proects in the same sector and country, and indicate how these
problems will be avoided in future prjects. Evaluation reports should be also considered, when a
discussion of risks is part of the appraisal repors.

9.11 It is unclear when donors were genuinely too optimistic, and when they merely
accepted predictions at face value while being privately sceptical. Donor personnel routinely work
with utilities beset by tremendous insdtutional, economic, and manpower problems. Given these
problems, and the uncertain economic, political, and policy environments in many recipient
counties, it is natural for donor staff to accept the fact that projections become goals that are often
unmet, that things generally do not work out as intended, and that these are simply realities that
they must accept, particularly when confronted with pressures from senior management to disperse
fumds and export equipment. This pessimistic realism is common in all sectors of development
assistance. Where it exists, however, it might be more profitably expressed during the project
design and approval process, when it could help improve poject des;gn and weed out marginal
power projects.

Pirojact Conditionalities

9.12 Donors have a long history of supporting generation projects even though utilities
suffer severe financial, institutional, managerial, and manpower difficulties. EPUES found that
without adequate tariff structures and institutional arrangements, a utility will probably not be able
to operate in an efficient, sustainable fashion.6 Experence with aid conditionality is mixed, and is
paracularly poor in the area of tariff reform and financial targets.7 Conditionality often has not
delayed projects pending institudon of reforms, but rather has required that countries agree to
implement reforms during the project. Donors have financed projects when utility revenues,
tariffs, billing, and collections were all clearly not conducive to sustainability of the project.8

6 See Chapter 1, Institutional Issues: UdlityiCGovernment Interacions.
7 In additon to EPUES observations, this was also add-essed in Review of World Bank

Lending for Electric Power, pp. 20-24, 90-92. In addition, the World Bank Industry and
Energy Department (IENED) is preparing a detailed study of the success of financial
conditionality in power sector lendmg

8 See, for example, Chapter 3, Economic and Financial Issues, paragraph 3.4.
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Inocmet Projetd Assments

9.13 EPUES found that a range of instutional econmic, and manpower factors critical
to pect v ty and ss ty oten received cursomy ratment or were completely left out of
project anysis and design. Tese factors included utility and plant autonomy, plant finances and
revenue, manpower and training needs, spare parts financing and procurement, billing and
collections, accounting systems at the ilant level, and environmental impacts. Institutional

prsal was often insufficient or nonexisent.

9.14 Donors often did not perform comprehensive taining needs assessments as part of
the project design process, even though diesel p¢wer plants usually had poor reliability and
longevity records wheae trained operators and mectis were unavailable.9

9.15 Extreme scarcity of foreign exchange was the root cause of most pars procs ement
problems in counties the EPUES tams visited. lhe measures that host governments commoly
used to contend with this scarcity led to complex procurement systems, which resulted in long
delays.l1 Donor prcurement, the other common response to this scarcity, was also complex and
inefficient. Bilatral aid agencies also had complex pocurement regulations which delayed
procurement transactons; distance, communications problems, and weak insttutonal links
between utilities and the agencies all complicated the ordering process.

Hardware Focus

9.16 Donors generally support spending for hardware, with some concentrating on
generation hardware, at the expense of plant rehabilitation, transmission and distribution system
maintenance, parts procuement, institutional development, effective training, and policy reform.
The focus on hardwae may be related in some cases tO the donmrs' goal of using aid to promote
capital goods exports, which results in donors competing to provide financing and in lack of
equipment standardization. In other cases, the focus on generation projects may be a matter of
habit, or be due to the fact that suh projects are discrete and conceptually simple, and have
significant hard cunrency requirements.

9.17 The focus on hardware, particularly if it is related to expor goals, is also pardy
responsible for donors not learning frm past mistakes and not being concerned with the
susainability of the project or financia health of the utility.

l7ed Aid and Lack of Stndardzation

9.18 The severe problems caused by lack of equipment sd , which in turn is
largely due to donors' tied-aid practices, are well documented in other chapters.1I This lack of
standariation creates costly problems for plant opeaions, maintenance and repair, traning, and

9 See, Chapter 6, Training, Table 1.
10 See Chapwer 4, Fancial Management, paragraphs 4.60-4.62, and Annex 2.
11 See in particular, Chapter 7, Technical Issues, paragraphs 7.15-7.17.
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stores financing and management; and the solutions depend more on the donors than on the
recpients. Because of tied aid prctices, utilities are often forced to operate equipment from many
different manufacturers, often at the same site. An EPUES team visited one diesel powerhouse in
an APA country which had engines from five different manufactwers. And one country in Afdica
had 40 diesel generation sets from 17 differnt manufacturers.

9.19 Tied aid is not the only reason for lack of standardization. Conversely, the system
of open tender/lowest bidder used by the World Bank and donors can have the same result. The
lowest bidder might supply equipment different fiom that already in place, and subsequent tenden
might be won by yet another vendor. The donor pracdce of not allowing recipients to specify the
make and model of equipment also works against standardization. At the least, a penalty for
introducing nonstandardized equipment should be introduced in the evaluation of bidding
docunents to compensate for higher long-term operation and maintenance cost.

Sustainabilit': Stucture of Donor Financing

9.20 Donors often have a short-term approach to power sector assistance, rather than a
longer-term investment perspective. This short-term approach involves discrete interventions such
as constructing a power plant; it does not focus on ways to ensure a reliable and efficient power
system. In many cases, patterns of donor assistance have encouraged utilities to neglect plant
maintenance and to place a low value on plant longevity. Often assistance is not structured to give
utility managers clear signals about the value of capital equipment. Certain utilities expect donors
to pay for rehabilitating or replacing damaged equipment, and therefore do not invest their own
esources in spare parts, maintenance, or training. Several utility officials said they had no

incentive to buy spare parts because they knew or believed that donors would rehabilitate or replace
equipment when it failed. 12

9.21 Financing packages were often so beneficial, with such a high grant component,
that they undermined a utility's incentive to do maintenance and repair. Since donors often do not
demand that financing be on-lent, utilities do not get a clear signal that the plant has a value which
must be safeguarded.13

9.22 As discussed in Chapter 3, financial rates of return have generally been low or
negative, with most plants operating at a loss if cost of capital is included. For many plants, the
tariffs are insufficient even to cover operating costs.14

Sustainability: Expatiate Staff

9.23 Donors should take care that their policies do not increase a utility's dependence on
expatriate advisors. Such dependence may facilitate plant construction, but it can reduce the

12 See Chapter 7, Technical Issues.
13 See Chapter 3, Economic and Financial Issues, paragraphs 3.41-3.43 for further

discussion of on-lending.
14 See Chapter 3, Annex 6, paragraphs 1 and 2.
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utilis sense of ownership of the plant and its willingness to invest in spare parts, maintenace,
and training. In many cases, the presence of expaiates is essenal for productivity; the reaons
for this situation should be examnined.

Project Planning and Design

9.24 In genea, EPUES found few p s with the technical aspects of diesel project
planning and design, although a few plants did have design shortcomings. At one diesel plant in
Africa, for exampl, spare parts were financed but the plant had no part storage area. Plants often
lacked training facilites, the result of the project design not including a training needs analysis.

Evaluation

9.25 Both donors and utlities often failed to evaluate or learn from past proects. Cost
and performance assessments were in any case hindered by lack of information on capital outlays,
cost of spare parts and rehabilitation, and cost of expatiate consultants. This lack ofinformation
was due to poor in-plant accounting systems, which often were not reviewed as part of the project
assessment Such accounting systems made subsequent prqject evaluation impossible.

Donor Coordination

9.26 Competiton between or lack of coordinaton among donors resulted in less efficient
use of donor resources. EPUES round several cases of different donors simultaneously funding
similar activities, and at least one case of don fimding redundant diesel power plants. This lack
of coordination led to duplication of efforts, and prevented donors from effectively applying
pressure for the refoms that would led to effective plant operation. Compedtion to supply power
generation hardware led to poor equipment selection, lack of standardization, overinvestment in
hardware, and undeninvestment in human resources. Donor coordination in specific projects
should be complemented by more intensive cordinadon in policy development to reduce the
burden on developing countries ilat have to meet a large variety of donor-specific equirements.

EnvironmentiJ Impact

9.27 EPUES found little consideration of environmental impact in diesel project designs
or assessments. The possibility of lube oil and coolant contaminaton of water supplies was never
considered, and few plants had lube oil recycling or safe disposal systems. The one environmental
improvement was that newer diesel plants tended to be much quieter, and to offer a better work
environment for staff.

Lessons Learned

9.28 Many of the lessons EPUES learned about diesel power plants are applicable to a
wider class of power plants and to general utility opeons. This point seems pardcularly relevant
to donor policies and procedures.
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9.29 Doos are often too opimistic in their economic appraisal of proposed power
proects, because they rely on op c projections of demands loss reductions, and a wide rane
of financial and administative performance measures. Donors are also overly opimistic m
assessing sk, or do not ncrp risk explcidy into assistmce decision making.

9.30 Project appraisals are often incomplete and do not incorporate the many
institonal, economic, and manpower issues vital to detnmining whether a project is sustainable

9.31 Experience with conditionality in tariffs and financial targets has been poor.
Donors often proeed with projcs befre reforms are underaen, although such reforms could be
pteleAuiiteg fosuccessful projects.

9.32 Donors shodld give utilities clear signals about the value of equipment, by requring
on-lenag or capital recove acounts.

9.33 Excessive focus on hardware results in lack of attention to manpower and other
components necessay for a successfl project.

9.34 Donors are largely responsible for lack of equipment standardization, which has
severe negative impacts. Lack of sdizaton is related to tied-aid financing and international
competitve bidding requirements. Rigid insistence on open tender procurement, where the utility
is not aLowed to specify equipment make and model, can also cause lack of standar

9.35 Donors often prefer short-term discrete interventions to longer-term engagement,
and often view assia more as a gift or loan than as a long-term invesutent.

9.36 TMe natural tendency of donors to concentrate on a projeces technical and hardware
components is due to the fact that such components are relatively simple to design, and that results
see to be realized in a short period of time. Thus, the "cost-per-umt-produced" is low. Donors
fften neglect the institutonal components of a project due to their complexity, particulay when
tiey are confionted with host countw y sensitvities and tance. Fu e, results are realized
over a much longer period of time, making cost-pe-unit-prodced" much bigher.

9.37 Based on the analysis in Chapter 1, Government/Utility Interactions, sustainable,
efficient operaion is more likely in autonomous utilities, which suggests strongly that donors
should encourage recipient governments to incre their utilities' autonomy, or, even better, to
pivadze thenL

9.38 EPUES encourages donors to appraise projects rigorously and realisticaHly. If the
EIRR is below the oppotnnity cost of capital, prjects should not be undertaken. For isolated
diesels, both utilities and donors should consider the optimum supply and -serve margins, and
relat reserve margins to willingness t pay.

9.39 The enforcement of on-lending terms for capital aid can help ensue a better balance
between new capacity and maintenance expenditures. Donors and governments should routinely
implement and monitor on-lending terns for aid to the power sector.
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9.40 Goveaments need to develop internal capaciy to review and adjust tariff Doo
hould aist dhs effort

9.41 High losses and poor financial management have a crippling effect on FIRRs.
Donors' increasing focus on srreengn instudons, roducing losses, and improvin; billing and
cllection should be contnued. The achements of some ounies show that litcal will can
unZmr finanlciatI rmance, although thie public sectes poor perfmance lnpaying power

bfsmeans tis .does notexs The am no wlfre agumaen for a subsidy to public
sector consumers; and donors should closely examine proposals for capacity expansion when
outtndg bills are high.

9.42 Donors should link the financing of new geneaon facilities with loss reduction
Program s if the appraisal mission idendfied high tchnial and ntchni osses. Whether or not
losses are accepable is country spa>; fic and should be determined by the appraisal mission.
Lending shoud be suspended if the utli]ies do not car out loss reduction programs.

9.43 Donors should consult with the utility and other donors to ensure that their efforts
ae not duplicated. In some cases, donors optimistically assume an imp mvement in perfotmance
eren though perfomance is clearly deating. Donors may also ovstue the economic benefits
of power projects by relating consumer surplus measures to the (subsidized) price of power ratier
than tO its econoiC cost. Thisconclusion is desribed n detal in Chapter 3, Annex 6. Estmates
of the consumer surplus attaching to industrial power consumption may need particularly close
scrutiny.

9.44 EPUES suggests that donors look carefully at procurement systems before funding
power project If a prcent system has more than a few well-defined steps, then the donor
ad utility should design a separate mechanism for funding spare parts procurement Donors
should also encourge simple, transparent foreign exchange allocaton systems from a reliable

9.45 In cases where limited foreign exchange is available to the utility, donors should
mike adequate provisions to alleviate the operational problems caused by delayed spare part
ordering and supply. Possible aangements could be the installaton of spae part funds or an
extended commitment to finance spae parts over sev years of power plant a

9.46 EPUES has suggested a way to set up donor financing systems that are simple and
can respond rapidly to utility requests. These would be hatd curency accounts by donors in the
coUnuy where spare parts might be puchased. Tbis proposal is examuined in Chapter 4, Annex 9.

9.47 Another stratogy is to decrease the need for fo¢ein exchange by manufactring
spare parts localy. Diesel manufacters have indicated interest in such an apach, and many
EPUES counties appear capable of manufacting in part, parcuy consumables such as
filtezs. EPUES believes that such a strategy should be developed for producing spare parts,
espedaly in the African regions.
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9.48 The issue of tied-aid has long been controveral, and has been under discussion
within the Orgnization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). EPUES
recommends furdher study to determine whether there are ways to reduce the negadve impact of
tied aid on the power sector, partcularly in the area of equipment standardization; and also
recoends an analysis of the cost of standardization.

9.49 As noted above, the World Bank has been reviewing its economic assessment
guidelines and practices. Given the weaknesses in project appraisals, EPUES recommends
building on the recent World Bank work by developing guidelines and associated suppolt
documents.

9.50 EPUES found that the total cost of power from diesel plants was far greater than
rejected. This was also true for tansmission and distribution costs of rural electrification.1S

3ince significant improvement is often impossible because of political conditions or scarcity of
resources, EPUJES recommends further study of the most efficient ways to provide electric power,
including a cost comparison between diesel grid power and such alternatives as dispersed
generation both fossil and renewable, and atogeneration.

15 "Rural Electrification: A Review of World Bank and USAID Financed Projects,"
backgrnd Ipaper, Melody Mason, April 1990.
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CHAPTER 10. RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTSTANDING
QUESTIONS

10.1 The recommendations in this chapter summarize and, expand upon the
recommendations in the first nine chapters. The recommendations are divided into three parts: (a)
recommendadons for governments, utlities, and donors; (b) recommendations for improving
appraisal missions and preparing appraisal reports; and (c) operational recommendations.
Outstanding questions are issues that have been raised but not answered by the EPUES study.

A. Recommendations for Governments, Utilities, and Donors.

10.2 EPUES has concluded that government interference in utlity operations must be
eliminated before efficient and sustainable performance is possible. This conclusion is based on
the analysis in Chapter 1, Govermment/Utility Interactions, which strongly suggests that utilities
with high efficiency are highly autonomous. EPUES considered recommending privatization of
utilities. However, the national utilites in the study are monopolies; and, if these utilities are
privatized, then governments must become effective regulators. Thus, while EPUES recommends
to governments and utilities that primary attendon be focused on increasing autonomy, it is equally
imprtant for governments to become effective regulators.i

10.3 Donors should assess whether government interference in the management of
utilities and power plants causes poor performance. Based on the results of the assessment,
donors should prepare country specific recommendations for regulatory and institutional changes.

10.4 EPUES recommends that national utilities work out nonconflicuing objectves with
their governments. The most frequent conflict arose from governments demanding that their
utilities carry out socially desirable but highly unprofitable rural electification programs, while also
expecting the utlities to operate profitably. EPUES noted that tariffs were frequently too low to
cross-subsidize such progams, and found lihtle evidence that government mechanisms designed to
remburse utilities for losses actually did so. EPUES did not consider alternadve, and possibly
more cost-effective, rural electrification programs, but recommends that udlities and donors
seriously address this issue.

10.5 EPUES concluded that a major problem for most utilites was the lack of hard
curency. Donors have tried to ameliorate this problem through several innovative programs.2 For
most utilities, the problem remains urgent and often forces diesel power plants to continually
operate in a crisis mode. Insufficient access to foreign exchange especially hurts maintenance,
which depends on the tmely procuement of spare parts. EPUES reconmnends that donors initiate
programs facilitating the timely procurement of spare parts.3 For example, donors could insist that

1 Chapter 1 presents a rough methodology for appraising autonomy. EPUES is now
developirg this methodology in more detail.

2 See Chapter 4, Financial Management.

3 See Chapter 4, Financial Management, for a discussion of this problem.
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a certain perc ge of a proects Initia investment value be d -posited by the government into a
foeign exchange accoun solely for the impr of spare parts.

10.6 If no foreign exchange is provided, donors should make adequate provisions to
alleviate the operational problems caused by delayed spare pat ordering and supply. Possible
arangements cold be the installation of a spare parts funds or an exended commitment to finance
spae parts ove several years of plant operation.

10.7 EPUES concluded that all outstanding receivables from govenment institutions
shoud be paid to the utility as a precondition to aid. Customers with outstanding payments of more
than three months should be disconcd before any disbursement is made. A monitoing system
with effective procedues should be designed to prevent the recurrmce of delinquencies.

10.8 Donors should reqire, and governments should agree, that all power sect loans
will be on-lent to the utilities. Donors should monitor on-lending terms for aid to the power sector,
including techical assistance.

10.9 Tariffs should cover long-run marginal cost. All donors, the utility, and the
govenment in a specific country should determine and aree to cost The World Bank computes
this cost in most developing countries, and could provide the basis for a common agreement
among donors on optimum county specific tariffs.

10.10 Donors should insist that utilites and expliates consultants keep adequate cost and
revnue records on newly installed power plants. Cost center accounting should be introduced if
new power plants are installed orif new generaton units are added to existing plants. Donors
should provwide or arrange for technial assistance to insall cost center accounting and train staff in
te correct accounting procedures. Cost and revenue monitoring should be required for a certain
period.

10.11 Donors should always link the financing of any type of new geneton facilit with
a loss reduction program, if the appraisal mission idenfied high technical and nontechical losses.
Lending should be suspended if to uDlites, that do not carry out loss reduction programs.

10.12 Donors should insist that utilities develop and implement stamndards for meters and
meter installadt These standards must ensure a high degree of protction against pilferage and
desucion.

10.13 Utilties should prepare a report at the end of the liability period for all types of
newly installed power plants which identify the need for further taining, technical assistance, ad
support to meet recurrent cost of power gne n The report should also include a critical
assessment of the project and recommend future investment projects. These omendations
sbould be collected m the form of lessons learned and given to planners of future lending
operations Ps a manual. The manual should be continously updated

10.14 Donors should insist that salaries for elctic utlity staff be sufficiently attractve to
reIluce high turnover rates. Such incentives, as perfrmance-oriented payment and clear career
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ladders, should be established before donors make a decision on financing a power plant or
tauning ourses.4

10.15 Job descriptions for employees in all types of power plants should preferably exist
before the plant starts opeation, or be prepared by the plant management in consutation with the
manufacturees representative no later than six months after commissioning. All job descriptions
sould be approved and signed by the utility's geneation manager.

10.16 Training programs are only sustainable and efficient if institutionalied. Short-term
training courses might result in tempy relief, but are not suited to reduce the shortage of trained
staff in the long term. Since the cost of institutionalizing training is prohibitive to many of the
smaler utilities, donors should coordinate to provide funding for the initial design of long-term
progms, and should commit themselves to long-term support of training acivities.

10.17 In addition to technical trining courses, more attention should be paid to trining
middle level magers.

10.18 Utilities and donor agencies should explore novel approaches to training, such as
twinndng argements and regional training programs for all types of plants.

10.19 Donors should support standardization policies formulated by utlities in develping
counties, and should assess the possibility of financing equipment of the same type and origm as
already installed in the various types of plants. In the case of tied loans, an analysis of the
addiional cost of introducing equipment of different type and origin is required.

10.20 Utilities should establish reserve margins to account for overhmuls and repairs of all
types of essential power plant equipment. Donors should appraise utility standards and policies.
An excess of power genertion may cause relaxed maintenance and discourage utilities from
increasig the efficiency of spare parts supply.

10.21 Specifically for diesel power plants, EPUES recommends that utilities and donors
prepare and extend a list of the most important design s i s. This list should serve as a
standardized control instrument to ensure completeness of futur tender pcficadons.

10.22 EPUES suggests that donors look carefully at procurement systems before funding
for all types of power proects. If the procrement system has more than a few well-defined steps,
then the donor and utiity should design a separate mechanism for funding spare parts
procurement. Donors should also encourage simple, tansparent foreign exchange allocation
systms from a reLiable source.

4 EPUES found that mechanisms such as career ladders, which are used as incentives in
many developed countries, might not be viewed as incentives, and, in fact, might be
counterproductive. Thus, it is imporant to promote productivity though mechanisms that
are culturally acceptable.
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10.23 Donors should supprt utlities by proviing information on the ways, means, and
costs of avoiding envr entdamage.

10.24 The evaluation departments of donor institutions should be stengthened. Lessons
learned from evaluauions should be documented and made accessible to project officers planning
new projects.

10.25 Donors should reach an agreement about the imposition of conditionalities on
utilities and governments prior to funding any type of power projects. Donor responses to
breeches in conditinality should be coordinatedL

B. Recommendations for Improving Appraisal Missions and the Prepation of
Appraisal Reports.

10.26 A central objective of the second phase of the EPUES project is to prepare
guidelines for improving appraisal of all types of power projects. During the next six months,
many of the recommendaons below will be expanded to included methodologies for completing

10.27 Autonomy is a critical factor in sustainable, efficient power utility operations.
Project appraisal missions should judge a utility's degree of autonomy, and should tie aid to
preonditions design to incmase autonomy, where that is necessary.

10.28 Appraisals of utility autonomy should consider the following points:

(1) The objectives under which the utility operates should be stated in a clear and
unambiguous manner without any conaudictions.

(2) Some members of the udlity's board of diectors should be independent from
government institutions, and preferably should represent the utility's
nongovermnental customers.

(3) No govenmment institution should interfere in the utility's daily opaions.

(4) The utility should be autdh d to set employee salaries and to include performance
incentives in the salary stucture.

(5) Utility managers should be responsible for recruitment, hiring, and firing.
Recruitment sthould be parfonna orienoed.

(6) Management should be held accountable for its performance. Performance rets,
as wel as the consequences for meeting or not meeting the targets, should be
determined on an annual basis. Whether losses are acceptable is country specific
and should be determined by appraisal missions.

(7) The government should make foreign exchange for the purchase of spare parts
available to the utility without significant delays, through a tansparent and simple
system.
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(8) Utlities should propose to their governments tariffs that are based on long-run
marginal cost of power supplr, and govemments should set the tariffs accordingly.
Under nc circumstances should the tariff be lower than a utility's operating costs.

(9) Any unprofitable operation of the electric utility undertaken for political reasons
(rural electrification) should be priced, and the government should transfer adequat
funds to cover the losses to utility accounts.

10.29 An assessment of institutional structures must be part of the appraisal of all types of
power projects. Responsibilities for decisionmaking in the utility must be clearly defined. Power
generation and distribution facilities must be treated as profit centers, and must have appropriate
cost center accounting systems. Appraisal reports should comment on the following:

(1) Especially in the case of rural electrification programs, project design should ensure
that outlying operations receive sufficient support from utility headquarters to
achieve a sustainable operation.

(2) Responsibility for decentralized spare parts stores should be with the manager of
the associated power plant.

(3) A division of the utility, or selected managers in utility headquarters, should be
responsible and accountable for specific operations in outlying areas.

(4) Division and power plant managers should have their ovm accounts with sufficient
funds to purchase consumables and minor spare parts without consent from
headquarters. Account limits, items eligible for purchase, and the limit per
purchase must be clearly defined.

(5) There should be a reliable communications system between all types of power
plants and the managers at headquarters responsible for power generaton.

(6) For diesel power plants, regular technical inspections should be undertaken by
supervisory staff from utility headquarters. The inspection report should
recommend remedial actions to eliminate deficiencies; and follow-up missions
should ensure that such actions were taken.

(7) Utilities &aould regularly provide diesel power plant managers with technical
information issued by manufactuers. Manufacturers should upgrade their efforts to
give adequate technical and other information to plant managers.

(8) Utilities should prepare manpower development programs. A manpower
assessment should be carried out in parallel with, and with the same thoroughness
as, the financial and technical assessments of new power plant investments. New
plants of any type should be financed only if the positions created to operate it are
clearly defined and included in the utility salary strcue.

10.30 Staff appraisal reports should refer to problems identified in earlie projects in the
same sector and country, and should comment on how these problems will be avoided.

10.31 Appraisal missions should check the cost and revenue records of similar power
plants, and based on these data, should forecast expected costs and revenues of the power project.
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They also should comment on the quality of data and recommend any necessary changes in
accuntming procedures.

10.32 Appraisal missions should visit all sites where investment in any new power
genertion facility is planned, and assess any unusual features of the demand forecast. Forecasts of
growth ates based on a few discrete industal investments should be closely reviewed.

10.33 For all types of power generation, an extensive training component should be
mandatory. Appraisal reports should contain a section reporting on the needs and expected
shortcomings due to the unavailaLlity of trained manpower. Appraisal reports should answer the
following questions:

(1) Is the existing training program insmitudinaliztd?

(2) Is adequate training provided for upper management? middle management?
operators and fitters? accounting staff? other admin strative staff?

(3) Is on-the-job training structured?

(4) How are tainers triined?

(5) Is the trainer's job considered a dead-end position or a step towards higher level
jobs?

(6) Does the udlity have adequate financial resources and adequate materials (i.e.
classrooms, technical materals, etc.) for its training program?

(7) Are the existing training programs short tenm?

(8) Do trainees have educational backgrounds that enable them to benefit fully from the
trining program?

(9) Does the utility provide an incentive for its employees to paricipate in taining?

10.34 Characteristic for diesel engines is that, because of extreme high velocities and
tMperatuIes in the exhaust gases, - actual emissions in the ambient air are relatively low, in
spite of the very low stack heights. Nevertbeless, when such engines are combined together as
power plants of more than 10 - 15 MW, the emissions of NOx and S02 (in case of beavy fuel) may
be of such a magnitutde, that a comprehensive study of dispersions has to be conducted. With
traditional stacks of about 12m or less, the concentations of NOx and SO2 may exceed the limits
given by e.g., WHO.

10.35 All project appraisals should include an assessment of the environmental impacts of
new power plants. Ihe reports should also propose how to reduce the negative impacts of
constuction and opeadon, and should esdmate the cost of environmental protectiaon.

10.36 For diesel plants, donors should conduct a study of two major aspects of waste
lube oil disposal (a) the range of technical options, and (b) the specific conditions for each site.
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C. Operational Recommendations.

10.37 This section includes recommendations for the design of all types of power
project, and for the operation of diesel power plants and electdc utilities. They are not politically
related, but oriented towards creating a sustainable and efficient utility operation by improving
proect design and ulty infrstructure.

10.38 The low level of basic education in many developing countries should be
considered during the preption of job descriptions for power plant personnel and the design of
training programs.

10.39 Utilities should provide technical literatue and training materials adequate to its
needs in quality and quantity. Manufacturers should provide technical literature regularty to power
plant supervis as weil as to headquarts staff in a language which they can read.

10.40 Utilities should insist that a consultant or a representative of the manufacturer (or
the tumrky contractor) participate in the management of all new power plants for at least six
months after o ning. The terms of reference for the temporary manager should include
working with the utility manager to set up all necessary site-specific procedures for maintenance
and operation, defining job descriptions for the plant personnel, and preparing a Generation Plant

eation Manual, preferably in the local language.5

10.41 Ibe specifications for all types of new power plants should include sufficient and
adequate rooms for personnel accommodation, washing and toilet facilities, a mess room for one
ful shift, a maintenance engineer's office, an operations engineer's office, and sufficient furniture
for technical literature and manuals.

10.42 Utilities and donors should enswe that a spare parts preservation system is applied
by all manufacs reduce the amount of corroded spare parts.6

Soe Amex 3, ChapterS for a detaied dscussion of Generation Plant Opemtion Manuals.
6 For example, one manufactuer delivers all spare parts in air tight plastic coatings. This

system gready extends the shelf life of spare parts.
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Chapter 1. Institutional Issues: Govemenwt and Utility Interactions.

Annex 1. Autonomy ankinsp for 1 uHtM 1

W/LMLM IM A Ha W OM A EK a

GIA N N N N N? N N N N 0
E/A N2 N N Y? N N N N N I
F/A N? Y? N N N N N N N I
HIA Y N N Y N? N N N N? 2
LLIA Y? Y? N N N N N N N 2
L/B Y N N Y N? N N N N? 2
M/A Y N N Y N Y N N N 3
D/B Y N N Y Y N Y N N 4
I/A Y N N Y? Y? Y Y? N N 5

J/A Y Y Y N N? Y N iN N 5
A/A Y N N Y Y N Y Y? Y 6
DD/A N Y N Y N Y Y Y Y 6
DIA Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y 8
IL/A Y Y Y Y Y Y Y? N Y 8

GGIB Y. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 9

1 See 1.8 for utility locations and 1.9 for definitions of column headcins.
2 s?" Indicates that the available information was not conclusive.
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Annex 2. Data Summary and Best Practice Plant Efficiency (BPPE).

1. Table 1 shows the general chaacteristics of the diesel power plants EPUES
investgatedL The larget plant in the sample is located in CDuntry L (71.8 MW), the smallest in
Country H (640 kW). The largest output was at the Country L plant, the lowest at a plant in
Country M. Quantity factors are computed per MWh of net production, where net production is
defined as gross production of all generating units minus powerhouse consumption. Materials
quantities would normally refer to quantities of spare parts and consumables. However, it was not
possible to get detailed information on spare parts and consumables used.1 Formunately, the total
cost of materials per MWh was obtainable for many plants. Thus, the price factor for materials is
actally the total cost of matrials at the power plant per MWh.

2. The quantity factors for fuel oil, lube oil, and labor are familia efficiancy factors
that plant managers track to determine the efficiency of the diesel planfts equipment and labor
force. These factors are refered to as "input efficiency factors."

3. Prices in Table 1 for fuel and lube oil appear distorted at the low end, reflecting
subsidization. The highest fuel and lube oil prices reflect the high cost of trnport to western
Tanzania. EPUES has assumed that the initial capital cost of diesel plants using light fuel is
$l000kW, and that diesel plants using heavy fuel cost $1400/kW. This assumption is supported
by actual capital costs of a few plants. However, as noted in Chapter 3, Economic and Fcial
Isues, much work on detmining capital costs needs to be done. The wide variadon in materials
costs reflects to some extent the lumpiness of maintenance expenditures. The low expenditure of
$0.61IMWh, at a plant in Country LL, clearly reflects minimal maintenance costs such as filters
and cleaning mateials; whereas the $48.19IMWh at the plant in Country M during its first year of
operaton suggests that the plant underwent repairs.

4. Quantity and price factors have been used to compute the costs of diesel plant
operation. These costs include capital utidLzaion, which is based on initial plant cost, plant
depreciaion, and interest. Table I shows these factors as a percentage of total cost. A "typical"
diesel plant will expend 49.7 percent of its costs for fuel, 3.7 percent for lube oil, 6.3 percent for
labor, 5.4 percent for materials, and 35.0 percent for capital. If, as is often the case, the cost of
capital is not taken into account, then the perentage costs of fueL lube oil, labor, and manteials
increase to 76.3 percent, 5.7 percent, 9.7 percent, and 8.3 percent, respectively. The total cost of
operion, the sum of fuel, lube oiL, labor, materials, and capital cost, varies from $0.068/kWh at a
plant in Countiy JJ to $O.2531kWhat aplant in County D. The total cost of operation at the plant
in Country H, $1.3 15/kWh, was not included in the average because it was extraordinarily high
Local currencies have been converted into dollars using exchange rates from the IMP quarterly
index of exchange rates.

Matrials quantiies can be estimaed by constructing a rresentative basket of mateials used
per MWh EPUES has not yet gathered sufficient information to construt a reprentative
basket.
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Table 1. Summary of EPUES Technical Data (constant 1989 US$).

nant Charade*"ks Imink 15Y DhW

PlM Sizes (MW) 16.28 0.64 71.80
Pan Outpu (MWV) 39,347 223 208,589

Cuanffy Factors ical LQ toloh
Fuel (1/MWh) 282 197 391
Lube On (IIMWh) 3.74 1.3 9.25
Labor (tVMWh) 13.32 0.25 105.43

Prdcs MS9 Lon mm

Fuel ($/1) 0.26 0.11 0.60
Lube 0O ($1) 1.49 0.12 3.27
Labor($lh) *.61 0.15 11.29
Materals ($SMWh) 8.13 0.61 48.19
CapQta ($Ik 1,444 1,000 1,400

Cgenating Costs Ji$imi 152Y mm

Fuel (%) 49.7 20.5 70.5
Lube Oi 3.7 0.2 7.2
Materals (%) 5.4 0.4 21.1
Capit (%) 35.0 10.7 59.0

Cost ($/kWh) 0.147 0.068 0.253

5. BPPE can in pninciple be applied for all types of plants. Given the quantity factors
(input efficiencies) and prices at each plant, it is possible to compute a relative efficiency measure.
This measure has frequendy been used to help detrmine causal factors of poor pformance. The
calculation of BPPE has 3 steps: FM a table is constucted in which the total cost of operation of
the each plant is computed using its prices and input efficiency factors, and the input efficiency
factors of all other plants in a sample. Thus, each column in the table is a set of costs for a specfic
plant. For example, the (n,m) position in the table is the cost of plant n based on the prices for
plant n but the input efficiency factos for plant m. One then searches the table for the least cost
plant. In one of the largest diesel plant samples that EPUES considered, the least cost plant was in
Country GG. This plant was included in the sample as a comparator against wbich less efficient
diesel plants could be assessed.

6. Second, the input efficiency factors for the lowest cost plant are used to compute
the total costs for each plant in tihe sample, using the prices each plant faces. This calcultion tells
us what the costs for each plant would have been if its input efficiencies were as good as the best
plant
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7. Finally, dividing the cost of operation of each plant, computed using the best
efficiency factors, by the cost of operaton, using each plants own efficiency fbtors, gives ffie
relative efficiency of each plnt For the least cost plant, te cost of operaio was $68.63/MWh;
since it had the best set of officient factr its readve effiiency was 1.00. A diesel plant in
COunuy F, on the othr hand, had an operating cost of $66.53, using the set of efficiency factos
for the costs at both plants. Country F plant's total cost using its own set of efficiency factors was
$144.67. Therefore, its relative efficiency was 46 percent ($66.53/$144.67). this relative
efficiency is the calld nBest Pratice Plant Efency."
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Annex 3 IncreasIng Autonomy and Efficlency.

1. An important EPUES objective is to guide donor agencies in increasing the
susainabihty of the power plants they finance. One aspect of sustainability is autonomy. world
Bank documents and resech by E S missions leave litde doubt that govetnments throughout
the develoi g world, especially in Africa, are adopting policies to give their utlities greater
autonomy,eU of evidence that greater autonomy leads to greater efficiency. There have been
many efforts to define those policy changes which can promote independence in state-owned
enteres Nellis, 1986. The implementaton of new policies is a political and country-specific
matter. Nevertheless, utlity netficiency is so great a problem that many countries are now
Implementing new strategies. Fuurof these strategies ae discussed below.

Exparte Conhact Sftpy

2. hwee countries in Africa have tried to improve efficiency by using expatriates as
line managers. The theory is that experienced expatriate line managers with no connection to the
govemment are more lkely to act awtonomously. Expatriate line managers are usually contracted
or three to five years and ae obligated to train counterparts to take over management of the utility

wnen their own contracts expire.

3. EPUES investigated this approach in Country A, a European technical assistance
agency financed expaiate engineers to run the utility for five years, and to remain as technical
assistants to their counterparts for two additonal years. While the expatiate engineers were less
suscepuible to government intervention, they still experienced problems related to government
policies. They had difficulties getdng fuel and establishing a workable disconnection policy for
nonpaying consumers. Nevertheless, operating data during their tenure clearly shows that
efficiency improved. he utility made a profit for the first time in its history.

4. Unfornatdey, the improvements insttuted by the expatriates were not sustainable.
Just two years after the end of the program, EPUES could find no strong evidence of the progm
at the utility's diesel plants. The principal diesel plant was at almost a complete stop. Only one
engine was operable, and bills had not been sent to residential customers for nearly three months.
The udlity management was weak and heavily influenced by government dirives.

5. In Country M, an expatriate management program is cunrendy underway as part of
a major rehabilitaton of the utility; it is too soon to evaluate whether the program will have a
sustnable effect. One should be cautious about predicting the effects of this program based on
the expeience in Country A, since the asons for failure in Country A may not exist in Country
M.

6. The expatriate manager approach seems to be favored by financing and technical
assistance agencies without much basis, and should be more closely evaluated.

Fe Conhots

7. Fee contas are the least problematic of the strategies to increase autonomy
because they requie few government policy changes.

8. The private APA utility, used as a comparator in this paper, is a small, isolated
utlity which operates under many of the same constraints as utilities in developing countries, iLe. a
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Emited m w resource base, no training facilites, difficulties obaining fuel mnd spae part,
and so f. On the oder ha, the manager has access to foign exchange and to hily trained
mechanics. The utlity has improved its efficiency using a fee contrat for meter reading.
Although the fee contract was not a matter of autonomy, this example demonstrates that such
contrc can increase a utlity's autnomy because the govemment canot as easily conl the way
a private srvice ia provided.

9. EPUES found that diesel manufacturers would like to maintain their engines on a
fee contract basis. EPU=S believes such contracts are worthwhile. When an EPUES tam in
Country D inspected the records relating to the collapse of relatively new diesel engines, it found
the engines had a design weakness which caused loss of oil pressure and other problems.
Although the operators and fitters understood the problem, political pressure ftom city managers
fored them t rumn the engines until they failed completely. A maintenance contract might have
enabled the managers to have te engines repaired in spite of political pressure.

Peotmance Conrcbt

10. A more radical approach to inrasng autonomy and efficiency is the perfo, mance
contract, in which the government states its objectives for the udlity, sets performance standards,
establishes a system for monitoring and evaluating performance, and defines rewards and
sanctions. Perfomance conacs giive managers autonomy in dily operations but hold them
accountable for performance. The best performance contracts meet all of the conditions for
autmomy, excepi that govement appdnts qualified n ent

11. A performance contract between the utility and the govermment of Country A was
signed December 1987; it provies for an annual review of the udlity by a quasi-regulaty body
wlMich monitors the performance of 17 SOEs. The first review, completed in 1989 fo the utility's
1988 operating year, was quite negative. Under the evalustion system, the utility could earn 134
points if it successfully met aU performance targets. If the score was over 67, the managers were
eiigible for bonuses. The score was 33. The utility argued that its seeming inability to meet the
performane goals was due to the fact that all the goals were financial, and that technical goals,
wich would refect the r improvements, should have been set instead.

12. This performance contract is the only one known to EPUES in the power sector.2
Performance conuncs have been more widely used in other sectors, however, where their success
in improving efficiency has been spotty. One World Bank country offic, who had promoted the
use of performance contracts in Africa, now says, 'We've given up on performance contracts."
Although theoretically they should be an excelent tool, they are not successful in practice. The
reasons for this are unknown.

Pdvatlzatlon

13. Becue most uilities in the EPUES study were established as a part of a nationa
movement, r ig them as private enteprises has been politically difficult, and in some
cases ly Imposible. On t other hand, privatzaton is now evolving into a broader and more
acceptable concept. Narrowly defined, privatization is the sale of an SOE's assets to the privat
sector. More broadly, it can exist in many forms (Sily, 19891. It can include contactng with

2 Perfrmance contract have been negoiated ecently in two more African co'inties, and may
now be in effecL
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the private sector for cetain basic funton such as meter reaing, billing, and coliecting. It can
also include management contracts wher the government retains ownership of a utility but a
private fim nmng its assets; and it can include leasing assets to a priate finn.

14. All forms of privatization an receiving increasing attention among developing
countris Them most radical form, divestur has become an inCasing part of Bank business. In
1988, 58 Bank projects in various sector had major divaiture components (Shirley, 1989]. Six
counties where divestuite is ccuing (five in Africa, one in APA) are partcipating in EPUES.
The use of manaement contcts and easing ansangements is still too rare in thepower sector to
draw s about their usefulness, but rests iI other sectrs appe mis ng I Country
,T for example, the efficiency of the water utility improved dramatically after it was leased to a
private firm [Thche, 1990].
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Chapter 3. Economic and Financial lssues.

1. The annexes to Chapte 3 review capital costs and plant lifetmes, plant utilization,
Operating costs, and measures of the financial and economic benefits of power consumpton as
they relate to diesel plants. Since information is generally not sufficient to calculate financial and
economic rates of return for individual diesel plants, EPUES has produced a model of a typical
investment to use as a basis for investgatng how poor maintenance, shr lifetimes, low tariffs,
and other problems affect financial and economic perfrmance. The distributon of financial and
economic benefits, the costs of subsidizing power, and the methods for appraising investments in
diesel generation are also evaluated.

Annex 1. Capital Costs and Plant Lifetmes.

Plat Letimes

2. Diesel plant lifetimes vary considerably, with some exceeding manufacturers'
expectations and others ceasing operations after less than 30,000 hours. A standard diesel plant
lifetime is estmated at 80,000 hours. At 6,000 hours of operation a year, this implies a lifetime of
15 years. Lifetimes are considerably shortened by insufficient daily maintenance or periodic
overhaul. Information on lifetimes is available frm a number of EPUES mission reports.

Capital Costs

3. The EPUES study focused on the operational efficiency of diesel power plants.
Because some were commissioned many years ago, information on capital costs is not complete.
The estimate of current costs was based on a review of actual costs for a number of Caribbean
utilities, and on discussions with a number of diesel manufacturers [Diewert]. Unit capital costs
per kW of installed capacity, including construction and equipment for a new diesel plant, were
about $1,000 if the plant uses distllate fuel and $1,400 with heavy fuel oil.

4. EPUES mission data on costs per kW of installed capacity, cost breakdown, diesel
plant lifetimes, and delay to commissioning are not extensive enough to alter conclusions derived
from other sources. They do, however, illustrate the variation in unit costs according to project
circstances, and the exstence of substantial economies of scale.

5. The resource costs of installed capacity are therefore highly vanable, and the
financial cost to the utility, on which it bases its investment decisions, is further influenced by on-
lending terms for concessional aid. There is clear evidence that where concessionality is passed
on, this distorts investment decisions in favor of additonal (subsidized) capacity expansion. The
financial costs of investment to a utility may differ according to the terms on which financial
assistance is passed on. At an extreme, the cost of capital may be effectively zero, wbere the
government finances capital investment by incrasing the equity of the company, and donors make
no on-lending reqirements. This was the case for some donors in Country DD, where the
govrnment allowed the utility to teat new diesel plants as additions to equity rather than requirig
them t cover debts at commel rates. Where this was accepted by bilaexal donors, and they did
not impose on-lending requirements, capital costs to the utility were effecdvely free, other than any
local cost contibution required.
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6. lnevitably this distorts the balance between invesunent in new capacity and
recmrnt expenditmre, and leads to investments im surplus C*&ity and high reserve margins which
enabl the ystem to beaprolonged outages due to lack of wecurrent funds for maintenmce and
Spare parts. Instances of this were indeed found by the EPUES mission to Country DD. The
distordon is greatest where funds are passed on at no cost. But it is also apparent that the crisis
management position of some utilities will lead to high discount rates for futue costs. lbus on-
lending terms for capital investment, even they are at conmercial interest rates, may be more
atrcve to uilities than cash payments for spares and maintenance. The EPUES mission report
on County CC describes a common position L power utilities:

"7The utilityl is managing its working capital in a very short-
tem manner. The time horizon is about 2 months on basis of
the budget control and its accouns payable....The uilityl in
the post and at present lacks the funds to pay its bills. The
utility reacts with either postponing its payments or asking
for subsidies from the government.'

7. In such a siuaion, on-lending tenrs xt incoqporate a grace period for repayment
of principal and interest may be readily accepted, as the burden of repayment is well outside the
planning horizon. Other forms of aid, such as program aid for provision of spares and
nLaintenance, may, however, require the utility to make an immediate cash payment, and so may
not be acoptabl
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An-nex 2. Plant Utilizaon.

1. Th econmic and financial retms to investment in diesel generating aty will
vay according to operating hours and load. This section examines the appro&ch to forecsting
demand, the relation of investment in insed capacity to acUal peak demand, and subsequent
hos ru Since hours run is a function of both output demand and the engine's availability, the
causes of ouges in diesel plants are also reviewed.

2. The experienme within the EPUES sample is varied. Some diesel engines within a
PMd funoned as standby capacity or covered peak load. In most cases, these machines operated
m an isolated grd, and so met base load. In some cases, however, installed capacity was well
below peak demand and the machines ran intensively, sometimes to the point tht their lifetimes
were shortened if maintnnce was neglectd

3. A common experience as power is introduced iato nonelectrified areas is that
residential demand grows very rapidly, because of the lower cost and higher quality of electric
compred to other forms of lighting. As residential demand grows, however, per capita
consumption is lily to fall, as poorer customers with lower consumption are connected.

4. RPUES reviews frequently found over-opdmistic demand forecasting. Some major
erors in forecasing occurred in response to an anticipated industrial development or hotel
expansion. Clly, investing in expansion befoe industal projects are firmly committed cates
the risk dofovrcapacity. Another cause of overcapacity r-as ignorance of other investments in the
sctor. ln one case, two donors each invested in approximately IO MW of additional diesel
capacity at the same site at the same time. As peak demand has since reached only 3 MW, the
esulting overcapacity is considerable. Other studies have found simila problem. An ODA

synthesis of six evaluation studies of diesel generation and asstd power proj;ects (EV374,
may 1985) concluded:

"OveraUl demand forecasts were too optimistic for a variety
of reasons. First, many of the forecasts were based on.
consumption trends prior to the oil price changes and
subsequently failed to reflect fully either the price or income
effects of those changes. Second, many of the components In
anticipated demand were large and indivisible.
Consequently, the non-appearance of final consumer
investments e.g. by abandoning planned hotels, reflected
backwards on electricity demand. Third, problems in the
distribution system often caused the installation of private
generating capacity which detracted from the growth of
demandfor public supply."

5. The World Bank reached a imilar conclusion in its "Revenw and Evaluation of
Histoi Elcticity Farecasdng Expetience (1960-1985)." Although not specifically focused on
diesel gnero ivestents, this study concludes:
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"On a worldwide basis, there has been a definite bias
towards over-estmation In load forecasts. The mean percent
deviation is always positive and increases from 9.1 percent
in Year 3, to 12.7 percent in Year 7, to 15-20 percent by Year
Mn.

6. Overcapacity is one explanation for low capacity factors in some diesel plants. A
second cause is tie peakiness of demand, which at many.plants is caused by the dominance of
residential demand for evening lighting. Subsidies to residential demand in general and to the
lower levels of residental demand in patcular (measured either by connected load or energy
consumption) will increase this evemng peak, as lighting compnses a higher proporion of
clecticity demand for low income consumers.

7. Regardless of demand, the utilization of the plant is significandy reduced in many
cases due to low availability. Availability is defined as dte proportion of total hours during whic
the plant could have been operated had there been a need. Allowing for minor servicing,
adjustments, inspectons, and, in most vears, for a major servicing, availability in most months
should be between 95 percent and 100 percent; but sustained 100 percent availability would
indicate inadequate maintennce. Consistent monthly availability of less than 9C percent, even for
older machines, should also raise doubts as to the quality of maintenance.

8. The missions considered two causes of nonavailaWlity: (a) lack of fuel, or (b) a
shutdown due to either poor maintenance or lack of foreign exchange for spares. Long delays in
rlaing foreign exchange and rdering pas meant that unplanned outages became more fiequent,
or of longer durtion. Lak of fuel also led to unplanned outages, although not as often.

9. Frequent outages at some plants w -t5 due to minor overhead line faults, which
caused the pumping of lubricating oil to cease and the generating set to tnp on 1f v lubricating oil
pressure. Machines with electric motor driven pumps then need an incoming power supply to be

stares d, which often prolongs the outages to over 30 minutes.

10. A number of the more isolated diesel plants suffered from difficulties of access and
lack of storae capacity, which made them vulerable to output disutions from lack of fueL The
stuation for individual Afiican plants, acording to the mission reports, was:

* Disturbance in trudc a on from the nearby port to plant area

* Severe fuel problem, more than 100 hrs/month shutdown due to fuel shortage.

* Although ther is a good railway connection from the captial, the fuel is reliably
transported by BP trucks. Only few incidents during the last two years due to fuel
shages.

.* Truck transp n from anoder plant; no sever fuel shortges.

* The fuel problem is alarming, 2 to 3 times per month the entire plant is forced to
shut down despite the tanspoon of fuel by train.

* The fuel is ansported by train wagons; no fuel shoages ever reported.

The fuel is ansported by train; frequendy what arrives is too litde to supply the
plant. The team was told that missing train wagons cause these shortges.
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* Spordic tiuck trportionfrm another plant 'Me persistent fuel problem often
sults in eloaie miL

* Fuel transpoaon fm the capital by truck and rail. The cost of diesel fuel is
more dtmn twice the annual revenues frun electicity supLRes. In the coming years,
[the plt wi be cnoted to th hydro power geidd whlch wi cut fuel costs.
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Annex 3. Opmatlng Costs.

I. The principal components of operating costs for plants of all types are fuel,
lubricatng oil, labor, and maintenance (including spares and peiodic overauls). The available
data on tese components indicate a range of financial and economic costs, which EPUES used to
analyze the perforance of 60 diesel plats in Africa, Asia, the Pacific, and the Americas.

2. The variatio. .iiesel plant performance was least for fuel consunption, which is
surprising since fuel consumi Oon should be direcdy related to power producTion. The relation
between production and lube oil consumption should also be direct, although poor manic can
incease lube oil consumption. In both cases, the upper end of the ange wit rect impwper use
of fuel and lubricatng oil, varying from minor pifferge to theft ad sale.

3. Esdmated expenditures for labor were derived from plant records. Information on
average wage rates was collected locally, or in some cases, from Inenational Labor zatio
(ILO) publications, an aggregate source which concealed possible loal wage rate variatons. The
EPUES missions found that public sector wage rates were substantially below private sector
levels. On the other hand, average public sector wages for skdlled (and therefore mobile) labor
appeared to be closer to interational levls than for unskiled labor.

4. Variations in materials expenditure per MWIh were uns: ising. Major overhaul
expenditures were inherently lumpy, maintenance expenditrs can be defed and maintenance
costs were oftn not accurately recorded. EPUES also found that maintenance expenditures were
substantially below desirable levels at many of the African plants, contributing to a suboptimum
avera expenditure.

S. In general, the EPUES missions did not go into sufficient detail to consier whether
operating regimes were being optimized. In Country DD, however, the EPUES mission compared
actual opeation of the diesel generator sets on one system with an alternative optimized distch
from the avadlable sets of 23 percent to 100 pecent. This reduced fuel cnption nealy 2
perent, and reduced total cylinder hours run from 1,096 to 940, with consequent mintenance
savings. Clearly, ff these savings could be duplicated in other diesel plants, the financial and
economic benefits would be significant

e
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Annox 4. Financial Benefits of Power Consumption.

1. The EPUES misions produced some data on the financial benefits to the udlit of
sellng power. In many cases revenues were below total costs, and in some cases below direc
oerating costs. The financial rate of return to many of these projects was therefore negative. The
poblems this poses for sa lity are disssed m Chapter 4, Fimancia Management.

2. To assess whether project investments were economically jusJ!Ced, and detennine
which pamet have the greatest impact orn the economiic rate of retum, it is necessary to have an
estmate of the economic value of the power outputs. The EPUES missions did not gather data
s lly on the value of these outputs, but did collect infofnation on the consumer mix and on
&stribution of benefits, which assisted in estimating the economic benefits. Economic benefits are
discsed more fully in Annex 5.

3. The financial benefits of power depend on income from the sale ofpower. This in
turn depends on the proportion of power which is sold (4.e. generadon minus losses), on how
many othoe sales trant into financial revenue (i.e. billing and collection performance), and on
the financi vnue per unit (i.e. tariff).

4. When tariffs rise sharply in cash terms but are offset by domestic inflation and
cokpensating movements in the exchange rate, as in Country M, revenues will most likely fail to
cover depredation, or even cash flow needs, and financial benefits to the plant will be negative.
The questin thn to consider is whether a higiter economic than financial benefit can attach to
consumption of the power. This quesdon is discua;sed in Anex 5.

5. Ie level of losses by country is set out in Table 1 below. The figu sare for total
system losses, net of power station consumption. As they refer to national averages, they are in
some cases different from the station/grid specific data gathered by the EPUES missions.

6. Total financial benefits depend on the translation of power sold (i.e. generation
minus losses) into revnue. These benefits equal the geteraion sold times average tariff imes the
ado of bills collected to sales register In addition, financial losses result from a delay to

revenue. As most of the udlities owate under severe cash constraints, it is reasonable to regani
the cost of one month's delay as being the interest payment on the sum involved.
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Table 1. System Losss.

CC (1985) 12%
LL (1987) 16%
L (1987) 17%

FF (1987) 19%
K (1986) 22%
H (1987) 22%
A (1987) 23%
o (1987) 24%
F (1989) 25%
M (1987) 30%
.1 (1984) 30%
E (1988) 41%
(3 (1987/88) 42%

Average 24.8%

[ Souice: Wodd Bankand EPES
'nisson rntis

7. The issues of financial management, and the steps necessary to convert sales into
revenue-meter reading, issuing bills, collectig bills, and the registion of the cash coUected in
the utility's account were desibed in Chapter 4.
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Annex 5. Economic Benfits of Power.

1. Electrification can bring a variety of ben. fits. The nOst simple to quantify are cost
savings from the substitution of low cost electricity for kerosene in lighting, for diesel in
a"ral umping, for high cost small captive generating plants, and for a var;ety of a-er more
expeive enegy souses.

2. The lower cost of electicit and the higher quality of the end product mean that
demand for these services-household lighting, agricultural pumping, power in mdustiy, etc.-will
wise. Tbis brngs economic benefits. EPUES suggestions for measuring these economic benefits
are discussed in detail below.

3. At the same time electricity may bring less quantifiable benefits, such as better
security at night from street and household lighting; and better health care and education. As
incomes rise, a whole set of essentially new services (radio, television, air conditioning, etc.)
depend on electricity. Benefits may also extend to new economic activity made possible by
improved ligting in the home, and by small businesses having access to electric power. For many
Projects, stimulatio of economic development was an explicit objective. Other broad objectives
were regional development, integration of less developed areas into the national economy, and
reducing migatdon from ruml to urban areas.

4. Electricity is often seen as a precondition of economic development, and clearly a
whole range of economic activities do depend upon power. This claim is, however, also made for
ot- sectors, such as tansportion and communications. If scarce capital is to be allocated
between these and other competing sectors, moae accurate measures of benefits are needed.

5. One argument is that electricity is a basic need which government must satisfy.
This is clealy inorrect In most counties in the EPUES study, only a low proportion of the total
population (2or 3 percent, in some cases) is connected to the public power supply, and those
connected tend to be urban and affluent. Per capita consumption of power is also strongly related
to income. As discussed in Annex 4, tariff revenue is in most cases iresufficient to cover costs, and
is therefore a financial subsidy to power consumers. Financing of the public power supply
therefonr constitutes a nferfom taxpayers to power consumers. As discussed below, this may
wel be a regressive transfer.

6. A more sophisdcated case for power supply as a basc need is that it can improve
the quality of health and education, and that for low income consumers, the substitudon of electric
frkerosene lighdng can bring important financial benefits. This forms the rationale in some bases
for subsidies to residential power consumption below a low threshold of energy consumption or
connected load. It should be noted, however, that (a) financial benefits are realized without a
subsidy, and (b) low income households connected to the power supply are not generally among
the pooest in the sciety.

7. In the case of the two diesel stations in County M, the objecdves of the project
were to promote economic development and slow migraton of rural workers to an urban center.
As the plants had been running for only two years, It was too early for evidence of economic
response. In the case of plant A, however, there was a noticeable move by existing small and
medium scale industry (e.g. biickmnakers and engineering repair shops) to electrically powered
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equipment Producdvity imptoved, and hier qualit lighting simulated eng trade. Security
in reidential a around dte plant was imprved by the installation of 400 svet lights, and the
mission tam also saw a signiant improvement in health and education services. Because of
mrved lighting, the schools offered evening classes.

8. Power consumption at plant A was dominated by residential consumers. At the
other plant, industry had a much larger share of consumption, and one Industrial consumer
accounted for 33 peent of billing. Consumer shares of total bilings a e shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Consumption by Consumer Category In Country M.

___________ ____ PIant A Plant B
Residentkl 57% 39% .
Govemment and Municipal 36% 20.1. A
Industial <1% 36%
Commercial 1.5%
Other 6%

9. Plant B was already mome industay developed than plant A, so impact was har&u
to idendfy. Much of the power went to large industuiel consumers who were switching from
captive capacity to publc supply. Production in the fish and meat fctoies improved because of
te incrased power supply, and an additional 800 stwet lights wee erected.

10. It should be noted that the supply of power at these two plants was highly
subsidizd, and that after allowing for losses and noncollecdon of bills, riff revenues failed to
cover opeating costs. It is not surprsing that industry should move to consuming publicly
suppied power when it is sold for less than production costs. It is also likely that some expansion
made possible by low cost Power would not be economically viable if the costs of supply were
properly reflected in the, tf. This is considered in greater detil below.

11. At a diesel power saion in Country CC, one objecdve of public power supply was
to subsdtute for capdve generon, to enable industry to focus on commewcial objectives and lowei
production costs. A particular taget was the stimulation of such small to nmedium scale industries
as extiles, sial processing, soap, cookdng oil, and a varzty of agro-industries. Electricity supply
was also expcted to stimulat agricultui production (especially cotton), and commercial activity
in the townsis. A further environmental objective was te substitution of electricity for
fuelwood in udan areas. The high cost of electrical applances and energy for cooldng, however,
and the high proporton of low income households tliat use fuelwood for codokng, prevented ths
objective fro being ralized.

12. Small, isolated grids are typically dominated by residential consumers. High
residenta demand in turn leads to an e-ening peak in lighting demand, and so low load factors.
This was true of some of the stations in Country DD, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Sales by Consumer Category In Country DD.

Plnt A Plant B Pn C

ResIdential 47.4% 65.0% 52%
Commercial 18.4% 10.0% 25%
Public Sector 9.5% 18.0% 10%
Industy 21.5% 7.0% 13%

13. Earlier World Bank missions found evidence of rual electrification generating
completely new activities, such as ice making, photocopying, and beauty parlors. At the same
time, a number ox existing actvites, such as commerce, poultry farming, and garment
manufacturng, were expanded.

14. The EPUES mission and the 1984 ODA evaluaon of eltrification in Count DD
both rised the issue of reliability. Setting reserve margins to meet a predetmined standard for

liability of supply imposes a capacity cost on consumers. One criiism of th praice was dt
inadeauate attention had been paid to residental consumers' willingness to pay for higher
reliiity. In low income countries, willingness to pay will be lower than in high income
countries, so reliabiity standais tfered fm the developed world may be inappiat

15. The costs of low reliability to industry may be much higher in terms of lost
production and damage to plant In many cases reliability levels are so low that private producers
retan their own captive capacity while connected to the public supply. lTe EPUES mission in
Country DD concluded dtat tariffs were well below what idstry would pay for reliab supply.

16. The DANIDA Evaluation of a diesel power project in Country K lodced in depth at
eCOnomic impact The area served was not a major industral center, due to distance from markets
and cost of inputs. The main benefits were to residential and agricultual consumers.

17. For agricultural consumers, demand was complicated by subsidy Urangements.
Diesel was subsidized but in short supply, although dwe was also a market supply of higher price
diesel Electricity was also supplied at roughly 50 percent of LRMC. In response to the lower
costs of pumping, most farmers who switched from diesel to electric pumps had increased acreage
and switched to higher value crops. The cultivation of summer crops was not worthwhile using
diesel pumnin, but became economic for the farmers at the lower cost of electric pumping. Some
farmer8 sold their diesel engines when they switched, while others kept them as sandby. Their
choices reaed to va~idons m reiability of suply.

i8. Small industry benefitted from a sharp increase in productivity. A tailor who
switched from a peda driven to an electric sewing machine reported he could now produce 10
shits in the time it once took to make 4. Iron worsops that brought in electric welding machines
following the public supply of power grew from 4 in 1983 to 60 in 1989. A power supply had
aleady been available; small insy responded mainly to the incrased reliability of the supply.
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19. The soci impata on the area was not as great. In hospitals, the overall quality of
seravice did not improve. None had backup genemtors and one had to use hunicane lamps at night
wbile the generator was switched off. Schools already operted on two or three shifts, although
the quality of evening lighting rose shaiply. None of the towns provided street lighting; however,
electrifiation of the mosque's louds er was considered a social benefit

20. Given these results, how can economic benefits be quantified? The financial
rvenues from power sales are an inadequae nm of benefits if (a) they do not reflect the long
runma: i",- cost of power, and if (b) thereevidence that the altenmative project has significandy
highr. , . Given the consumer mix in a number of countries, what conclusions can be reached
on PC -onomicbenefits?

21. Many of the isolated diesel plants in the EPUES study will be supplying newly
eectrified consumers who will be substituting electricity for an alternative source of power, such
as kerosene for lighting. In tis situation, the consumer surplus attached to power consumption is
used as an approximate measure of the welfare gains. Figure 1 illustrates the way consumer
surplus is estimated.

Figure 1.

Price D

* \ ~A

Pk

0 Qi Q2 Quantity

22. The demand curve DD illustrates demand for electicity. At the price of electricity
set by equivalence to the cost of lighting fueled by ke ne (P, the level of demand is Qi. At the
actual price of electricity, the level of demand is Q2. The financial benefits of power supply are
sales times prce, illustrated by the block OPECQ2. In addition, there is a consumer surplus,
represeted by the area P&kAC

23. The consumer surplus is made up of two components. The "diverted market"
represents the switch of exisdng demand from the more expensive to the cheaper energy source.
Tie cost of the saved resource, in this case kerosene, is represented by the area PF.PkAB. The
"gerated market" represents new energy consumption generatd by the lower price, represented
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by the triangle BAC. The economic value of generted consumptdio will depend on consuInIes
willingness to pay, whin tur willndtepen on the slope of th demand curve (elasticity of
demand) and te relaive prces of compeng e s.

24. As the preceding section shows, the price of electricity is often set below its
economic cos This is tru paricularly for isolated diesel systems that charge a suboptimal
national taiff despite considerably higher costs. The impact of this situation on the calculation of
consumer surplus is ilustrated below, again in comparison with kerosene for lighting. PE is the
financial pnce of electicity, while Pc is the long run marginal cost of producing electricity in the
system.

25. At the low price of electricity, PE. consumption is Q3, while at the price P.
(=LRMC) consumption is Q2. For the additonal consumption [Q3 - Q2]. however, consumer
wilingness to pay is below the cost of production. This geneates disbenefits (measured by the
triangle ABC), which offset the apparent consumer surplus due to a willingness' to pay above the
financial price of power (measur by the triangle ADC). The consumer surplus cteated by the
switch from kerosene to electric lighting is therefore based only on the difference between the
economic costs of kerosene and electicity. A measure of consumer surplus that looks only at the
difference between kerosne costs and the (subsdized) electcity price, by contrast, will overstate
benefits

Pk'

t! ~~~~~AB
PC

Ql Q2 Q3

26. The asment of consumer surplus will dthero depend on how the electrcity
is used, and the alteative energy sources. An example of end-use analysis, taken from the
Ixdonesia Urban Household Energy Strategy Study (ESMAP, 1990), is shown in Table 3. (he
table incxdes data in elecified rual households in central Java in 1985.) The study demonstd
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'Electricity Is widely used at all Income levels, but,
predictably, is consumed in much larger quantiies by the
rich. Thus, abnost two-thirds of the households in the lowest
income group use some electricity, but households in the
highest income group use on average about ten times as
much electicity a month as a poor household: 170 kWh as
compared to 15 kWh. Even lighting, which accounts for
about 50% of overall electicity use, increases by a factor of
more than four across the income groups. Most of the
increase, however, is the result of new uses of electricity,
adopted as income rises. The only electric devices used by
more than a quarter of the households In the lowest income
group are lamps. As income rises, lamps are joined by
television, ironing, reigeration and, finally, water pumping.
The order of importance of the different electricity uses is
almost identical, with the exception of refrigeration which,
due to its high per unit consumpdon, is the second most
wiportant appliance in terms of overall electrcity use."

Table 3. Percentage of Urban Households Using Electricity by Income.

RunB-

d75 75-120 120-185 185-295 425 ALL Houmls
% Vaud 27% 24% 23% 16% 10% 100%

Elelcy 86% 65% 85% 95% 97% 100% 85% 100%

Cool 1% 0% 1% 3% 3% 14% 2%
ULU 85% 63% 83% 94% 96% 98% 84% 100%
TV 40% 22% 47% 67% 73% 89% 52% 34%

37% 18% 34% 57% 68% 60% 44% 34%
ReMpor 7% 1% 3% 9% 21% 48% 11% 2%
Air Cwddloh 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 2% 0%
Pun'n 6% 1% 3% 7% 16% 35% 9% 4%
WgUa1OSM" 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 11% 1%

27. Table 3 shows that in less developed rual areas, the consumption pattern was
closer to the bom end of he nm g All households use electricity for lighdng, although
m other dran for urban households. Applians mth a high

acrefrigeraors,we used less, making residential consumpton of
electcity in rua aeas even more do d by lgg demand The marent of conser

8 8fo rsidential consumers in isolated grids has therefore focused on replacing kerosene
for igtng
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28. Again analysis ofdiesel power in County DD illusuated theoveal Impact of ths
situadon. Between 1981 and 1987, the percentage of electified urban households grew fron 47
percent to 74 en Kerosene consumption decHned during the same period frnm 46 to 30
Milbousehold/day. Of that, rou8hly 5 MJ can be attributed directly to the displacement of

kerosem eilightingin newyelectriiedwhomes. In addidon, pid e ricaion may have been the
main neason for the drap in charcoal use, as electric irons replacd household iron.

29. An analysis of lighting costs can be made in terms of euipment and energ costs
for erent approaches, along the lines presented below. The informaton, again, is from
Country DD. Coss ae in 1987 US$.

Table 4. Comparifon of Ughting Costs.

Kerosene Incandescent Flourescent
Press. Lamp Lamp
Lami 60W llWaI

Lmp 
equipment ast (US$) 25 0.93 11.76
lifeme (hi) 7300 1000 5000
lifefie (yr) 3.3 0.5 2.3

Ballst
equipment cost - 6.23
ltime (hi) 25000
lfetine (yr) 11
Fuel
fuel ooat per unit 0.17/litre 0.09 $1kSh 0.09 $kWh
consumpton of fuelUonth 18.3lilre 11.0kWh 2.6 kWh
consumption of (kh equialent) 640 kWh 37kWh 8.7 kWh

LUhng
hour of lghtil per day 6 6 6
luminousxof damp m) 400 730 930
nr. of lamps required to obtain same Ight level 2 1 1
total system ight output (li) 800 730 930
luminance reaive to kesene lamp .0% 16%

Cost Overview
annualized equipment costs 18.4 2.2 7.0
fuel cost 36.2 112 2.6
totl cost fr 1 year 54.6 13.4 9.6
total costs (1er month_ 4.5 . 1.1 0.8

af Eecti load of lamp and ballast Is 14.2 Watts.

30. The economic benefits of substuting electricity for kerosene can be esdmatd by
comparing the demand for and cos of the two different energies. In the example above, if we
assume that all substituion is between krosene pressure lamps and incandescent electric lamps,
the annurd costs will be $54.6 for keose lighting and $13.4 for electric lighting. If we fiter
assume tLat 15 percent of the demand for electric lighdng is met from kerosene in the absence of
electricity, and tat the demand curve is a straight line between the kerosene equivalent price and
the presm pice, an estimate of consumer surplus can be calculated.
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31. Refaeing back to Figwe 1, Ps Is $0.9/kWh. Pk, the kerosene equivalent price, is
$0.42/kWh, the price at which the two lightDg optons are equivalent The resource cost
savings/kWh (P1 P_ AB in Figure 1) are therefore US $0.05 [0.15x (0.42 - 0.09)]. ITe benefits
of generated power, ABC in Figure 1 are $0.14 [0.5 x 0.85 x (0.42 - 0.09)J. Total consumer
surplus in dis ilustradon would be $0.19, and the economic benefit of power used for domestic
lighting would be 61 pement gater d the fianl benefits resulting fiom the acua sale price.
As described above, this measure would, however, overstate consumer surplus if the price of
electity is below its economic cost.

32. The actual value ascribed to economic benefits of power for domestic lighting vaies
accoding to which numbers are used. More recent analysis in Country DD (lED, 1990) argues
that consumer surplus measurements have substantially underestimated benefits by (a)
underestimatng the energy savings, since kerosene lamps may be considerably less efficient than
assumed, and since many urban households use energy-efficient fluorescent lamps; and by (b)
underestmating the extent to which better quality lighting generates a range of new activities not
feasible under ksene lighting

33. An addional way to estimate consumer surplus in resiential power consumption
is to calculate the equivalent cost of small (50 kW) generating sets for household consumption.
This approach can also be used to calculate the cost of supplying power to industy. Clearly the
value of electric power may be extremely high to industry, since relatively small expenditures for
electricity can be essential to the functioning of an entire plant. However, the benefits of
specifically public supply of power will be limited by the costs of running captive capacity at the
indusia plant The benefits of publc supply will therefore stem from the economies of scale vi-
a-vis pivate supply. These economies relate both to initial capital costs and to subsequent
opeaong costs

34. This kind of calculon can be done using EPUES mission data on capital costs,
cost of fuel and spares, and cost of labor for diesel plants. These costs were analyzed in preceding
sections. It is assumed there is a minor overhead cost in labor charges, so that odter variable costs
per MWh are slighty higher for small captive capacity. Fmally, capacity factors are assumed to be
ger tm for publc plants

Table . SubsttuUon of Public for Private Generating Capacity.

_ Private Public

Ulk Sizek) 50 1500
Cost per (kw) 1800 10ou
Lftime (years) 20 20
Tedt DbcounrRate 12% 12%
Capaty Facor 20% 38%
AnnuaICh*ge&w($ ~ 241 134
ChaMWh 138 40
Fuel Coetu/MWh (S) 77 57
Spaes CosuMWh (S 27 14
Othr Vabl CossMWh (S) 30 26
Tote) COSWbM (M 272 137
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35. In this situation, if the tariff for publicly suppl2ed electricity is 13.7 cents per kWh,
it will generate some resource savings as existng industries switch from captive capacity to public
supply. In addition, new consumpdon stimulated by the lower cost can be valued at half of the
price differential between private and public power. On the assumption that 30 percent of
industial demand is diverted fom existing captive capacity, and that 70 percent is new demand
attributable to the lower pice of public power, the economic benefits would equal $87/MWh, or 64
percent gra than the simple financia model of benefits. In practice, set size for public udlities
could well be higher than this, so cost savings would be greater. However, the analysis omits
incremental distribution costs.

Table 6. Estimated Operafton of Autoproducers' Generating Plant in Country J, 1984.

Utilkation
Capacity Factor Hours of Generation

Sector (kVA) ( Utilizatlon (MWh)

Domestic 750 60 1 hour/day 164
(50 vllas x 15 kVA)

City 1 2,880 70 200 hours 403
Ctv 2 500 70 250 hours 88

Total 4.130 655
General

Enbassies 1,200 60 3 hours/day 788
Hotels 2,060 75 2 hourstday 1,128
Others 250 60 1 hour/dav 55

Total 3.510- 1.971

Govemment 2,000 70 250 hours 350
Radio Staton 350 70 300 hours 74

Hosptals 250 70 1 hour/day 64
Aiport, etc. 250 70 1 hour/day 64

Total 2,850 622

36. EPUES found that a number of points bear on this conventional approach to
measuring surplus for industrial consumers. The first point, which emerged in earlier studies, is
thatcapacity benefts wil be substantily reduced if the quality of public power supply is low.

37. Table 6, taken from the KfW mission report on Country J, shows the estimated
opasion of autogeneatdon in 1984. Clearly, reLiability of supply was so poor at that time that
most industries, hotels, govermnent departments, and even housing complexes maintained a
captive generadng plant In this circumstance, there would still be a capacity benefit from public
supply if (a) the captive plant were more expensive per kW than public capacity, and (b)
depreciation o£ private capacity was reduced by the provision of public supply. Capacity benefits
would, however, be lower than in the analysis above.
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38. The impat of varying assumptons on industial consumer surplus is illustrated in
an evaluton of lec in Country DD, where it was assumed that industrial/commercial
consumer surplus was commercial revenue times 0.75, based on the difference between the taiff
and autogenerato costs. Man industriacmmercial consumers installd standby genemors,
and operated em for significant periods, due to the low reliability of power supply. The
evaluation therefore set a minimum value based simply on energy savings from not runing
standby generators. This was calculated on the assumption that the economic cost of fuel in
standby generators would have been the same as the cost of supplyig these generators from the
grid, with the higherunitconsmption of sma genators being offset by distribution losses.

39. The first phase of the evaluation was a time-slice analysis for system expansion. It
was concluded that -...The IERR of the system is calculaed in constant prices as either -
122% or 51f% depending largely on what is asswned as the commercial/lindustrlal consumer
aMlus." This illustrates the impact of low quality public supply of power, which reduces the
benefits fiom displacement of small and inefficient autogneamon. Diewer's analysis also shows
the coelaton between size and average efficiency (as defined in his paper 'Efficiency Measurs
for Diesel Electric Power Plants"). Average efficiency increases dramatically in the move f*om
plats of under 1 MW capacity to plants of over 10 MW capacity. The highest efficiency achieved
forplants of 0-1 MW lies below average efficiencies for all other plants.

Table 7. Efficlencies by Slze of Diese Plant.

i rdfId r Average Coefficient Number of
C__pc Eijgm Minimum IMaximum of Variation Observations

0-1 MW .352 .152 .521 .360 8
1-10MW .534 .214 .883 .283 32
10-50MW .708 .498 1.000 .184 32
50 - 100 MW .747 .508 .922 .179 7

40. AnoDt finding of the same sdy is the greater efficiency of diesel plants in private
ownesip. These figures ate shown in Table 8.

Table 8 Dies Plant Efficiency by Type of Ownership.

Type of Average Coefficlent Number of
OwnershiD E lffI Minimum Maximum of Variation Observations

Pdva .745 .527 1.000 .172 26
PublIc .540 .152 .850 .308 54
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41. The relative variable operating costs of public and private diesel plants are also of
interest these figures are summarized in Table 9. 'Me average costs for public plants are greatly
ieased by the veiy poor performa o two public plants in Country H. An adjusted avage is
therefore shown afte ese two ey poor plants dtve been removd fim the sample:

Table 9. DIesel Plant Variable Op.. iting Costs ($MWh).

Priae Plant Public Plant Adlusted Public Plant

Meanfor Sample 81.03 120.10 96.12
Maxmm 182.25 958.01 250.59
MOrnium 37.15 27.84 27.84

42. The implications of these two findings for consumer surplus in indusil power
consmption will be conurdictory. The much lower efficiency of small diesel plants will increase
the benefits of substituing public capacity. (As Table 6 illustaes for Country J, much captive
capacity was below 1 MW.) However, the greater efficiency of private plants will reduce the
benefits of substituting by publc supply. We return to these issues subsequendy.
43. Isolated diesel generators may also serve a third major consumer category,
gicultural consumes. In countries where there is a significant demand foc irigadon, agricltural

power consumption may well be dominated by water pumping. In this case, the surplus for
agricultural cnsumers can be analyzed by comparing costs of Giesel and electic pumping sets. An
example of such a calculaton is shown in Table 10.

Table 10. EstImated Break-Even Costs of Diesel and Electric Pumping.

l___ __ Elcric Diesel

Motr/Enine Size (H.P.) 5.0 7.0
Pump Uletlme (years) 15.0 10.0
Pump Capial Cost ($ 261.2 668.5
Anual Charge($) 38.3 118.3
O M Costs (S) 59.8 168.1
Costs of Diesel Fuel ($ihou 0.52
Annual Diesel Costs ($, over 800 hours) 411.8
Cost of Electricily (SkWh) x
Annual Elerity Cost 2,984 (x)
Total Annual Cost 98.2 + 2984(x) 698.1
Break -Even Prie (corns) 20.1/kWh

44. The consumer surplus is again estimated on the basis of 50 percent of tne
differential between the agricultural triff and the substitution point between diesel and electdc
power, $0.201/kVWhL It should be noted, however, that agricultural power consumption was not a
major element of power demand for most of the EPUES sample.
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Annex 6. FifancIal and Economic Performance.

1. The EPUES missions focused on the operaional efficiency of diesel plants over
several years, but did not gather sufficient information on hfetime efficiency to calculat an ex-post
rate of return Despite is, the evidence is that financial rates of retun falf below the test discount
rate. Where tariff revenues are insufficient to cover both caital and variable costs, then by
definition, the financial rate of return falls below the test discount rate. Where tariffs are
insufficient to cover operating costs, the plant runs at loss, and a financial rate of return cannot be
calculated. (An internal rate of return cannot be calculated if the sign of the cash flow does not
change.)

2. As described above, most plants in the EPUES sample ran at a loss, once capital
costs were included. For many plants, the tariff was set too low to cover operating costs, and
these plants made a financial loss every year of operation, their loss rising directly in line with thei
utilizaon. Once allowance is made for failure to convert generated power into tariff revenue, the
picture is even worse. At an exteme, some plants had average revenues that were insufficient to
cover variable fuel costs, which were about 75 percent of total variable costs.

3. In order to examine the impact of different operational problems on diesel plant
performance, EPUES built a rough model of ideal diesel plant performance, drawing on the data
dscribed in earier annexes. This model was then used to examine the impat of over-investment,
short lifetimes, and poor maintenance on the financial performance of diesel plants.

4. The key elements of the model were as follows:
(a) The plant was assumed to consist of 4 x 1.5 MW high speed units, with a unit cost

of $1000 per kW of installed capacity.
(b) Annual hours run were assumed to total just over 80,000 hours over a 25 year life.

The average capacity factor was 38 percent. Based on IDOE data, capacity factrs
were initially assumed to be higher but to decline in later years.

(c) Based on the adjusted data for African diesel plants in Annex 3, fuel costs were
assumed to be $72/MWh, labor costs $10IMWh, and lube oil costs $6/MWh. As
actual expenditures on spares are clearly suboptimal, spares provision was
incLeased in the model to $15IMWh. Allowing for capital costs at a 12 percent
discount rate, total costs wer $141/MVh.

(d) Gross system losses were set at 10 percent, and it was assumed that all bills were
collected without excessive delays.

S. If the tariffin the model is now set atalevel 10perent aboveLLRMC (Le. a tariffof
just under 16 cents/kWh), then the FIRR will be equivalent to the discount rate, and the Net
Present Value (NPV) at a 12 percent discount rate will be zer. Revenue is then exacdy sufficient
to cover OPeaing costs plus depreciation. This can be taken as our initial model of sustainable
power plant development.

6. In general, however, tariffs are below this leveL Table 1 shows the impact of tariff
changes on our model investment.
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Table 1. The Impact of Tariff Changes on the Model.

Tariff NPV @
US centsdkWhl FIRR 12%

15 10.7% -0.4M
14 e.4% 4$1.M
13 1.2% $3.2M
12 Negative $4.6M
11 Negative 4-8.OM
10 Negative $7.4M
5 Negative -$14.3M

7. In all countries in the sample, national utilities chaged the nadonal tariff for power
con'sumption in isolated grids, despite the higher costs of such grids. The only exception to this
was the smatl private diesel power utility in Countiy LL. As a consequence, In many countries the
financial e of diesel plants was poor, with average tariffs substantlly below operating
costs. In Country DD, for example, the EPUES mission concluded that

'On the basis of the electricity supplied by the Mirrlees
machines at the four sites examined, 911 operate at a financial
loss.... This is the result of tste low average tariff, system losses
ranging from 21% to 31%, and the overcapacity at [two plants].
Even If a more realistic output is assumed over the lifetide of
the plant (i.e. a 35% plant factor), none of the plants are
financialy profitable. At two of the sites...the average tariff
revenue exceeds the operatng costs (i.e. at current sales levels
and excluding the capital element."

8. EPUES analysis has shown that severe problems are likely to arise for all types of
plants if opaing revenues fall below opeating expenses. Given the usual failure of governments
and donosn to set up overt subsidy mechanisms in such a situation, utlities then enter a severe cash
crisis. Indirect subsidy mechanisms may come into effect, such as provision of fuel oil on credit.
Utilities in this CDis usually adopt vety short tem plawbng horizons and cut back on pxvision for
spas andmantenance.

9. A reduction in tariff revenues through an increase in system losses, failure to bill
and collect recWded sales, or a combination of the two will have a similar effect on any plant's
financial perfomance. One response to this in a number of African countries has been to mcrease
the tarf to compensate for lt tariff revenue, effectively penalizing those paying for power for the
costs of those not. Table 2 below illustates this for our model investment by showing the break-
even tariff needed to achieve a 12 prcent rate of return, as gross system losses rise and billing

erfixmance deteriates.
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Table 2. Percentage of Sales Billed and Colled Gross System Losses.
(In U.S. Cents)

Gros System Loms 100Q J5% 90% 85% _ 0%

10% 15.5 16.2 17.1 18.1 19.2
15% 16.3 17.1 18.1 19.1 20.3
20% 17.3 18.2 19.2 20.3 21.6
25% 18.4 19.4 20.5 21.7 23.0
30% 19.7 20.8 21.9 23.2 24.7

10. Figures for losses and noncollection vary by country. If we allow an avemge of 24
percent gross system losses and assmne that Q5 percent of recorded sales ane billed and collected,
this woud give reasonably typical figures. In order to maintain a 12 percent rate of return, the
tadiff would need to rise by nearly 4 cents. If the tariff were not adjusted to reflect this, then in our
model investment the rate of return would become negative as revenues fell nearly to opeating
coss, and the NPV would fall to -$4M.

I1. In some cases, diesel plant performance was much poorer. In Country J, 1986
losses were 35 percent, and only about half the sales were billed and collected. A tariff of 42
cents/kWh would have been required to realize a 12 percent rate of return, well in excess of the
costs of capital power generation. The focus of many donors on strengthening institutions and
improving biling and coLecton is clearly correcL

12. A further problem identified by the missions was frequent investment in excess
capacity. In some cases, this will most likely continue. for much of the project's life. In other
cases, as demand grows and other investments are postponed, the capacity factor of the plantwill
rise. For the model investment we have looked at lifetime excess capacity, and also at the impact
of initial overcapacity made good by subsequent load growth until capacity factors reach those in
the base case. T7e findings are summarized in Table 3 below. As would be expecd, the FIRR is
negatively relaed to invesuments in overcapacity but positively related to load growtL

Table 3. OvercapacIty and Load Growth for DIesel Power Plants.
la QMU EA= S PA Demandftrwth

Initial CcaDacity Facor NPV FIRR FIRR NPV

10% -$4.OM Negave 6.8% -$22M
20% -$2.7M 3.8% 9.2% 41.1M
30% -$1.4M 8.1% 10.8% 40.5M
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13. As Table 3 illustrats, the impact of initial investment in overcapacity can to an
extent be offset by subsequent load growth. However, vety low capacty factors in early yeas
cannot be flly offset by growth in demand because future benefits will be reduced through
discounting.

14. This Report has demonstrated the harmful effects of inadequate maintenance on
various aspects of diesel plant performance. Financial performance is specificaUy affected by
shorteed lifedmes when plants are not overhauled; and by increased fuel consumption due to
inade ma oe, il filtering, or oil testing.

15. The impact of shortened lifetimes is set out in Table 4 below. It should be noted
at oura ssumtion of a reasonbiy low capacity factor over a long lifetine reduces the impact of a

sortened lifetime, becu of the effect of discounting.

Table 4. The Impact of Shortened Ufetimes on Financlal Performance.

Lifetime FIRR NPV

5 Years (20,300 hours) Negatie -$3.1M
10 Year (38,700 hours) 5.2% -$1.3M
15 Years (55,000 hours) 10.4% -$0.4M
20 Years (71,000 hours) 11.2% -$0.2M
25 Years (83,750 hours) 12.0% 0

if. The average fuel consumption in Diewert's analysis was 253 litres/MWh. The
maximum ption 391 lidMWh was nearly 55 percent higher. ITe impact on the model
of increased fuel consumption, whether due to price or higher specific consumption, is shown in
Table 5.

Table 5 The Impact of Increased Fuel Consumption on Financial Performance.

Fuel Consumption/Pe FlRR NPV

+30% Negative -$3.4M
+20% 3.5% -$2.4M
+10% 7.6% -$1.3M
-10% 14.5% $11.11M
-20% 18.1% $2.2M
-30% 21.0% $3.3M

17. Te mactof other variable costs is relatively slight. As the preceding discussion
has shown, condele scope exists for reducing manpower levels and total costs, although it
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should be noted that a 50 percent reducdon in manpower costs would raise the rate of ntum from
12 perent to only 14.1 pent.

18. The model diesel plant is less sensitive to variations in capital costs than to fuel
costs, as capital costs form a lower proporion of total costs. The impact of capital cost variation is
shown in Table 6.

Table 6. The Impact of Capita Cost Variation on Financlal Pertormance.

CaDtail Costs FIRR NPV

t30".* 8.2% -$1 .6M
+20% 9.3% -$1.1M
+10% 10.5% -$0.6M
-10%o 13.6% $0.1M
-20% 15.7% $1.1 M
-30% 18.3% $1 .6M

19. The impact of a one to two year delay in construction wfll reduce the FIRR to 10.9
peet. Adelayoffouryearswouldreduce itto9.1 percent.

20. The adjustments to convert this financial calculation to economic prices will vary
substantally from country to country accorting to (a) the share of domestic inputs in capital and
spaes costs; (b) the degree of taxation or subsidy on capital and oprating costs; (c) the share of
diffent consumer groups in power conumption; and (d) the calculatin of consumer surplus for
different consumer gups. EPUES as data only on average financial prices. As the Central
Team does not have sufficient s eormation to recalculate ese as average economic prices, theme is
no separate model foraplant s economic rate of retum. There are, however, a numberof general
points that can be made on ecoic perfmance.

21. The EIRR will in almost aU cases be above the FIRR, because in most cases capital
and operating costs will be adjusted downwards while revenues wiU be adjusted upwards to rflect
the consumer surplus. The only possible exception to this is where there is a major subsidy to a
cost element An example would be the subsidy to fuel costs in Venezuela, which could in theory
produce power sectr invesmns that were financially but not economicaUy viable.

22. The largest adjustment in calclatn of the EIRR is likely to be due to adjustment of
revenues to reflect economic benefits. In the case of domestic lighting, the calculaton of consumer
surplus is reasonably robust, because of the large gap between costs for kerosene and electric
lighing, and because of the higher quality of the latter.

23. Consumer surplus measures for industrial consumption of power are less robust,
for two main rasons: (a) The capacity savings from avoiding industry investment in a captve
gneration wilU not be achieved if the reliability of public power supply is poor. Available evidence
suggests that is often the case, and a range of industri units are obliged to rtain captive capacity.
And (b) although *ere should be economies of scale from substituting public for private capacity,
in pracdce these will be reduced becase of the lower efficiency of public sector power geneto
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24. Thew are clearly theo economies in switching from small-scale private captive
neratlonto a grid supply, whether public or private. Unless all system peaks are coincident,

road factors wil be higher in the grid, realizing capacity savings. There ae also economies of
scale in capital and operatig costs. In practice, however, a number of factors may reduce these
economic benefits:

(a) In some cases of public supply there has been a marked tendency to over-
investment; at an extreme, installed capacity reaches seven or eight times peak
demand. This will offset the expected capacity savings from grid supply.

(b) The evidence bears out economies of scale in capital costs. In some cases,
however, lifetimes of machines in the public grid are under 30,000 hours, sharply
inceasing the annualized cost of capacity. The poor quality of public supply means
that private industry is obliged to retain standby capacity, so in most cases capacity
cost savings are much reduced. The system ends up with high and inefficient
reserve margins in the form of capuve capacity to compensate for low reliability. It
is even possible for this to happen when installed capacity in the grid is sufficient in
relation to peak demand. And

(c) There are also economies of scale in operating costs. This is, however, on an
average basis. In the case of poor public performers, operating costs may rise
above the level of private supply.

25. Given the frequent practice of selling public power at below long-rn marginal cost,
it is not surprising that a number of EPUES reports show private industry switching to public
supply as it becomes available, and in some cases increasing consumption. This clearly
demonstrates that public supply is financially attractive to private consumers, but not that it is
ecoomically efficient.

26.' The estiinates of operating costs for public supply of power in African plants
showed some opting at extremnely high costs, with a peak of nearly $1kWh at one unit. Several
other diesel plants, although well below this extraordinary peak, showed operating costs well in
excess of the cost for private capacity. It therefore appears that, at least in some cases, the
:ineffcienciesof operating a public plant reduce the theoretical advantages of economies of scale.

27. In sum, if the pubic supply of power is expensive and unreliable but is sold
cheaply, then the more expensive source of supply often will be used because of the financial
subsidies attached to it. At extreme, the economic benefits for industrial pe,er consumption may
be negative.

28. There are two quesdons that arise from this conclusion. First (the overall
justification for the EPUES project), how can the efficiency of grid supply be increased so that
theoretical economies of scale can be realized in practice? Second, if subsidies are paid to private
industrial cnsumers to switch to a more expensive public supply, who pays for this subsidy?
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Annox 7. Distribution of Benefits.

1. The dict beneficiaes of power investnent are the consumers of power. Indirect
beneficiaries include consumers of services drawing on power, and employees whose jobs are
genrated by power investment.

2. The dect beneficiares are mainly residential consumers, for whom the benefits of
substituting electric for kerosene lighting are likely to be much greater than the costs. All
households connected to the electricity supply will use electric lighting, although high incomes
groups may consume up to four times a much electric lighting per household as low income groups
(and up to 10 times as much total electricity). The value attached to this additional lighting,
however, will be less than that attached to the inital substitution.

3. A second major consumer of electricity is central, regional, or municipal
goveme administraon. This demand is pimarily for lighting, as is commercial demand.

4. The share of industry in total consumption is variable because the reliability of
public supply is frequently too low to enable private industry to dispose of all of its captive
capacity.

5. Ihe power tariff for isolated diesel generating plants is usuatly below LRMC This
has two effects: (a) electicity brings substantial resource savings by substituting for other sources
Of energy, although the suboptimal tariff means that a greater share of these economic benefits will
accrue to consumers and a lower share to the utility; and (b) contradictorily, the low price
enourages Power consumption above its economically optimal level. Consumers will use power
for which they may not be willing to pay the actual cost of production. The tariff is generally
sructued to favor residental consumers, and in particular low-income consumers. A
propornely gaer share of benefits will herefore accre to these groups.

6. Particular benefits accrue to consumers who do not pay for power. In many
countries, theft of power is high. Infonnation is not available about who benefits from this theft
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Chapr 4. Financlal Management.

Annex 1. Percentage of Total System Loss.

TOTAL SLOSS%)
OOUNIRY IUTU 1980 198 I 1982 19631984198516198 7w11911 8 AVG I MAXI III

BB A I 18.0212 - - 1 - I1 19.61 212 1.01
S A - 11.0 - - 1- 1 -- _ 11.o0 11.0
B A - 28.0 = = 21L0 28.0 .0
T A 9.0 13.0 10.0 s.0 17.0 16.0 16.0 15.0 13.1- 17D 9.
A I A = 23.0 = _2 24.9 2.8 23.0
R A 15.0 13.0 24.0 9.0 10.0 13.0 21.0 22.0 21.0 = 164 24.0 9.0
LL C 120 13.0 12.212.6 13.3 17.0 17.0 16.0 14.1 17.0 12D
J A - - 35.0= 42-0 38.5 42.0 SO

no A 19.1 18.7 19.1 20.8 20.6 19.8 19.6 18.7 16. 19.3 20.8 16.9
a A 11.0 14.0 12.0 13.0115.0 13.0 16.0 13.0 16.0 110.0
N A 31.0 31.5 28.0 35.0 _ - 31.4 35.0 280
H A 10.0 16.0 21 24.0 20 2.0 220 21.0 20.3 26.0 10.
V A 8.0 7.0 13.0 - - - 9.3 130 7.0
L A 1&0 20.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 18O. 19.0 17.0 - 1&6 20. 17.0

CC A -= = 2 = 182 182 i2
W A 14.0 12.0 9.0 12.0 10.0 9.0 14.0 11A 14.0 9.0
X A 17.0 20.0 19.0 23.0 20.0 14.0 130 17.0 815 23.0 14.0
FF A 10.5 10.3 10.6 11.0 13.0= 16.0 19.0 - 12.9 19.0 10.3
EE A 18&O 20.0 21.0 2D.0 19.0 = 21.0 1&0 19.6 21.0 1&O
V A 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 1&0 16.0 12.0 13.0 15.1 160 12.
G A 30.0 29.0 29.0 280 30.0 24.0 220 32.0 47.0 42.0 31 47.0 22.0
m A 17.0 19.0 18.0 22.6 216 33.0 2o.0 30.0 _ 23.7 33.0 17.0
K A 27.6 27.1 27. 27A 24.3 24.0 21.5 = 25.6 27.6 21.5
D B 9.0 9.0 1 2D. 21.0 21.5 21.0 24.0 - 17.6 24.0 9.0
Z A - 13.0 - - -- - 13.0 13.0
AA A 7.7 4.1 1j~712.4 6.0 5.1 7.0 7.6 12.4 4.1

AVERAGE 15. 16.6 17.5 1& 187 17.9 17.6 2.4 272 34.4 189 22.5 15.
MAXIMUM 31.0 31.5 29.0 35.0 35.0 33.0 28.0 32.0 47.0 42.0 X5 47.0 35.0
MINIMUM 7.7 4.1 10.0 9.0 6.0 51 7.0 13.0 16.9 3. 7 11.0 4.1
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Annex 2. Percentage of Nontechnical Loss.

NiWECHNUALo() M - I 
COuTiR UTiuIT 1980 181 I1on 1 1084 1085 10s6 17 198 1089 AVG MAX MiN

A A - I 150 10.01 17.0 ii 15.0
14 A I16.0 16. 13. 20.0 16.4 20.0 13.0
X A 7.0 10.0 9.0 13.0 10.0 4.0 8.0 7.01 6 .5 13.0 4.0

EE A 6.0~&O 10.0 11-0 10.0 9.0 - 11.0 8.01 - 9. 11.0 6.0
M A 1.01 2.0 10 IA 4I 14.0 12 13.0 16 140 1.
K A 11.6 11.1T 113 11.5 $.1 62 8.1 - 2 9.7 11.6 6

AVERAGE 8.7 9.0 0.1 12.01 jI 0.4 OS II$ 8. 1 10.0 .11 14 9
I MAXMUM 16.0 IA 16.5 13 .0 1~ 1j.01 14.0 1j js. u9 IO 17.0 20. 1.

MLIMM 1.0 2.01 1. 5.6 34 4.0 8.0 7.0 8.0 19.0 6 11.0 1

Nontechnical Loss as Percentage of Totl System Loss.

COUT- 110 1081 106i 108 1084 15 108 1087 II 1080 AVG N _
A A _ _ _ 652 70.9 681 70 652
N A 51 52.4 46.4 57.1 -_- 5_ 456.2
X A 412 50.0 47.4 56. 50s 26. 44.4 412 44. 56S

EE A 4A 50 52.4 50.0 47A 524 MA 46.7 52.4 4A
| M A 5.0 105 5.6 24.8 213 45 44.4 433 25.1 45.0 5.

42.0 41. 41.4 42.0 33.3 25.8 37.7 37.6 42.0 2
j AVERAGE 3A70 40.8 36.6 46.1 i !33. I " SOS 44A 70 46.0 54.0310

M A 51.6 52.4 52.4 57.1 50.0 45.0 052 446. 70.6 1 $ 652l
MINI_JM _ _ 10.5 5.6r 24.8 21.3 25.6 37.7 41.2 4A 70.9 21 42 5.
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Annex 3. Accounts Receivable (Months of Sales).

COUTR wellUY 1982 1063 1984 1985 # 100 1967 106 1069 AVG MAX I
B 7.7 6 6.0 6. _ 6.8 77 6.0
A 16.4 126 9.0 10.0 7.0 11.0 16.4 7.0

j S A - 2.0 - - - - - - 20 2.0 2.0
T A - 7.0 7.0 7.0
A A - 11.7 5.3 - - - 3.4 - 6311.7 3.4
R I A 106 7.1 _7.4 11.0 11.8 12. 13. 6. 4.3 - 9.6 13.5 43
LL a B 4.1 4 6. 6.3 _4.9 3 - 4 6.83
- ~~~0 2.2 2. 1 U U~ .3.§ Z 9 _Hi 2.1
j..i A - 9.5 11.0 13.7 7.2 5.3 65 8.9 13.7 5.3
F A 19.9 2.5 6.2 9.9 25

DD A 2222.5 22 2 1.8 1.7 1. 1.6 1.4 1.9 25 1.4
N A 4.2 5.4 3.6 4.4 54 3.6
H A 6.4 4.6 4.7 = 52 6.4 4.6
V I A 8.0 - 15.0 120= 11.7 15.0 8.
LI A I 1.8 1.8 1 1.8

CC A 10.0 6.0 3.9 3.0 5.7 10.0 3.0
W A - 4.0 4.1 4.2 36 - - 4.0 4.2 3
X A 8.0 = 6.0 10o 8.3 10.8 6.0
FF A 3.0 3.0 39 -2- - - 3.3 2 3o
EE A 2.2 2.1 2111.9 2.1 2. 19

B 3.7 37 2.6 4.1 2.0 2.6 3.5 32 4.1 2.0
Y A - 4.1 4.7 4.5 3.2 - 4.1 4.7 3.2
a A 4.6 3.0 6.8 4. 6.8 3
M A 12.6 10.8 10.8 11.4 12.6 10.8
K I A 7.4 10.4 12.6 15.1 14.0 18.2 - = - 12. 1&2 7.4
0 B 4.2 3.0 3.0 5.3 = 3.9 53 3.0
j,Z I A 8.0 7.4 5.2 6.0 1 1 = - 9.0 7.1 9.0 5.2
M A 10.0 10.0 10.0 6.4 4.71 4.1 _ 75 10.0 4.1

AVERAGE I 6.6 586 6.11 7.2 6.6 5.71 7.7 4.2 2.9 6.2 6.0 &1 4.2
MAXIMUM 16.4 116 .0 15.1 14.01 13.7 12 4.3 9.0 12.9 18.2 410.
MNIMUM 2 2.1 2.0 2.3 1 1.7 1.6 1 1.4 3.0 1.8 13 4
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Annex 4. Accounts Recewivables from Private Sector (Months of Saols).

cow" UTIU 1960 19801113 4 16 1 1 815 1966 1968 1969 AVG MA IN
H A _ _ __ _ _ 5.1 42 4.6 - - 4.6 5.1 42
W A _ _ _ _5.1 _I _ . 6.1 5.1
Y A I 1.0 10 10
0 A 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
MG A 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
AVERAGE - 1.0 _- 4.8 4.6 _ _53 42 43 4.1
MAXIIUM 1.0 - _5.1 5.1 4.6- 5.3 53 U 5.3
MINUM 1.0 _.I 42 4.6 5_ 53 .0 1.0
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Annex 5. Accounts Receivable from Public Sector (Months of Sales).

CO1R UTY 1980 1191 1062 1963 1OU4 1965 1986 1 11067 1 19891 AVG I MAXI UIN I
OD A 12.05.0 5.0 1.8 18 1.8 42 1 8
H | A - 10.0 5.5 65s 1 7.3 10.0 5,51
W A - 8. r- - - 8. 0 80 I

A 12.0 = - 120 - = - - 12.0 12.0 12.0
a A _ _38.7 387 3.71
M A - 14.0 - - - 14.0 14.0 14.0
D B .t0 - - - - - - 202.0 20
AVERAGE 12.0 3.5. j. 12.01 5.9 7.3 42 1.8 3871 12.3 13.8 1.
MAXIMUM - 1_ 20 5.0 5.0 12.0 10.0 14.0 6S5 12 387 W 38.7 387
MINNUM = I - 0 2.0 50 12.0 18 1.8.8 3 W j1Q 2.0 i.8I

Account Receivable from Public Scor as Percentage of Total Accounts
Receivable.

COUWRY UIILIY 110 1981 121 1963 11985 1 1986 1 1968 1980 AVG -I Ml
A A - 34.7 24A1-34-7- -25.

R A - 44.4 - - - - - 44.4 44.4 441
F A - 43.3 - 43.8 43.8 43 .
N A 39.3 - |39.31 303 39.31
H A 146.141 45.11 4M 45.1

_ A - 33.0 - - - 330 0
CC A - 0.0 - -I - 0.01 60.0 60.0
Y A - 30.2 302302 302
a l A - 67.7 54.3320 D0.0 852 55.8 67.7 32.
0 B I 51.3 51.3 51.3 513
Z . A - 860I - - - T - 86.0 86.0 860
M A 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0

AVERAGE 1 - -U 0 7 37X1 60 6 47.0 50. 4_6
MAXUM 68_ 0 Bob9 64 4331 60.0 .65 N 01 WI -
MINIMUM 33.01 (4A) 51.3 4.1 32.0 6D.0 S. 52 302 1
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Annex 6 WrIteOf f s Percentage of Total Accounts Recivable.

cOUNTw IJiW I 1980 191 192 16 194 196196 1967 196I 191 AVG MAX UiN
R L II 181 1.61 9.8 18.1 1.6
_ . A I 194A 2Z22 14.5 -V 187 22.2 14.5
HI A I - 9.7 9.3 - - 9.5 9.7 9.3
AVERAGE - - - I 19A4 15.91 14.0 1.6- 12.7 16.7 8.5
MAXIMUM 1 119.4 222118.1 1.6 18.7 22. 14.5
MINIMUM 1 19.41 9.71 93 1.6 9.5 9.71.6
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Annex 7. Procurement Complexity and IneffIcbency.

1. The complexity of the proement pwess, including both udlity and government
procedures, corlates closely withe utlity's access to foreign exchange. In Table 1, the last two
columns show this corelation qualitively. The estimate of foreign exchange availability (Avail)
is based on EPUES missions and Wid Bank sf appraisal repors. High availability means the
utility can apply for a letter of credit and expect qick approval Medium availability means letters
of credit are sometimes held up for several months due to lack of foreign exchange. Low
availability means that letter of credit requests are often not granted. With respect to complexit
(Complex), high, medium, and low ratings reflect the mission's judgment of the utility's
procuement system.

Table 1. Spare Parts Procurement By 15 UtiItIO In the EPUES Study.

Country Utilitv Status Complex Avail

5313 B Priv. Low High
E A SOE High Low
A A SOE Med Med
LL B SOE Mod Med
LL A Priv. Med Med
J A SOE High Low
F A SOE High Low
OD A SOE Low Med
H A SOE Mod High
L A SOE Low Med

OC A SOE Med Low
a A SOE Med Med
M A SOE High Low
D B SOE Hi/Low1 Low/HiI
D A Mied 2 Med Med

* AvailaIiy of foreign exchange Is low from the national bank, but high from a spedal fund for spare pats.
2 Hal" goverment halH pdvae; controled by th puivate owners.

2. The inverse orrelation between availabiity and complexity is nearly perfect In
cases that do not confonn, one finds that foreign exchange is available because a donor provides a
utility with spae parts. For example, the complexity of the ordering and delivery system in
County H is low and availability high thanks to the donor, GITZ, but there are sdll significant
delays m delivery because of the complexity of GItAs own conditions.

3. The situation in Country D is pardcuarly instuctive, because the county has two
distinctprcurement systems, one administratively complex and the other simple. EPUES found
that spare parts requests fm diesel plant managers processed through the first system often took
months to fuil, and often were never fulfilled. Requests made through the second system were
completed within weeks. The cridcal difference between the two systems was the greater
availability of foreign exchange in the second. Country D iUustrateS the fact that utilities with low
availabiliy of foregn exchange tnd to have complex pocurment systems.
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4. Is obseratlon is significant because many diesel plant manr complained that
the inefficiency and unceminty of the spare parts pmcuement system made it impos ble to plan
ma_tenance, causing operating problems to follow. One solution is to ensure that the forei
exchange allocadon process for the utility is smple and transparent-not an easy task, since the
allocation systm may be beyond the purview ofa powerproject, andi8 likely be partofa
broader strucual adjustment program. But even if a tparent system i implemented, it will not
guarantee a utility's access when foreign exchange Is scarce. In that case, direct donor
pement -of spares may be the only way to ensue spares availability. Donors should take care,
however, that thei own procurement reguladons and procedurs do not introduce new delays and
complexities. Donors might establish spare paru accounts in supplier countries, as discussed in
Annex 8.
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Annex a Spae Parts Fund Example.

1. Ibe assumptin is tbat a financing insdtution creates a spa parts bank account in
the country where the institution or spare parts manufactrer is located. The objective is to make
the pmoessig of spare part orders more nt for all parties involved.
Condion

2. The account is accessible only to the financing agencies, a subcontacted consultant,
or a procurement agnt designated joy by the agency and the utlity.

3. The utlity can use this account to buy only a certain class of spare parts, including
consumables and pats required for regula maintenance and top overhauls. Tie utlity could have
a vedlist.

Tis armngement has been successfly used by the paastal in Country D.
The utilty is So percent privately owned and is aSlowed to transer a smau
frDtio of its forei exchange outomaticay into a UK hard cumency accout,
whch can be used for purchasing power plant s A procement agent
the UK buys the spares on behalf of the utility on a compedtive basis, manae
the neceary let of credit and olher financi arrangements, and aramuges
dellv of the, --

4. The fund is set up as part of a loan or grant arrangement. It consists of two parts:
(a) a sum made availabe by donor agencies to supply spare parts for the first two or three yeans of
*peraton; and (b) a revolving fund to be replenished by the utility as it orders spare parts. For
countries in which foreign exchange is especially difficult to acquire, the revolving fund may be
replnishd peodically by the donor agency.

Procedures '

3. If parts are needed, the utility manager approves the order as usual, then sends it to
dte pmcument aget

6. The prcuement agent checks the account for sufficient funds, procures the parts
quickdy, and sends them to the utility, along with a parts list, a statement of the new account
balance, and an invoice. The donor also receives copies of dte documents.

7. The utility follows the usual procedures to obtain foreign exchange, and transfers it
as soon as possible to the bad cumrency account.

AdvaNtages

8. A spare parts fund would eliminate the most time-consuming aspect of spare pars
purchasing, aside from the acquisition of foreign exchange: the delay in sending out the order with
the letter of credit. EPUES missions found this takes three months to a year, during whi h time
the lack of part causes machines to be fiurther damaged or not available at all, with a consequent
loss, for the utlity, of income and reputation for relability.
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9. A spare paru fund would help the objecdve of regional development, smie, as al
nissions rportd, the relibility of electric supply is importnt both for industi development
(Country DD) an for rura consumers who use electricity for irigtin pumps (ie. Country K).

10. The fund could be linked with better monitoi of plant perfmance, enablng the
manufactur to identify cntical machine problems earlier and iniiate counteracion to prevent a
costly totl breakdown.
Problems
11. The donor agency must determine the extent and durtion of spare parts funding at
the time of project desin. If the objective of the project is to supply sustainable and reliable
power, the donor must incorporate a revolving fund concept. f the objective is to develop a
region, and reliable power supply, as one of the required inputs, is to be finaced by the donor on
a long-tenn basis, the fund must be designed to also take care of recuning cxpenses. These two
different approaches are exemplified by the KfW-flnanced power plants in APA, and DANDA's
suppot of rural development in Africa.

12. With respect to the revolving fund, it may not be possible for the utility to replenish
the fund for the same teasons it could not get freign exchange in the first place. A dono agency
setting up a revolving fund should help ensure govermsent support, perhaps by making its own
fimding conditional on the government not letting the spare parts revolving fimd fal below a
certain level.

13. The administration of the fund may impose a burden on an understaffd donor
agency. This could be solved by subcontacting supervision of the fund to a consulting company.

14. The disbursement procedues for loans and grants may not permit the creation of a
spawre par acount. Bea rac ules may require that a loan be closed after a certain peiod The
regulations governing the donor agency may not allow the ceation of a revolving or continuing
fund which it must supevise and replenish over a long peid of time (e.g. 10 years).

15. The fund may make accounting moem difficilIt for the utility, since it has to pay for
Parts which were already supplied without payment. A pilot project in a country with a poor
payment record could provide useful insights.
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Chaptr . Manpower.

Annex 1. Detailed Profile of Mlanpower.

This table provides a detailed profile of manpower issues and problems for
individual utilities in the EPUES study.

Reported Manpowr
Skifs Hiring Staff Paning.

Staffing Power mtx & Fring Taining Incents Morale & DWt
Numbm it y w[ Pmblems LE i h Jf W Jf X JM f

Shotage B Z&BB Yes - R - R - - - - R
A T Yes Yes P,R Yes R,B - Yes R
A A Yes Yes B Yes 0 R - - Yes B
A W Yes - 8 - P -

Appropriate A F ND - - R
B' R No No- t - No - No -
A a Yes No R * R,B No - No - No -
A V Yes - P,R - P,R
A M Yes Yes B YesB - Yes -
A AA Yes - - Yes B Yes B Yes -

Overstaffed A BB Yes - - Yes B - - * Yes R
A B Yes Yes 0 Yes- Yes 0
A R Yes Yes OP,R - - Yes P es- - 0
A J Yes YesR,B - - Yes R Yes- - R
A F Yes Yes - 0 -

A N Yes R - - - R - - * R
A H Yes No - Yes- -0 - - - 0
A X Yes Yes B - B R Yes - Yes B
A Y Yes Yes O,R -O,R -- Yes - B
A G Yes YesRB Yes - Yes - Yes -
A K Yes - 0 -0 - - Yes R - B
B D Yes Yes - * - Yes B
A Z Yes * 0 Yes O,R,B - - - Yes B

Legud: (P) poblems.

(A) Remeda course ol acion:
0 Presubeny ngoing.
P Planned for fuur implemntaon.
R Eii rec ntns
B IWead bythe World Bank
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Annex 2. The Perastabl In Country D.

1. During the EPUES mission to Country D in September 1989, an investigation of
the parastal was undertaken. It is in a closed community which includes a farm, dairy, schools,
recreatdonal facilities, and other facilites which enable the community to be a self-standing
operation.

2. The power plant was constuced in the 1950s and has been expanded several times
since. Cunrently, the insted capacity is 14.5 MW. Of the 8 diesel engines m the power plant, 6
were operable at the time of the mission. One of the engines, a 900 kW, 375 rpm, Ruston
8VLBX, was redred after 109,476 operating hours; another identical engine was still operational
after 110,648 hours. Both wer installed in 1956. Five Mirrlees-Blackstone engines were
opeational. The oldest, installed in 1962, had 149,307 operating hours.

3. The power plant control room was immaculate and the engine room was well-
designe d clean. At one end of the engine room a large space was used for engine repair. Staff
interviewed at the plant were clearly very proud of the plant and their role in keeping it filly
operational.

4. During the 33 years this diesel plant has been in operation, it has never shut down
because of technical failure. The plant was forced to shed loId occasionally due to lack of fueL
This remarkable oprating record far exceeded the performance of the other African diesel plant
investigaed by EPUES missions.

5. EPUES compared this parastatal with oth in Country D to detrmine the factors
critical to its high performance, and concluded dtat the parastatal had no technical advantages.

6. With respect to the availability of fuel, lube oil, and spare parts, the parastatal also
had little advantage over Country D's other diesel plants. Some years ago, it bougt spare parts
through a procurement agent in London who had access to a hard cumncy aount maintained by
the private owners. As the private owners began to suffer financially from other business
operations, the procurement of spares for the diesel plant was reduced to essential items.
Nevertheless, the mission was impressed with the inventory, control, and maintenance of spare
pats. A computer systm was used to keep a daily account of the parts. The mission concluded
that timely access to spare parts contributed o te parastal's high perfermance.

7. Maintenance at the parastatal was excepional. Every ITursday the entire mine
qperation was shut down to perform regular maintenance. The shutdown decreased electrical
demand sufficiently to allow engine maintenace at th plant to be kept on sched. The results of
this regular manenance were reflected in each machines long fWme and high availaility.

8. EPUES had learned from other missions that the availability of spare parts and
regular maintenance are not sufficient to guarantee high perfotnmance. The power plant
managemnent and staff must have appropriate training and they must be motivated. In both areas,
the parstaal Swas exceptionally strong. High quality technical training was available at or near the
plant, and all personnel stad their employment with an apprenticeship pam. Apprentices
were trained on thepjob and at the technical schooL The program was we-st

9. Motivation was high, EPUES concluded, becae the parastatal provided very
strong incentives. AI personnel received free housing, electicity, water, and medical care. Free
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edwaon was provided up to college level courses These benefits made up for the extremely low
State-trolled saaries. Ie saries of the power plant personnel were actually lower than the
salaies of staff in comparable positins at the nadona udlity. Managers suggested that the low
turover in skied ponnel was due prmarily to the benefits provided by the private corporation.

10. With the excepdon of controls on salaries, tie Govemment did not inteifere with
tie parastatals operation. The managers of the power plant had very clear objectives and were
held accountable for good performance. The quality of the managers interviewed by the mission
was vy high The acouning and oerfincial control systems were excelert. Thus, all of the
expla ry variables identified by EPUES as key to explaining good performance were positive: a
high level of autonomy. ceakr objectives, good management, well-trained personnel, transparent
accounting sysoems, access to foreign exchange, and no problems resling from donor policies.
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Annex 3. General Plant OperatIon Manual.

1. For all types of power plants, te opations and maintenance consultant, owner,
desig consultant, and plant manufactrer should form a working goup to produce a Generadon
Plant Operation Manual to cover the following aspects: a) routine operadonal and daily/weeldy
minor maintenance procedures; b) operators' daily duties and checklists; c) operators' weekly
duties and checklists; d) detailed description and procedure for operators routine tasks; e)
generation and auxiliaies plant log format; f) methodology for analyzng plant logs and analysis
report format; 0 staton instrumentation, alam and control schedule identifying the physical
location of each instrument, alarm sensor and control loop; acceptable reading range, "cause for
concern" and "urgent action required" reading ranges; calibration requirements; h) water treatnent
procedus, checklists and fault investigation flow chart; water treatment chemical handling and
strage instructions; i) schedules of reconmended lubricants, lubrication points, and frequencies; j)
emergency procedures (e.g., black start of plant, fire, personnel accident, response to critical
alarms, etc.); k) abnormal procedures (e.g., dealing with oil spillages, chemical handling
accidents); 1) plant isolation schedues for use in conjunction with safety rules when isolating plant
items for maintenance work; m) systems diagrams indicating unique plant item, valve, and switch
identifications to faciitate positive identificaton of points of isolation for safety documents.

2. From the Generaton Plant Operation Manual, an assessment can be made of the
time necessary to undertake the duties for each job. From the individual jobs, a reporting and
responsibility structure can be drawn up, taking account of local customs and practices. The staff
structure and iob descriptions should be treated flexibly to suit local circumstances and the
aptitudes of the staff.

3. The following principles should be observed in defining the station staff structure:
a) keep the management chain of command as short as possible and avoid one-over-one siuations
and duplicate responsibiLities; b) emphasize personal accoutbity with clear job descriptions; c)
appoint staf with conditions which give the manag t te right to deploy staff flexibly, d) once
established, do not change the management strure; e) match staff levels to worldoad, training
requirements, and efficiency; f) identify functional links with the utility sevice departments and
headquarters personnel accountable for provision of those services; g) hire only employees with
approprft skdlls and experience and with potential for career progression; h) the stadon manager
agrees to and cerdfies appointments, staff transfers onto and off site, and extended leaves; i) make
staff appointments, transfers, and promotions subject to a probationary period with authority for
the station manager to reject personnel who (or reverse promotions that) prove unsuitable within
the probationary period; and j) lnk staff reward and renueon, at least n part, to perfonnance.

4. The Generation Pla Operadon Manual should form the basis of operator
training to ensure that all personnel fully understand the theory underlying the tasks they are
carrying out, the procedre for correcdy executing each task, the relevance of the task, and the
possible consequences of failure.

5. Where caftsman skdll levels require ehancement, aproiat training shoud be
povid Fitters should be tested and certified as competent to carry out specific roudnes. Records
of ceriications should be maintained. Only certified craftsmen and rainees should be permitted to
undek mainenance tasks.

6. The plant managees job descipton should define responsibility for plant within
"system boundary" (e.g., all plants within the input terminals to the distrbuton substation), and
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provide authrity to: a) define operating limits for plant, b) employ permanent staff, c) employ
temporary staff to meet woMoad peaks, d) replenish consumables and authize purchase of spare
p and misceLaneous mials, e) define plant ouuWs necessary for maintenance and defect
rectification requIrPments and tme frunes when pIant is released from sevice, f) approve woring
praces and p es, ) take disciplinary acdion against staff within a defned framewor, h)
define mangment policfor the plant, i) define staff development and training policy, j) define
nonscrimlnadirycriteria for staff selection and promotion based on merit, k) define a budget for
headquaers approval, and 1) establish free flows of infmation necessary to enable the whole
power station complex to wotk as a cohesive team with a common objective.

7. Spication for new projects should require the contactor to provide technical
reference books in a languag which is readily undetood by the opemions staff, together with
shelving. These books should also enable station cmft and operations staff to enhance their
tchnic by self leaing.

8. Consideration should also be given to funding a means of access to any expert
tchnicd advice and assistan the plant manager requires durng the early operatonal life of the
plant, and paricularly du ing the first major engine overhauls. Any contacts with equivalent
personnel operating similar p an in other utilities should be fostered, as shoud the confidential
exchange and comparison of perform edata
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Chapter 6. TraIning.
Annex 1. Posble EPUES Training Activitls.

1. Cl arif needs and identify possible components of intensified tining
effor for an tpes ofa ning

2. Identify insdtutions that could participate in regional n efforts, especially in
Afiica. Analyze altemative institutional str s and possible obstacles.

3. Review taining programs in developed and middle-income countries to determine
which sources, cunricula, and training methods have been effective, and what methods these
countries use to certify skill levels.

4. Develop a system that interrelates the certification requirements of diffrent
industriaized countries. This would faciUitate the development of regional programs. It would
also encourage long-distance or self-paced study and make the task of manpower needs
assessments less complicated.

5. Invesfigate innovative education tools, including inteactive videodisc and computer
instruction, to facilitate long-distance or independent study where there are resource constraints.
The team can study he possibility of solicittng manufact buy-ins in exchange for teaching

anes how to use their equipment for diesel plants. Such proams could combine generic dies
raining mateial with manufacter-specific models. See the discussion of training technologies in

Annex 3.

6. Investigate expert systems that would facilitate fault diagnosis and other
communications, enabling managers to supervise employees and monitor equipment from long
distnces. These systems would facilitate better supervision of scattered power plants by
transmitting routine equipment readings, guiding staff during fault finding and repairs, and
tacking spare parts needs. See Annex 3.

7. Investigate (a) possible specialized curricula for operators with low levels of
education; and (b) expert and communications systems that could support and manage poorly-
educated tainees, especially in countries where the scarcity of high school and technial school
graduates foae utilities to rely on educated rsonnel

8. For diesel plants, mcrease the availability of disel tramning materials and manuals,
both generc and ncr specific, in local plants.

9. Investigate using service contracts with manufacturers, local affiliates, or
contractrs, financed at the time of purchase through the loan or grant. Such contracts coud
facilitate rcruitment and rention of trained maintenance persoannel by removing them from civil
service and pa _stl salary limitations.

10. Since the power sector includes not j utilities, but also such private genation
facilities a indust plants and mines in off-grid aweb, investigate the posibilitof pivate sector
participation in tning. This could help reduce competition for sklled employees, especially
wherc privat generation is meeting demand that utilities are unable to meet. Donors may want tD
consider proiding training to equpment technicians and operators as a way of contributing to
derelopmez whether or not the tranees stay with the utility.
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Annex 2. RecommendatIons For Financing nd Technlica Assstance Agencli.

1. All parties should devote greater attention and resources to trining during
proecto analysis. impl aon, ad day to day operations.

2. A comprehensive raining needs analysis should be an integra part of any power
sector project. Assessing human resources will help identify proposed plants that cannot be
s rted by cunt uility staff, are clearh unsustainable, or are sustainabre only with eate
managers and consultants or significmt tramning interventin. Idenfyins in advance the need for
expatriate assistance or taining rventin will result in a more realstic assessment of total
proect costs. Assessing training needs can be the first step towards developing a comprehenive
triing plan.

3. Training progams should be as lengthy as those in industri counties, and simlar
in the way teaeticd knowledge and prctica experience are combined Donors should take near-
term steps to prvide taining couses of longer dumation.

4. Donors should coordiate training among themselves and with recipient counties.
The process could include information sharing, exchange-study programs between recipient
coumnies, and the development of gonad tining programs and ficilities.

5. Donors should consider organizing a worldng group of representatives from
donors, lenders, manufacurers, training institutions, and EPUES staff. The group would
cooinat taining activides, conduct worishops, and develop and refine proposals for regional
cooperation EPUES could play a coordinating role.

6. For diese plants, donors could design and offer a comprehensive one- to three-year
taining course for future diesel trainers that incorponates course work, study at manufacturers'
faciliides, observation of different traning or apprenticeship programs, and work experience
(phs with an eHie mobile repair/overh team).

7. Middle ma ent diesel training progams should also be upgmded, to help plant
managers meet their technilol, and human r sibilities.

8. Donors may wish to include private sector trainees in diesel training prgrams,
including the technical staff of major autogenerators and of other entities competng for scarce
skilled labor. Tis is a possible area for EPUES to investigate.
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Annex 3. Interatve Videodisc and Computer Training Systems, and Expert
Systems.

1. A variety of innovative tools can facilitate long-distance training, self study,
maintenance, and oversight for all tpes of plants. These tools, which all rely on computers or
interactive videodisc (IVD) techno ogy, are increasingly being used in the united States and
Eurpe to impe training md lower a ed osts.

2. IVD presents material on a video screen in still, text, or video formats. This
technology has two major advantages over videotape instruction programs: (a) material can be
accessed at random (a videotape being only sequential), as the trainee requests or as the computer
program determines; and (b) the IVD system monitors the trainee's comprehension and progress
and presents material progressively as the trainee demonstrates comprehension in short question
and answer sections. When a tramee does not understand material, the system can review it,
present background informaton, r offer remedial material. This method enables trainers or
supervisors to monitor a trainee's progress at long distance. Each IVD videodisc has six to eight
separ sounds, allowing for nardon in six to eight different languages.

3. The U.S. military has been a major investor in education and training technologies.
Over the past three decades, the military has provided three fourths of all funding in the United
States for educational technology research and development. This is due to the military's immense
need to train poorly-educated recruits. Simulators are one major training appl;cation which have
gone through several generations.

The Navy's Taskeacch Tutorial simulated equipment for maintenance training, and
led to development of a General Maintenance Trainer/Simulator and the
Sophisticated Instctional Environment (SOPHIE). SOPHIE received Tri-Service
support and is considered the "mothe of several other intelligent tutoring systems
developed by the services for training personnel in troubleshooting tasls and
equipment operation and maintenance. (Power On!: New Toolsfor Teaching and
Learnng, US Congress Office of Technology Assessment, pp. 151, 155-158.)

4. The U.S. military and many industrial and service firms rely heavily on IVD to
tach relatively uneducated peronnel to operate and maintain highly complex equipmenL IVD
ica trainees' atteniveness through constant interaction and decreases their reliance on
instuctors, which saves travel costs.

5. Expert systems also rely on NVD technology to facilitate equipment operation and
maintenance. General Electric (GE), one of the largest manufacturers of diesel-electric train
locomotives, developed its Diesel Electric Locomotive Troubleshooting Guide (DELTA) to replace
one employee who was the core of its endte service system. DELTA, an expert system to aid
mechanics in fault diagnosis and repair, is now servicing more than 20,000 diesel-electric
locomotives in the United States alone. Because diesel engines in power plants use similar
technology, it would be useful for donors to learn more about DELTA and its impact
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Annex 4. Common Types of Training Programs.

1. EPUES subect countries use a wide variety of taning programs and medhods.
The following list is tot exhaustive, but is intended to facilitate the discssion of training options.
Table I indats the types of progrms used by each utility.

2. In-house training programs. Local dedicated prorms run by and for a utility,
dealing specifically with skills and technology relevant to that utlity. Country D has technical
trainng programs at both the national utility and the p .

3. Local technicallvocational school, or engineering college/university. Usualy
part of the public education system. For example, Country D has several technical colleges, and an
engineering faculty at a university in the capital

4. Diesel manqfacturer training programs. There are two types: (a) factory-based
trining programs offered by Mirlees-Blackstone, MAN, FINCANTIER,L Wartsila, and others
manufacturers. Courses last from a few weeks to more than a year, and cover a range of subjects.
And (b) in-country training offered by most diesel manufactuws, or by deir distributors, usually
duing plant ins on or co n g.

5. Ad hoc expariate-instructor training. In some cases, expatriae manages and
engineers perform unstructured on-the-job training in addition to their principal responsibilities.
Ad hoc taining is also sometimes offered by manufars'.rers' personnel or by donor-funded
consultants.

6. Free-standing traiing institutions (also called informal training programs).
These are nondegree institutions, often outside the government education system, that provide
trning in ecnomicaly useful skills.

7. Donor countries also offer training programs for utility personnel, ranging from
lonUg-m wnversity sdy to spDalized short-term seminars.

8. Long-term higher educaton overseas, in either degree or specialized certifcate
programs. USAID, for exaample, offers universit training through Energy Training Program
(ETP), as well as through generc education support programs. Seval donors support extensive
taning at diesel manuct ' facilities.

9. Short-term specialized training courses. Donors support trainee attendance at
short-term manufacturers' couwses in Erope. One is a two-month course for diesel opetors and
mechanics offered jointly by USAIID ETP and EGSA; another is the NRECA/CARICO Diesel
Course.1 There are similar courses in a variety of utility-related technical and management
subjects, such as the one given by the Ieland Electricity Supply Board (ESB).

EGSA is the Electric Geng Systems Association, a U.S.-based association of
manufacturers of combustion tbine andioter engine-driven genng systems. NRECA
is the Natonal Rural Electric Coopive Association (US.), which has an inteatal
division active in power progams in developing countries.
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Country In-lloujs tbneMak num . 0lHdneer U lvkb Te1 Wctlotia Shod

Alaska y
EquatOu lne y y y

Ganbia , Y Y Y
Guatemala Y Y Y Y Y

Guatela2 y
Guinea y y y
Guinea-Bsi Y Y Y Y
Indonesia V V
Mali Y Y
Mauritius y
Mozambique Y y
Sierra Leone
Somaia Y Y Y
Tanzana Y y y Y

TanzanW2 y y y 

e Recenly doe
In-llouse refers to hnhouse utility iraning programs.
Exoat/Man refes to Inhcwntry taining by manufacturer or patrite pernnel.
Fre-Stland refers to fteestanding or informal traindng pograms, as opposed to forma socIcc schoolL
Ovrseas reters to ovas ting at manufacturers donor programs, etc.
En cmnr UnLCL refers to in-ountry unhvrsities with electial and meac engineering currula
TeciVoc School retes to techncal and vocatinal seboo wih eectrcal and meanicl curiula

Alask: Informal on4he.job trainig Whie not structured, signifant time and effort go into training. Occasonal two week outside ourses on ecal subject.l

Guatemala: No formal inhos training. except for very sbort (cI week) oue woursaes

Indonesia: Inhos training progam is of fay high qualty, but due to t limited number of opening, ms operator and maintenanc staff tea rece onl

manufactwer taining at the time of Om commisuloning

Mal: There Is a utlty ining centr In Bamako, supported by EDP, wbkb has genal focused on adminstion and nace has teently started diesel traing

pr 2

Somaa: Only unsutued on4be-job Itrinig by ihe Fih tdnal advsor. f
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10. In-service tradng or Internship:. Utlites in developed ounties have in-srvice
d staff fom some Afiican countries, for example, sere

iips wi e de c~~eDF).

11. B examinis trai programs in Eu J and the United Stt donors
can determine WI: =Wn*the utiles need to deelop spec iemfpcye s a d capabilities.
ITee are dift ways of rachng the same tinig goal and seva posible models.

12. Vocationalltechnical school approach. In the United States, students study
mechanics in specialized technicaIvocationd schools, then go on to full-time employment. The
emplyern doetmines how much on-the-job anig i needed to fully prepare the individual
fOr rher duties.

13. Combinadon of technicallvocational school and on-the-job training or
apprendteship. This is common in the Europn countries, including Germany. Paricipants
attend school part-dme and woik part-time as an apprentice.

14. Intensive on-the-job or in-serWce training of personnel lacking prior technical
edcation. Th is common in Japanese industry and the U.S. military. In both cases, the initial
Pat of the trining is often a year or more of f-time clawroom hnaucton.

15. Self-paced or independent study. This is often an altrnadtve to classroom
pograms. It can take advantage of new pedagogic technologies, but equires an ornized and
relie eminaon system with a high degree of integrity. In the U.S. Navy, for eple,
operators and mechanics for all types of engines can prgress though the grades by independent
study and exainations, or by combining continued clasroom aining and experince. The

avy's Personnel Qualifications Standard (PQS) formally recogizes bo avenues to
adv ancmet

16. Short-term In-service training. Often used to upgade or refresh employee skills,
of to ctdwe newV CO7 onents with different maintenance req ts Such t ng is often
prvdl aby iS aU8
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Annex 5 Broad Reviws of Training Experience.

1. Thee have been a number of reviews of World Bank and contractor experience
with project, sector, vocnallechnical, and management d training.' lTese reviews are not
focused solely on the power sector, but they ar valuable summaries of trining experience WMth
possible relevance to the EPUES traiing review.

2. The reviews found that in loan or project analyses for all types of power stations,
the coverage of manpower and training factors was insufficient. Manpower and occupational
assessments were rarely attempted, and the effects of these issues on the sector were rarely
addressed. Specific findings include the following: (a) manpower and training issues had low
priority, and analysis of these issues was underbudgeted, (b) the capability of operations staff to
do traimingtmanpower analysis was relatvely weak compared to their technical and financial skills;
and (c) insufficent effos were made to deveipp an insttutional memory to facilihte leamning from
pror experience.

3. The findings of these reviews correspond with EPUES findings that donor-
financed diesel projects usually had insufficient training components and lacked consideration of
whether inenable staff wer available to opeate and maintain plants.

4. The folowing findings were comnon to a number of the broad training reviws for
al types of plants:

S. Expatiate managers and consultants often could not train counterparts because of
heir need to focus on their pmay responsibilites.

6. Trainers were often of low quality or poorly motvated; the trainer was accorded
ittle respect.

7. Donor-supported taining programs were often not supported in the recipient
country, and ended when donor funding ended.

. Trainees often did not have enough education or experience to enable them to
benefit from training& parady in Sub-Sahaan Africa.

Reports include the following: General Operational Review: Manpower and Training
Issues in Sector Work (FREE Backgrund Paper Series); Vocadonal Education and
Training: A Review of World Bank Investment (World Bank Discussion Paper);
Improving Training Qualty in Developing Countries: Toward Greater Instructonal
Efficiency (PHREE Background Paper Series); Review of World Bank Investnents in
Vocatonal Educaton and Traing for Commerce (PHREE Background Paper Series);
Trainng for Public Adnistration and Management In Developing Countries: A
Review (Wadd Bank Staff Woring Paper); and The Reform of State-Owned
Enterprises: Lessons from World Bank Lending, Mary Shirley, Policy and Reseavh
Series, Wodd Bank.
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9. Ther were few incentives for employees to particikate in training programs, due to
salary ceilings and lack of subsequent career advancement. Employees who completed training
courses often left for beter paying jobs.

10. Taining resources were often concented on clites, whie tining for mid- and
lower-level employees was neglected.

11. Most state-owned enterprises or agencies in developing countries did not have an
official training policy. This led to ad hoc decisionmaing and the insufficient allocation of
resources.

12. Training efforts in Sub-Saharan Africa have been less successful than in other
regions. Speci. appoaches may have to be designed to respond to local needs and capabilities.

13. Middle-income countries have had success with training programs which use
informal training centers and post-secondary technical schools as components of national taining
ssm that are wesponsive to changing neods.

14. Informal training programs are often more effective than formal technical schools.
These programs usually are not under a mistry of educadon, which frees them from buraucrtic
obsacles and resource constraints.

15. Regional tmining and management development institutions may be more cost
effective than a number of single country progams.

16. These f ame consistent with the EPUES observations, particularly concerning
the use of expatrite trainers, the low status of trainers, the lack of recipient country support for
taning programs, the insufficient education of trainees, and the poorer results experienced in Sub-
Sahar Africa. EPUES also agrees with the idea of regional training centers, particularly in
Africa.
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Chaper 7. Technical lum

Annex 1. Spinning Reserve.

1. Sufricient redundancy and excess capacity throughout the system to meet
unexpected contigencies are the major safeguards againt shortages. At the generation level,
excess capacity is expressed in the form o reserves. Spinning reserves are intended to be
maintned byr power systems to follow minute-by-minute load variations and to meet sudden
cntingenies, such as the fored outage or unexpected failure of any kind of generating unit
These reserves conist of geners that are already connected to the busbars and are ready to take
the load iately, because, for example, they are operating at less than full output.

2. f reliable public electricity supplies are justified on economic grunds, which most
rers indicate they are, then supply reliability is a critrion which should be considered as an
element of system planning. The opeaion of "spinning reserve" is a significant element in the
achievement of teliable electricity supplies to economicaly important consumers if the electiciy
dibution system is not arranged to a tlly shed non-essentil loads.

3. I many instances, spinning rser is not the policy, because it increases operatng
Costs. If spining reserve unduly ireases operating costs, however, the implication is that the
system has not been coectdy desgned to facilate genemrion plant despatch with spinning reserv
cove, most commonly bu te selected unit sizes of generator were too lage.

4. In Country DD, a comparison was carried out on a system to assess the effect of
despatching a diesel plant with 100% spinning reserve coverage of the largest set in opertion in
compari to how the plant had actually been despatched. The actual despatch had provided
spinning reserve coveage for 23% of the period. Correct despatch would have provided 100%
sping reserve, reduced the total fuel consumed by 1.9% and reduced the number of engine
clinr hours by 1S% thus reducing opeadng costs.
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Annex 2a Equipment Required for Accommodation of Personnel In Dimli Power
Plants.

1. A typical base load diesel power plant manned 24 hous a day, 365 days a year
should have:

(a) A conerence/uaining room large enough to hold one complete shift of staff plus
supervisors and managers. The room should be equipped with tables, and chairs,
blackout window blind, a flip chart, slide and oveead projectos, whiteboad and
appropiate training aids, and shelves for technical literature.

(b) Washing and toilet facilities, showers, personal lockers, and changing area

(c) A mess room large enough to accommodate one full shift. It should be equipped
with tables, chairs, zookdng facilities, and refrigerator and other items according to
the customs of the country.

(d) A maintenance engineers office equipped with desks table, chairs, filing cabinet,
shelves foroperaions manuals and technical reference books, drawing cabinet, and
planning board.

(e) An operations enginees office equipped with desk, table, chairs, filing cabinet,
shelves for operations manuals and technical reference books, and planing board

(f) An adminan officees office equipped with desk, table, chais, filing cabinet,
andplanning board.

(g) A maintance supervisoes (foreman's) office equipped with desk, chairs, filing
cabinet, shelves for plant manuals and technical reference books, small drawing
cabinet, and planning board.

(h) A control room with fitdngs, desks, chairs, shelves plant operation manuals,
drawing racks to hold system drawings, and safe working systems equipment (key
safes).

(i) A station manager's office to hold meetings between senior station staff and
e,quipped with desk, table, chairs, filing cabinet, shelves for technical reference
books, and planning board
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Annex 3. Requlrewnts for Worshops Areas

1. Typical require mns for a base load diesel plant are:
(a) A wokhop area with space to stand an engine set of overhaul components.' This

area should have an overhead crane for handling heavy components and rad
vehicle access for off-loading large items. If air tools are used, an air system
should be installed.

(b) A clean room with vapor extracon for fuel pump and injector overhu and testing.
(c) An instrumentation workshop with benches and for calibradon equipment.

(d) Stge for locble tools and lifting equipment.

(e) A machine shop equipped, at a minimum, with pin drill, center lathe, cutter grinder,
and machine hacksaw.

(f) A screened weldming ara with welding equipment.

e.g. pistons and connecting rods, cylinder heads.
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Annex 4. Requlrements for an EffecUtve Maintenance Management System.

1. An effective maintenance management system for a base load diesel power plant
should include:

(a) a database containng details of every item in the power plant complex (including
workshop machine tools, liftng equipment, access equipment, transport, etc.). The
database should provide sup lier name and address, item type and description,
physical locaton, plant idenmcation, perfonce data, and initdal cost.

(b) data on all planned maintenance tasls, i.e. a description of the work; a procedmre
for doing the work; details of spare parts, tools, and manpower skills; estimated
time to complete, plant isolation details and safety requiements; and periodicity.

(c) maintenance history records, with such details as when jobs were done by date and
running hours; the condition of the plant prior to maintenance (including wear
measurements, if appropriate); who performed the maintenance and how long it
took, and results of any invesigations of defects or breakdowns.

(d) long-tem maintenance planning.

(e) plans for maximum plant availability (e.g. if a plant is taken out of service, the
system will allow other maintenance work to be carned out simultaneously).
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Annex & Inventory Control.

1. An effecdve inventoy control and record system in a diesel plant should
(a) provide the nonvariable data on each component, i.e. description, manufacuer,

manufacturer's part number, unit of supply, stoes location, order quandty, and
minimum stock level to stinula reorder.

(b) monitor stock and supplier data, i.e. quantity in stock, dates and quantities of
withdrawals from stock, supplier names and addresses; details of outstanding
orders including anticipated delivery date, unit cost of last batch ordered, average
cost of components in stock; any miimum order sum required by the suppli,er and
supplier quality rord.

(c) audit stores periodically.

(d) ensurethatgoodsreceivedintostorearetheonesordeed,thatthey fit the purpose
intende, and are adequately preserved and correctly labelled.

(e) provide for obsolete good or goods damaged in storage to be written off and
scrapped.

(f) maintain records of components sent off site for refurbishment, and identify them
when returned to storage.

2. Spares and miscellaneous consumables inventory should be developed in four
categories:

(a) Miscellaneous consumables, including nuts, bolts, washers, lock wire, rags, thrad
lubricants, jointing materials, terminations, cable tags, wire, etc.

(b) Spares for planed maintenance and components necessary for routine maintenan
work. Quantities will depend on lead times and experience with the opaion of
similar plants.

(c) Exchange subassemblies (e.g. complete cylinder heads, injectors assemblies,
pistons and connecting rods, governor) which can be overhauled in the worshop
while the generator is in service.

(d) Strategic spare parts to cover a breakdown (e.g. a cylinder line, complete electric
moors, cams and follower assembles, alternator pedestal beaing).

e.g. unit, litre, pair, box of 100, etc.
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Chapaer . Environmnntl Isues.

Annex 1. EnvironnIntal Pollution Observm by EPUES.
Couwy EE

1. Waste lube oil and oily wastes were dumped in the areas of the xe diesel plants
dte mission visited in 1988. Oil was poured into holes dug by employees, and sludge and other
wastes were imgularly dumped outside the powerhouse. Each plant was 1.5 MW and consisted
of three machines of equal size; the pollution after two to three years of operation was significant.
Transformer ofls were also dumped in the repai shops, and incinerators on two of the sites were
not used. 'Me mission did not attempt an analysis of the long-tem consequences or an estimate of
the cost of cleaning up the site. The situation in other diesel plants is most likely similar, a
nationwide aysis is requied.

Count DD

2. The first mission to Indoesia in 1988 visited mostly remote locations with little
industrial activity. All diesel sites had some pollution fron waste lube oil At one plant, wase
lube ofl and poluted water were discharged into the rainwater drainage system. At two others, oil
was stored m drums outside the powerhouse. At another, the oil was burned in makeshift
incineratois at low tmpe s at a rat of a few liters per day. Oily wastes and transformer oil
were usualy dumped close to the powerhouse or repair facilities. The severe pollution at all older
diesel plants gave an of how the situation will develop at plants installed in 1986 and
1987.

3. The second mission visited two other diesel power plants. One plant had several oil
fields and refineries, and pollution caused by the plants appeared insignificant next to the
environmental impacts of the oil industry. The plant managers reported that the waste lube oil is
unsported to the refinere or to steam power plants. There was no major pollution except for the

oil f sX antdsludge dumped ne tie plant The high temperature incinerators financed as part of
the plants wer not used.

4. TIe following passages are quotes from selected mission repors.

Country J

5. After oil changes, the waste lube oil (8.000 1 per machine) is either sold t the
pesonnlel as used engune oil, or simply poured into the grund.

Country A

6. It is urgent dtat envnental aspects be evaluated during a future mission.
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Cowuay F

7. Waste lube oil is sold to the local population or, if not sold, pollutes the
enviroment of the power plant No measrs are taken to reduce the pollution. Wide areas around
the plant were poluted with oiL

8. All machine halls and ways should be cleaned from oil. Appropriate waste lube oil
disposal should be intduced. The severe environmental pollution by waste lube oil should be
reduced Envimnental proction pactices ame curently ignored.

Country G

9. The station area is in a disastrous condition. All buildings and installations are
heavily spoiled. Oil leakages caused oiling up of surfaces and oil penetration into construction
materials. Protective paintings and coatings are mostly damaged.

10. Pictures provided by another mission show severe pollution of the river close to the
plant.

Countwy L

11. Waste lube oil is collected in the supplier's 2101 steel drums. The waste is sold on
the local market at a price of Rs 450 per drum. The oil is mainly reused for truck and bus engine
lubrication.
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